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SUMMARY

This thesis is devoted to computational studies of biomedical assemblies, material assemblies, and

nanofluidics. The majority of projects involved collaborations with experimentalists as well as other

computational groups. The thesis is based on 11 published papers and 4 submitted or in preparation.

In Chapter 1, we give a layout of the thesis. In Chapter 2, we present the theory and methods

that we use in our projects. We start discussing quantum mechanics, classical atomistic simulations,

and finally we explain how to collect the mean information using statistical mechanics.

In the Chapter 3, we present the formation and stability of biomedical assemblies, using atomistic

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In sections 3.1-3.4, we start with simulating the assemblies of

single amino acids and nucleobases. In sections 3.1 and 3.2, we study the stability of metabolite fibrils.

In section 3.3, we study metabolites interacting with inhibitor molecules, in solvated and crystalline

phases. In section 3.4, we study crystalline metabolites interacting with cellular membranes. In

sections 3.5-3.7, we study polypeptides structural stability in solvated and assembled forms, as well

as their interactions with gold nanoparticles. In section 3.5, we study the backbone conformations

of a heptapetide in solvated and crystalline phases. In section 3.6, we study the same peptide in

crystalline phase interacting with gold nanoparticles. Finally in section 3.7, we study the stability

of a 20-peptide-long protein in solvated and fibrillar phases. We also study the same peptide in the

same phases interacting with gold nanoparticles.

In Chapter 4, we model the formation and stability of supramolecular assemblies with applications

to material sciences. In section 4.1, we start with the study of co-crystallization of proteins in

the presence of gold nanoparticles with polyethylene glycol chains. Afterwards, in section 4.2, we

discuss the formation and stability of supramolecular nanotubes in different solvent environments. In
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SUMMARY (Continued)

section 4.3, we study nanomedicines, which are derived from decaborate clusters. In section 4.4, we

also investigate the interactions of metabolite crystals, consisting of aromatic amino acids, with 2D

nanosurfaces. In section 4.5, we discuss the self-assembly of complex cages, yielding gelation. Finally

in section 4.6, we study the self-assembly of calcium oxalate with and without citrate inhibitors,

resulting in different crystal structures.

In Chapter 5, we model nanofluidics. In section 5.1, we study the pressure of water in graphene

liquid cells, with varying shapes of graphene cells and number of water molecules entrapped between

those cells. In section 5.2, we also study power generation by osmotic diffusion of KCl through

charged boron nitride nanotubes. Finally, we have studied some pumping phenomena, but these

studies are in preparation.
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are presented in this thesis.

In Chapter 3, all sections were accomplished in collaboration with Prof. Ehud Gazit (Tel-Aviv

University). In section 3.1, we observed the growth and stability of tryptophan fibrils. Fibrils were

synthesized by Prof. Gazit’s group. Spectroscopic data (TEM, HR-SEM, Confocal Flourescence

Microscopy) and biological tests (Cytotoxicity tests and Apoptosis tests) were performed by Gazit’s

groups or collaborators. All experimental results were reported by the Gazit’s group [1]. MD

simulations that demonstrated the twisting of different tryptophan crystals were performed by Pavel

Rehak, guided by Profs. Lela Vuković and Petr Král.

In section 3.2, we observed different material properties of enantiopure and racemic crystals

of tryptophan and phenylalanine fibrils. Collaborators obtained all experimental results (Turbid-
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Analysis, and NMR) reporting their results in the manuscript [2]. All MD simulations and enthalpy

of crystal calculations on different enantiopure and racemic tryptophan and phenylalanine crystals

were performed by Pavel Rehak under the guidance of Prof. Král.

In section 3.3, we investigated the inhibition mechanisms of fibrillar growth of metabolites ty-

rosine, phenylalanine, and adenine with inhibitors epigallocatechin gallate and tannic acid, as well

as acetylsalicylic acid, as a negative control. Collaborators performed all experiments (ThT kinetics

fluorescence assay, Turbidity measurements, DLS, TEM, HR-SEM, and Cell cyctotoxicity), report-
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ing their results in the manuscript [3]. Pavel Rehak performed all MD simulations and enthalpy of

binding calculations under the guidance of Profs. Lela Vuković and Petr Král.

In section 3.4, we studied the mechanism of adenine, tryptophan, and tyrosine fibrils interacting

with model mamillian cellular mebranes. Collaborators performed all experiments (colorimetric

response, fluorescence, and cell viability) and discussed their results in the manuscript [4]. All MD

simulations and enthalpy calculations were performed by Pavel Rehak under the guidance of Prof.

Král.

In section 3.5, we studied the backbone conformations of a model peptide in solvated, oligomeric,

and crystalline environments as a model for various proteins involved in misfolding illnesses. Collab-

orators synthesized and crystallized the peptides and performed the experiments (structure determi-

nation Wide-Angle X-Ray Scattering, TEM, Powder X-Ray Diffraction, Optical Microscopy, Kinetic

Assay, Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy, Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy) and reported their

results in the manuscript [5]. All MD simulations and backbone RMSD calculations were performed

by Pavel Rehak under the guidance of Prof. Král.

In section 3.6, we took one peptide backbone conformation in its crystalline phase and observed

how gold nanoparticles and gold nanorods bounded to the crystal. Collaborators performed all

experiments, including peptide synthesis, crystallization, STEM, nanpoarticle synthesis, and exper-

iments with magnets and reported their results in the manuscript. Pavel Rehak performed all MD

simulations and electrostatic potential calculations under the guidance of Prof. Král. This paper is

currently under preparation.

In section 3.7, we looked at peptide fibril, inspired by naturally occurring peptide supramolecular

structures, and examined its stability and interaction with a gold nanopartical. Collaborators per-
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formed all of the experiments (electric characterization, NMR, peptide construction, supramolecular
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EFM) and discussed their results in the manuscript [6]. All MD simulations were preformed by Pavel
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Vicki Colvin (Brown University). The Colvin group performed all the experiments, such as XRD
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calculations and electrostatic potential analysis, under the guidance of Prof. Král. This paper is

currently under preparation.

In section 4.2, we looked at the self-assembly and stability of supramolecular nanotubes, less than

10 nm in diameters, in different solvent environments in collaboration with Prof. Boris Rybtchinski

(Weizmann Institute). The collaborators performed all experiments (UV-vis absorption, cryo-TEM

imaging, electron paramagnetic resonance spectra, transient absorption) as well as some computa-

tions, involving molecular mechanic geometry optimization to determine the supramolecular structure

of the tubes [7]. Pavel Rehak employed the resulting obtained tube structure and even extended the

tube in some cases for the simulations to follow. All MD simulations were preformed by Pavel Rehak

under the guidance of Prof. Král.

In section 4.3, we studied a variety of different atomically precise NPs which can be used for

medicine in collaboration with Prof. Alexander Spokoyny (UCLA). Experimentalists synthesized

various nanoparticles from a dodecaborate cluster with atomically precise ligands. From our ability

to design these NPs to such a precision, we have full control over their physical properties, sizes, and

chemical properties. Collaborators performed the experimental measurements, such as 1H NMR, 19F
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NMR, 11B NMR, TEM, SPR, and 2D DOSY [8]. Pavel Rehak examined 6 such NPs, with PEGylated

ligands and determined their sizes in different solvents through MD simulations and analysis under

the guidance of Prof. Král.

In section 4.4, we studied the properties, stability, and dynamics of hybridization of biomolecular

crystals, (pure enantiomer TRP and PHE as well as racemic TRP) and low dimensional nanomaterials

(graphene, phosphorene, and carbon nanotubes). Pavel Rehak performed all of the MD simulations

and enthalpy calculations under the guidance of Prof. Král. This paper is currently under review.

In section 4.5 we examined the e self-assembly and gelation of platinum-based metal-organic cages,

with different ligands bonding to the platinum metal centers, in collaboration with Prof. Tianbo Liu

(University of Akron). Collaborators synthesized the cages, prepared the samples, performed NMR,

SAXS, small amplitude oscillatory shear, static/dynamics light scattering (SLS and DLS), TEM,

isothermal titration calorimetry, HRSEM, and XRD experiments [9]. Pavel Rehak performed all

MD simulations and performed further simulations of cages that were not available for experiments,

as well as MD analysis under the guidance of Prof. Král.

In section 4.6, we examined the self-assembly and crystallization processes of calcium oxalate

(CaOx) in the absence and presence of the inhibitor citrate, which can influence the final crystal

structure, in collaboration with Profs. Reza Shahbazian-Yassar and Tolou Shokuhfar (both at UIC).

Collaborators performed SEM, XRD, STEM-EDS, STEM-EELS measurements and analysis. Pavel

Rehak performed all MD simulations and analysis under the guidance of Prof. Král. This paper is

currently under review.

In section 5.1, we studied the pressure of water entrapped in a graphene liquid cell. We also

determine contributions of Laplace pressure versus pressure exerted the by vdW attractions between
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the graphene membranes. The collaborators synthesized the graphene liquid cells, performed STEM

images, and EELS analysis [10]. Pavel Rehak preformed all MD simulations and analysis under the

guidance of Prof. Král.

In section 5.2, we studied the enhanced power output, of osmotic energy harvesting through

boron-nitride nanotubes. The advantage is that the device ca be built on macroscopic scale and

have an overall higher efficiency. The boron nitride tubes are charged with hydroxyl groups bounded

to them, thus filtering cations and producing an osmotic current. The collaborators performed all

the experimental work including membrane fabrication and characterization as well as ion exclusion,

osmotic current, power density, and surface charge density measurements, in addition to numerical

simulations. Dr. Haiqi Gao initiated the MD simulations and MD analysis under the guidance of

Prof. Král. Pavel Rehak continued MD simulations and analysis to complete the work under the

guidance of Prof. Král. This paper was accepted for publication.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, interest in nanoscale sciences has exploded due to their relevance in

everyday life, such as pharmacy, medicine, biochemistry, energy, environment, information technol-

ogy, optics, and space exploration. Many experimental techniques, such as spectroscopy, X-Ray

Diffraction (XRD), Electron Microscopy (EM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scan-

ning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Scanning Tunneling Electron Microscopy (STEM), and Atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM) have been developed to understand and observe material structures and

study properties of nanoscale systems. Unfortunately, these experimental techniques are not effective

enough for analyzing systems at the atomistic level. Atomistic simulations have been developed to

complement experiments and enable researchers to fully understand these systems.

Quantum approaches yield the most rigorous results for all systems. In practice, most systems

are too large to fully implement quantum methods and require further approximations. However,

in systems that are designed to study quantum phenomena this description should be preserved to

some extent. One usually has to balance rigor and efficiency when trying to solve realistic problems.

We can use a whole spectrum of methods that can be ordered in decreasing precision (increasing

scales) as: 1) ab initio calculations, 2) hybrid Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM)

MD simulations, 3) all atomistic MD simulations, 4) coarse-grained (CG) MD simulations, and 5)

mean-field simulations.

Atomistic simulations date back to the 1950’s when Nicholas Metropolis developed the Monte

Carlo algorithm and applied it to argon (monoatomic) atoms. The earliest systems were modeled

1
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through hard sphere models. More complex models, such as the square potential well and the 12− 6

Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, were subsequently used. In the 1970’s, Martin Karplus pioneered

protein folding simulations. Initially, such simulations were slow and could only yield one snapshot

per day (≈ 10ps). Eventually, the simulations have become much more efficient to implement.

Today, depending on the machine power and system properties (e.g. number of atoms and rigor of

calculations), it is possible to simulate 106 atoms for 1− 10 ns in one day on a personal workstation

and perform a thousand times more demanding simulations on supercomputers. On specialized

computers designed for MD simulations it is thus possible to simulate 108 atoms and reach simulation

lengths ranging in the microseconds. In our systems, we must typically model 104 − 106 atoms, yet

we do not need to model reactions using reactive force fields. Therefore, we use classical atomistic

molecular dynamics simulations, but determine the parameters of the molecules through ab initio

calculations.

1.1 Thesis organization

In this thesis, we examine the self-assembly and stability of biomolecular nanostructures, ma-

terial growth, and nanofluidics. In Chapter 2, we discuss the theory and methodology behind the

calculations performed. First, we discuss ab initio calculations (microscopic in scale and highest in

rigor) that are used for parameter fitting in MD simulations. Then, we describe how we run the MD

simulations. Finally, we discuss how to extract data from the MD simulations.

In Chapter 3, we discuss biomedical assemblies, studied in collaboration with Prof. Ehud Gazit

(Tel-Aviv University). In sections 3.1 and 3.2, we discuss metabolite fibrils, consisting of a single

amino acid or nucleobase molecular units. We discuss the stability of phenylalanine (PHE) and

tryptophan (TRP) fibrils. We performed simulations of solvated crystals and facets in order to
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explain an unidirectional fibrillar growth (for enantipoure crystals) and a broad 2D growth (racemic

crystals).

In section 3.3, we examine the inhibition mechanisms in the formation of metabolite fibrils. We

discuss tyrosine (TYR), adenine (ADN), and PHE in their crystalline and solvated phases, interacting

with inhibitors epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), tannic acid (TA), and the negative control aspirin

(ASA). The binding enthalpies of each inhibitor and metabolite were calculated in order to predict

the efficacy of each inhibitor.

In section 3.4, we determine orientations of metabolite crystals (ADN, TRP, and TYR) interacting

with lipid bilayer membranes. These lipid bilayer membranes consist of phosphatidylcholine phos-

pholipid (PC) and combination phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylserine phospholipids (PC/PS).

In section 3.5, we study the folding of a polypeptide consisting of seven amino acids (SHR-FF)

undergoing backbone conformational changes between α-helical and cross-β linker structures. The

cross-β linker conformation represents the state at a global free energy minimum. We examine the

root mean square displacement (RMSD) of backbone atoms of the peptides in solvated and crystalline

phase.

In section 3.6, we discuss the crystalline form of SHR-FF in the cross-β linker conformation

interacting with gold nanoparticles (AUNPs). Experimentalists saw that the AUNPs coalesced only

on one side of the fibril. AUNPs are highly charged due to the citrate ligands binding to them. The

peptides in the crystal are arranged such that there is a strong buildup of dipole moment in the

crystal.

In section 3.7, we examine the fibrillar structure, self-assembly, and interactions with AUNP

a polypeptide fibril. This polypeptide consists of 20 amino acids and was inspired by a peptide
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produced by metal-reducing bacteria type IV pili. The fibrillar structure of this peptide is held

together through β sheets, running antiparallel to each other. We simulated these peptides in the

presence and absence of AUNP and examined their fibrillar stability in the presence and absence of

AUNP.

In Chapter 4, we examine the self-assembly and growth of materials. In section 4.1, in collab-

oration with Prof. Vicki Colvin (Brown University), we discuss with co-crystallization of lysozyme

protein and PolyEthylene Glycol (PEG) gold nanoparticles (AUNPs). The AUNP hastens the crys-

tallization of proteins without changing the unit cell parameters of the crystal structure. The col-

laborators reported that AUNPs with long PEG chains (molecular weight 10kDa/chain) could co-

crystallize, but AUNPs with short chains (1kDa/chain) would not. We ran simulations to observe

the co-crystallization mechanism of lysozyme proteins in the presence of both AUNPs. In addition,

we also calculated electrostatic potential isosurfaces in order to predict how gold nanorods (AUNRs)

would align themselves, when co-crystallizing with the lysozyme proteins.

In section 4.2, in collaboration with Prof. Boris Rybtchinski (Weizmann Institute), we discuss the

self-assembly and stability of supramolecular nanotubes from PP2b derivatives in different solvent

environments.

In section 4.3, in collaboration with Prof. Alexander Spokoyny (UCLA), we discuss the sizes

of atomically precise PEGylated nanopatricles. We determine the sizes and flexibility of various

nanomedicines with ligands containing polyethylene glycol chains of various lengths. We determine

the sizes and flexibility of these nanomedicines in water and a phosphate buffer solution (pH = 7.4).
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In section 4.4, we discuss the interactions between TRP (enantiopure and racemic) and PHE

(pure enantiopure only) crystals and graphene, phosphorene, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The

hybrid complexes had properties similar to those originating from individual crystal or nanosurfaces.

In section 4.5, in a collaboration with Prof. Tianbo Liu (University of Akron), we discuss the

self-assembly of metal organic cages (MOCs). We ran simulations in order to predict gelation or

precipitation of these MOCs. We saw that different interactions contribute to the self-assembly of

the cages and their possible gelation.

In section 4.6, in collaboration with Prof. Reza Shahbazian-Yassar (UIC), we study the growth

of calcium oxalate in the presence and absence of citrate inhibitor. In the absence of citrate, cal-

cium oxalate monohydrate (COM) crystal forms, whereas in the presence of citrate calcium oxalate

dihydrate (COD) crystal forms.

In chapter 5, we delineate our nanofluidics studies. In section 5.1, in collaboration with Prof.

Reza Shahbazian-Yassar, we discuss the pressure of water with graphene liquid cells (GLCs). Water

droplets were entrapped in square and circular GLCs, consisting of two sheets.

Finally, in section 5.2, in collaboration with Profs. Sangil Kim (UIC) and Jerry Shan (Rutgers),

we discuss power generation by osmotic flow through a charged boron nitride nanotube (BNNT).

We complete the thesis with closing remarks.



CHAPTER 2

THEORY AND METHODS

In this thesis, we model nanoscale systems that have 104 − 106 atoms. In this chapter, we

discuss the theories and computational methods. We begin with quantum mechanics and ab initio

calculations, which help us determine the forcefield parameters for MD simulations. Then we discuss

the theory behind the simulations. We finish this chapter with the discussion on the analysis of the

simulations, where we discuss how to prepare each system, calculate the trajectories, and extract

observables.

2.1 Quantum Mechanics

Theory of ab initio calculations

In quantum mechanics all the information resides in the wavefunction of the system. We can

determine this wavefunction by solving the Schrödinger equation:

ih̄
∂Ψ( ~R1, . . . , ~RM , ~r1, . . . , ~rl, t)

∂t
= ĤΨ( ~R1, . . . , ~RM , ~r1, . . . , ~rl, t). (2.1)

Here, nuclear coordinates for M nuclei are denoted as ~Ri and electronic coordinates for l electrons

are denoted as ~ri, h̄ is the reduced Plank’s constant and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, which has

its classical analog in Equation 2.43. In time-independent problems (potentials), this Hamiltonian

operator can give the eigenenergies of the system.

The full Hamiltonian of a molecular system is

6
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Ĥ =
M
∑

j=1

p̂2j
2mj

+
l

∑

i=1

p̂2i
2me

−
M
∑

j=1

l
∑

i=1

Zje
2

| ~Rj − ~ri |
+

l
∑

q>i

l−1
∑

i=1

e2

| ~rq − ~ri |
+

M
∑

s>j

M−1
∑

j=1

ZsZje
2

| ~Rs − ~Rj |
. (2.2)

The first term is the kinetic energy operator of the nuclei, the second term is the kinetic energy

operator of the electrons, the third term is the nuclei-electron potential energy operator, the next

term is the inter-electron potential energy operator, and the final term is the inter-nuclei potential

energy operator.

The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation assumes that nuclei are significantly more massive

than electrons. Therefore, we can treat nuclei as fixed point masses, around which electrons are

moving. Then the molecular wavefunction becomes separable with respect to electronic and nuclear

coordinates as

Ψ( ~R1, . . . , ~RM , ~r1, . . . , ~rl) = Ψ(~R,~r) = ψnuc(~R)ψelec(~R,~r). (2.3)

Then the effective Hamiltonian of electrons can be described as

Ĥ = Ĥelec + VNN (~R), (2.4)

where

Ĥelec =
l

∑

i=1

p̂2i
2me

−
M
∑

j=1

l
∑

i=1

Zje
2

| ~Rj − ~ri |
+

l
∑

q>i

l−1
∑

i=1

e2

| ~rq − ~ri |
(2.5)
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and VNN (~R) is constant since nuclei are fixed. This gives a simplified Schrödinger equation to solve

for the electronic wavefunctions and electronic eigenenergies.

(Ĥelec + VNN )(~R)ψs,elec(~R,~r) = Us(~R)ψs,elec(~R,~r). (2.6)

Us(~R) = Es,elec(~R) + VNN (~R), where Us(~R) is the electronic potential energy surface of the sth

excited state and Es,elec(~R) is the related electronic energy parametrized by the nuclear coordinates

~R.

After solving the electronic Hamiltonian, we can solve the nuclear Schrödinger equation.

ĤN (~R)ψnuc(~R) = Emolψnuc(~R), (2.7)

where ĤN (~R) is the nuclear Hamiltonian given by

ĤN (~R) =
M
∑

j=1

p̂2j
2mj

+ Us(~R), (2.8)

and Emol is the total energy of the molecule with all quantum numbers for the translational, vibra-

tional, rotational and electronic degrees of freedom.

Electrons are Fermions, which means that the probability density does not change with the

exchange of indistinguishable electrons. Consequently, acting with the permutation operator on the

multi-electron wavefunction results in the negative of the original wavefunction.

P̂ijΨ(1, . . . , i, . . . , j, . . . , N) = Ψ(1, . . . , j, . . . , i, . . . , N) = −Ψ(1, . . . , i, . . . , j, . . . , N). (2.9)
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From this property, we can derive the Pauli Exclusion principle, where no two electrons can be in

the same spatial and spin orbitals.

One way to construct a multi-electron wavefunction that yields its negative multiple after applying

the permutation operator is by constructing as a superposition of Slater Determinants (SDs) (multi-

electron complete basis set).

Ψ(~r) =
∑

s1,. . . ,sl

cs1 . . . csl

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

φ1(~r1) φ2(~r1) . . . φl(~r1)

φ1(~r2) φ2(~r2) . . . φl(~r2)

...
...

. . .
...

φ1(~rl) φ2(~rl) . . . φl(~rl)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (2.10)

If we describe a multi-electron atom, then φi can be atomic orbitals (AO), which need to be opti-

mized (depending on method). If we describe a multi-electron molecule, then φi can be molecular

orbitals (MO). Each column in the matrix (Equation 2.10) represents the same orbitals and each row

represents the jth electron, where ~rj is its position. The exact solution of the Schrödinger equation

can be described as a linear combination of infinite number of SDs (complete basis set), giving also

the exact eigenenergies. In practice, we need to truncate this linear combination in number of terms

or types of summed series, so we only obtain approximate eigenfunctions and possibly eigenenergies.

Electronic structure calculations

The simplest multi-electron electronic structure calculations use the Hartree-Fock (HF) (mean

field) theory, where the multi-electron wavefunction is represented by one optimized SD. Its form can

be found in the variational solution, yielding HF equations (Equation 2.12). In the HF theory, the

HF Hamiltonian is the sum of the individual Fock operators for each electron electrons, represented

by f̂i,
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Ĥ =
l

∑

i

f̂i =
l

∑

i=1

−∇2
i

2
−

M
∑

j=1

l
∑

i=1

Zj

| ~Rj − ~ri |
+

l
∑

q>i

l−1
∑

i=1

2Jiq −Kiq, (2.11)

which becomes equivalent to solving for a series of one-electron wavefunctions, φα(i)

f̂iφα(i) = εαφα(i), (2.12)

where εα is the eigenenergy of φα. The first two terms in the Fock operator represent the kinetic

energy of electrons and attractive potential energy of electrons to nuclei. The last two terms give

the inter-electron repulsion space. The expectation value of the Coulomb integral is

〈φi(1)|J |φi(1)〉 =
∫

allspace
φ∗q(2)φq(2)

1

| ~rq − ~ri |
φ∗i (1)φi(1)dV. (2.13)

The number in the parenthesis labels individual electrons. The Coulombic integral can be viewed

as the mean-field analog of the classical repulsion of two electrons. The expectation value of the

exchange integral is

〈φi(1)|K|φi(1)〉 =
∫

allspace
φ∗q(2)φ

∗
i (1)

1

| ~rq − ~ri |
φq(1)φi(2)dV. (2.14)

This integral has no classical analog and vanishes when there are two electrons in opposite spin-

orbitals.

The HF theory provides a starting point for calculating the electronic structure of multi-electron

systems. However, in the HF method, we are missing electron correlations. To include them, we

can add more SDs. For example, we can use a perturbation theory, where we split the Hamiltonian
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by having the original Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian, Ĥ0 (explicitly expressed in Equation 2.11) and a

perturbation, V̂ in

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ , (2.15)

known as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory. The perturbation is the correction term formed by the

exact electron-electron coupling term minus the HF electro-electron coupling term.

V̂ =
l

∑

q>i

l−1
∑

i=1

1

| ~rq − ~ri |
− (2Jiq −Kiq). (2.16)

For optimal compromise between rigor and computational effort, we use the second order Møller-

Plesset (MP2) level of theory. In the first order correction, E
(1)
0 given in

E
(1)
0 = 〈ΨHF (~r) | V̂ | ΨHF (~r)〉, (2.17)

we still use the HF single SD wavefunction, ΨHF (~r), thus MP1 is equivalent to HF theory. In the

second order correction, E
(2)
0 given in

E
(2)
0 =

∑

s 6=0

| 〈Ψ(0)
s | V̂ | ΨHF 〉 |2

E
(0)
0 − E

(0)
s

. (2.18)

The exact HF method provides a complete basis set of MOs from, which N are occupied and the

other unoccupied. Replacing the occupies MOs in the HF SD by one or more unoccupied MOs gives

eventually a complete N electron basis set. We usually pick only singly or doubly excited SDs, i.e.

SDs with one or two unoccupied MOs.
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Basis sets

AOs are derived from the one-electron solution of the Schrödinger equation, where we obtain

STOs, with the radial dependence, R(r) ∝ e−ζ′r. When calculating inter-electron repulsions (such

as evaluating Coulombic and exchange integrals in Equation 2.13 and Equation 2.14) we need to

integrate a product four such functions, which have no analytical solution. We approximate these

STOs with Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTOs), with the functional form of

Ψ(x, y, z) = N(x− x0)
n(y − y0)

m(z − z0)
je−ζ(r−r0)2 . (2.19)

In this function form, the nucleus is at the origin (x0, y0, z0). N in Equation 2.19 is the normaliza-

tion constant. The sum of the pre-factor exponents equals the angular momentum quantum number,

i.e. n+m+ j = l. When l = 0, there is an s-type orbital and there are no pre-factor variables; when

l = 1 there is a p-type orbital and we have x, y or z as a pre-factor variable; when l = 2 there is

a d-type orbital and we have a possible linear combination of variable pre-factors, whose exponents

sum to 2. Unlike STOs, GTOs are differentiable at the origin and decay more rapidly.

When applying GTOs in the calculations, we split the ζ and obtain a linear combination of

Gaussian functions. A typical basis set could be labelled as 6 − 31G∗. Here the core and valence

electrons have a split ζ. The core electrons are represented as a linear combination of six Gaussian

functions. The valence electrons are split even further with two different ζ, one with 3 Gaussian

functions and a second with only one Gaussian function. It is possible to have another split of ζ,

such as the basis set represented by 6− 311G∗. The ∗ represents the fact that we use d-orbitals for

the heavy atoms, C, N, and O, due to polarization effects in a chemical bond. If there is a second ∗

then we use p-orbitals for H atoms.
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2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

We can describe system fluctuations, dynamics, and conformational changes on the microscopic

level through MD simulations. These microscopic processes can ultimately influence what experimen-

talists see on the macroscopic level. As we discussed earlier, the classical MD simulations describe

the motion of molecules by classical Newtonian or Langevin equations, where the inter- and intra-

molecular forces can be obtained from force fields, extracted from more precise quantum mechanics

calculations. The nuclear dynamics usually proceeds on the ground state potential energy surfaces

(PES) obtained from the calculations. We will clarify this more in the following sections.

Potential energy surface

The potential energy is essential to determine forces and acceleration of bodies in the system as

shown in Equation 2.44. Then we can numerically integrate the acceleration to determine atomic

velocities, which then can be integrated to determine their positions. First we need to know the

functional form of the PES, which best approximates the electronic PES derived from ab initio

calculations. Most classical PES used in molecular mechanics have the functional form, in the form

of

UMM (~R) =
∑

Bonds

Kb(rb − rb0)
2 +

∑

Angles

Kθ(θ − θ0)
2 +

∑

Dihedrals

Vi(1 + cos(nφ+ φ0))

+

N
∑

j>i

N−1
∑

i=1

{

qiqj
4πǫ0rij

+ 4ǫij

[

(

σij
rij

)12

−
(

σij
rij

)6
]}

(2.20)

and illustrated in Figure 1. The first three sums are performed over the internal degrees of freedom,

which represent bond stretches (1, 2 terms with only one bond separating the atoms), angle bends

(1, 3 terms with two bonds separating the atoms), dihedral rotations (1, 4 terms with three bonds
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separating the atoms). Other PES may have additional 1, 3 (such as Urey-Bradley) or 1, 4 (such as

improper) terms. The external degrees of freedom, which apply to 1, 4 terms and beyond, are the

electrostatic and dispersion interactions, determined in Equation 2.32 and Equation 2.39.

Figure 1: Internal degrees of freedom: (1) Bond Stretches (1 − 2 terms) (2) Angle Bends (1 − 3
terms) (3) Dihedral Rotation (1− 4 terms). External degrees of freedom (1− 4 terms and beyond)
Electrostatic and Dispersion Interactions.
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Bond stretches and angle bends originate from vibrational degrees of freedom. A molecule with

N atoms has 3N total positional degrees of freedom. There are three degrees of translational freedom

and either two for linear molecules (including diatomics) or three for nonlinear molecules degrees of

rotational freedom. This yields 3N−5 for linear and 3N−6 for nonlinear molecules vibrational degrees

of freedom. Vibrations are practically frozen at ambient temperatures. Calculated accelerations

would be too large, due spikes in numerical differentiation of stiff bonds and angles. We model the

vibrational degrees of freedom after Hooke’s Law for the harmonic oscillator, due to the ease of

differentiating quadratic functions.

The dihedral terms are a reflection of the molecule undergoing internal rotations. An atom or a

group of atoms, separated by three bonds, rotate with respect to each other along the axis of the

second bond separating the two groups. We describe the dihedral contribution to the PES as a linear

combination of trigonometric functions due to the periodicity of complete rotations upon a bond.

We have an expense of O(N2), where N is the number of atoms, when modelling modelling non-

bonded interactions using Equation 2.20. We only consider two atoms within a certain distance,

as non-bonded terms decay with radial distance, in order to reduce cost. In order to have smooth

differentiation, we use a switching function

fswitch = 1(rij < ron) (2.21)

fswitch =
(roff − rij)

2(roff + 2rij − 3ron)

(roff − ron)3
(ron ≤ rij ≤ roff ) (2.22)

fswitch = 0(roff ≤ rij). (2.23)
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Usually we have ron = 10 Å and roff = 12 Å. We only consider atoms that are within 14 Å of each

other for the evaluation of non-bonded interactions, with this list updated every 20 steps. This is a

good approximation for dispersion interactions which decay as r6, thus making them short ranged

interactions. However, Coulombic interactions, which decay as r are long ranged, since they decay

more slowly. We implement the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm, which uses Fast Fourier

Transform (expense O(N logN)) to calculate Coulombic contributions of atoms beyond the cutoff

region (real space) and in image boxes (reciprocal space), in order to correct the errors from using a

switching function. Usually it takes ≈ 500 image boxes for each PME implementation.

Parameterization of PES

Nuclei of atoms move through an electronic PES. It is possible to run MD simulations using the

electronic PES directly to determine nuclear motions. Due to the expense of calculating these PESs,

such calculations can be performed only on small systems with limited trajectories. Therefore, we

use classical molecular mechanics to model larger systems with longer trajectories, which uses a PES

that approximates the electronic PES, i.e. in Equation 2.20, we try to approximate UMM (~R) to the

electronic PES, i.e. Us(~R) in Equation 2.6. For this PES in Equation 2.20, we obtain parameters

determined from ab initio calculations, which best approximates the electronic PES. This method

requires less effort to calculate.

Sometimes parameters for the PES can be obtained empirically or through previous studies.

For example, parameters for biomolecules have been extensively derived through computational and

experimental research over the years. For most other instances, these parameters are not so readily

available, so we need to calculate them, using quantum mechanics.
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When we use quantum calculations for parameter fitting in Equation 2.20, we try to obtain: (1)

equilibrium geometries, (2) force constants (for harmonic terms), (3) energy profiles (for dihedral

and dispersion interactions), and (4) partial charges (for electrostatic interactions).

In geometry calculations, we adjust nuclear positions until we obtain a minimal energy is obtained.

Ideally, we try to search for the condition

∂Us(~R)

∂ ~Rj

= 0, (2.24)

where ~Rj is the position of the jth nucleus. To obtain the optimal geometry we use double self-

consistent field method (DSCF). In this method, we use a double iteration loop. First, we guess the

nuclear coordinates, then we perform the SCF method, then we change the nuclear coordinates, and

apply the SCF method again. We compare the energies obtained and determine whether they are

within a threshold. If the new energy is within that, we finish the optimization calculation, otherwise

we adjust the coordinates and repeat the procedure. This helps us determine the variable rb0 and θ0

in Equation 2.20.

When determining the dihedral scan, we also perform geometric optimization calculations. We

change the dihedral angle by steps and then constrain this dihedral angle and allow the remainder

of the molecule to relax. Usually, we have two scans: (1) −180◦ ≤ φ ≤ 0◦ and (2) 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 180◦,

and a step size ∆φ = 10◦.

In the calculation for the force constants, we use results from the quantum harmonic oscillator

problem. We need to determine the Hessian matrix, labelled as D, whose elements are given in
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Djk =
∂2Us(~R)

∂ ~Rj∂ ~Rk

. (2.25)

There, we obtain the double derivative of the energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates ( ~Rj and

~Rk). From the quantum harmonic oscillator we have the relations

ωjk =
1

2π

√

Kjk

µjk
(2.26)

and

µjk(2πωjk)
2 =

∂2Us(~R)

∂ ~Rj∂ ~Rk

, (2.27)

where ωjk is the angular frequency of the vibrations between the jth and kth nuclei, Kjk is the force

constant of the bond between the jth and kth nuclei, and µjk is the reduced mass of jth and kth

nuclei, needed to describe the relative motion of two bodies

µjk ≡ mjmk

mj +mk
. (2.28)

In order to determine force constants we need to diagonalize the Hessian, using the relation

det[µjk(2πωjk)
2 − δjkλj ] = 0. (2.29)

Then we can determine Kb and Kθ in Equation 2.20.
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Parameter fitting

Internal parameter fitting

After computing optimal geometries and diagonalizing the Hessian we obtain a quantum PES.

We then need to fit the constant molecular mechanics parameters (Kb, r0b, Kθ, θ0 in Equation 2.20),

such that these parameters fit the quantum PES as closely as possible. We use the relation

Fbond,angle =
∑

bond,angle

(

rQM − rMM

rscale

)2

+ w
∑

[Udistort
s (~R)− Udistort

MM (~R)]2 (2.30)

to determine these parameters. When fitting the parameters we look at different distortions. The

first term in Equation 2.30, represents the geometric values of the molecule. The second term

represents the changes in energy upon distorting the molecule and determines the force constants.

The pre-factor w is the weight we place on the energy values when fitting. When we increase w, we

try to make a more precise calculation for force constants. Usually geometric value converge quickly,

whereas force constants converge slowly.

When we fit dihedrals, we first obtain an energy scan and fit using the relation

Fdihedral =
scans
∑

i

wi(Us(~R)− UMM (~R) + c)2. (2.31)

Here we try to minimize the differences between the energy values obtained in the QM calculations

and those values obtained through the parameters used in Equation 2.20 for each scan. The last

term in the summation is the normalization c = UMM (~R)− U s(~R), so that ∂Fdihedral

∂c = 0. UMM (~R)

represents average molecular mechanics energy and U s(~R) represents average quantum mechanics
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energy. In the dihedral fitting we adjust in Equation 2.20 the multiplicity, n and φ0. The value of n

can be integers ranging from 1 to 6. The phase angle φ0 = 0◦ or 180◦.

External parameter fitting

At the nanoscale there are many intermolecular forces that affect how a system behaves. Electro-

static, dispersion, and hydrogen bonding interactions are the most important intermolecular forces

that influence our systems.

The external terms are the most important parameters, when calculating self-assembly processes.

In Equation 2.20, there are long-ranged Coulombic interactions and short-ranged dispersion interac-

tions. In the Coulombic term only the distance between the ith and jth species (rij) and their charges

(qi and qj) depend on the system, whereas all other terms are universal constants. The distances

can be determined during the calculation of the trajectories. The molecule, on the other hand could

be charged or neutral. The molecule exerts an electric field, even if it is neutral because it could

have a dipole or quadrupole moment. We assign partial charges to the individual atoms within the

molecule to best replicate the electric field exerted by this molecule. The sum of the partial charges

of each atom must also be equal to the net charge of the molecule.

Electrostatic interactions are a combination of monopole, dipole, quadrupole, and higher order

interactions. These interactions become weaker with higher order poles, due to more rapid decay

with respect to distance, and have more complex orientation dependence. The exact dependence can

be determined by solving the Poisson equation and applying the appropriate boundary conditions.

In solution environments, as opposed to vacuum, screening effects occur. When there are two

charges in vacuum, the electrostatic interaction is determined through the Coulombic equation given

by
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UCoul(r12) =
Q1Q2

4πǫ0r12
, (2.32)

where UCoul represents the electrostatic potential energy between the two species, r12 is the distance

between the two species, Q1,2 are the charges of first and second species, and ǫ0 is the vacuum

permittivity.

When these charges are in a solvent with ions, oppositely charged ions are attracted to their

respective charged particles and cancel the electric field. A large number of ions in the solution can

cause more counterions to come closer to the charged particle. The net electric field this particle

exerts decays more rapidly. If the concentration is lower, then there are less counterions to cancel

the net electric field exerted by the particle and it decays more slowly. In addition, if temperature

is increased, then the ions are more mobile and less likely to coalesce around the charged species.

Therefore, the screening length would increase. The electrostatic interactions can be calculated after

solving the Boltzmann-Poisson relation and the next result is

UCoul(r12) =
Q1Q2

4πǫǫ0r12
e
−

r12
λD , (2.33)

where λD is the Debye (screening) length is determined by

λD =

√

ǫǫ0kBT

2NAe2I
, (2.34)

kB J/K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, NA is Avogadro’s number, e is

the charge of one proton (i.e. elementary charge), and I is the ionic strength, given by
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I =
1

2

n=iontype
∑

i=1

Ciz
2
i . (2.35)

In Equation 2.35, we perform a summation over the ion types and Ci is the concentration of the ith

species and zi is the charge of the i
th ionic species. The Debye length, λD, is considered the distance

in which the particle can exert its electric field on other particles. Beyond this length, the electric

field of particle will affect very little other charged particles. In a physiological solution at T= 310

K ([NaCl] = 0.15M), λD ≈ 7 Å. In a highly concentrated solution of [NaCl] = 1.00M, λD ≈ 3 Å at

the same temperature. When we model Coulombic interactions, the higher order poles, solvent, and

screening effects are calculated implicitly through Equation 2.32.

There are many ways to determine partial charges of atoms, which give a wide variety of dif-

ferent results for the same molecule. Electrostatic Potential-based Charge fitting yields the most

accurate results for systems not undergoing chemical reactions, because they are based on electric

field calculations of the molecule. The energy obtained from quantum calculations is given

UCoul
s =

∫

ρ(~r)q

| ~R− ~Rq |2
d~R = qVQM ( ~Rq). (2.36)

Here, we take point charges, q at coordinates ~Rq, which are in an electric field. The charge distribution

is expressed as ρ(~r), and ~Rq is the distance of the point charge from the molecule. VQM ( ~Rq) is the

quantum potential. With the adjustment of the molecular partial charges we try to recreate this

quantum potential.

We use the fitting weighted function
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Felec =

∫

W (~R)[V (q(~r), ~R)− VQM (~R)]2dV + λ(qtot −
Natoms
∑

i=1

qi). (2.37)

We minimize this function under the Lagrangian constraint that the sum of the atomic partial charges

needs to be equal to the net charge of the molecule. The weighting factor, W (~R) has the property

that lim~R→0W (~R) = 0 and reaches a maximum value at | ~R |≈ 3− 5 Å away from the atom.

W (~R) = exp[−β{log(ρ
′(~R)

ρr
)}], (2.38)

where ρ′(~R) is a predefined sum of atomic electron densities, ρr is a reference electron density, and

β is an adjustment parameter to satisfy the limits of W (~R).

Dispersion occurs when the wavefunctions of two molecules are close enough, at a distance r, and

their electrons become correlated, thus there is an attraction, which decays as r6. The molecules

cannot come too close due to the fact that electrons are Fermions, thus leading to the Pauli exclusion

principle. This causes a repulsion, which decays as rn, as an approximation. Usually the best average

is n = 12. To model the electron correlation and the Pauli Exclusion principle, the 12− 6 Lennard-

Jones (LJ) potential is used is

ULJ(rij) = 4ǫij

[

(

σij
rij

)12

−
(

σij
rij

)6
]

, (2.39)

where rij is the distance between the ith and jth atoms, ǫij is the strongest possible attraction (i.e.

the energy well), and σij is the finite distance, where potential energy, ULJ(rij) = 0 (i.e. the van

der Waals (vdW) radius). The strongest interactions occur at rmin
ij = 6

√
2σij , at which point the net
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force would be 0. In order to calculate the dispersion interactions between two atoms (labelled as ii

and jj ), we take the geometric mean of their energy wells,

ǫij =
√
ǫiiǫjj , (2.40)

and the arithmetic mean of the vdW radii,

σij =
σii + σjj

2
. (2.41)

Parameters for dispersion interactions can be obtained through rigorous calculations (usually

density functional theory) of the energy profile between different atoms. In practice these type

of calculations are intensive. Therefore we use analogy of similar atoms fitting from previously

determined energy fitting studies or even based on empirical studies.

Hydrogen bonding occurs when there is a highly electronegative and relatively small atom (such

as oxygen, nitrogen, or fluoride) bonded to a hydrogen atom within a molecule, causing this molecule

to be a hydrogen bonding donor. Due to the small size of hydrogen it is possible for the hydrogen

bonding donor to be attracted to a hydrogen bonding acceptor, which would also be a highly elec-

tronegative and relatively small atom. Once this bonding occurs the distance between the hydrogen

atom and the acceptor’s atom is smaller than the sum of their vdW radii. The distance for strongest

attraction of hydrogen bonding is within the repulsive region of the LJ potential. In earlier versions

of classical molecular dynamics hydrogen bonding was explicitly modelled, but since then has been

abandoned. Today classical models describe hydrogen bonding implicitly through the combination

of dispersion and electrostatic interactions, using Equation 2.39 and Equation 2.32.
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System preparation

In order to calculate the trajectories of the system we need to integrate numerically Equation 2.45,

with the PES in Equation 2.20. The size of systems we can simulate in a reasonable time is limited,

due to computer capacity. Therefore we need to implement periodic boundary conditions (PBC).

We replicate the simulation box in all directions to emulate macroscopic solvent environments.

We use the Nosé-Hoover method to keep pressure and temperature constant, when preparing a

simulation. First we set up the system in VMD or CHARRMMGUI. Before running any equilibration

we relax the system by minimizing it. Usually there is a high positive potential energy, mostly due

to atoms being in the repulsive region of Equation 2.39 potential. Relaxing the system then prevents

too large accelerations, thereby also velocities and temperatures becoming too large. Once we start

pre-equilibration runs, we initially assign velocities as shown in

fMB(
−→px,i) =

1√
2πmikBT

e

−−→px,i
2

2mikBT , (2.42)

where fMB(
−→px,i), is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the momenta of the atoms in a cardinal

direction, mi is the mass of the ith atom, and T is the temperature at which we set our simulation.

We would rescale 3N velocities of N atoms such that the net momentum is zero (−→ptot =
∑−→pi = 0).

The Berendsen thermostat rescales velocities (thus kinetic energies) of the atoms so that they are

representative of the translational kinetic energy at the desired temperature. Pressure is controlled

by rescaling the atomic coordinates, thus controlling intermolecular forces inside the primary box

and with other molecules in the image boxes. We stiffen bonds involving a hydrogen and a heavy

atom through the SHAKE algorithm because that bond would have the highest frequency due to the

significantly lower reduced mass.
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Calculation of trajectories

We run our simulations in order to observe thermodynamic phenomena. We explore the ensemble

of each system through time-dependent trajectories. In order to explore the ensemble, we need to

calculate trajectories.

Newtonian mechanics

When using the MD approach, we need to calculate trajectories in order to understand the studied

phenomena. According to Newtonian mechanics, linear momentum, angular momentum, and energy

are conserved. The Hamiltonian is defined as

H ≡ ~p2

2m
+ U, (2.43)

whose value is constant with respect to space and time. From this we can calculate forces in a

system by

~F ≡ d~p

dt
= −dU

d~r
. (2.44)

This system of equations to calculate MD trajectories.

Langevin dynamics

We use Langevin dynamics in order to keep temperature and pressure constant, which are subject

to rounding errors in our numerical simulations. In Langevin dynamics, we couple our system to a

thermal bath and the equation of motion is given by
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d~p

dt
= −dU

d~r
− γLang

d~r

dt
+

√

2γLangkBT

m

−−→
G(t). (2.45)

The first term is derived from Equation 2.44, the second term has a damping factor, γLang multiplying

the velocity, in the third term there is a random force acting on the particles,
−−→
G(t), with a multiplying

factor coming from the theory of Brownian motion, where kB is the Boltzmann constant.

We can determine the acceleration of each atom from Equation 2.45. We use Velocity Verlet

algorithm, to numerically integrate the acceleration.

d−−−→rn+ 1
2

dt
=
d−→rn
dt

+
d2−→rn
dt2

∆t

2
(2.46)

−−→rn+1 =
−→rn +

d−−−→rn+ 1
2

dt
∆t (2.47)

d−−→rn+1

dt
=
d−→rn
dt

+
d2 ~rn
dt2

∆t. (2.48)

In this process, we determine a mid-point velocity of the atoms. Then we determine positions. This

integration conserves linear momentum. Usually we have time steps ∆t = 1− 2fs.

2.3 Classical Statistical Mechanics

When setting up a system, we try to emulate experimental conditions as much as possible, when

setting up a system. First, we need to choose ensembles, which place certain constraints on the

system. In our simulations we have closed systems, which are not isolated. There is energy exchange

between the system and the surroundings. Therefore temperature, rather than energy, is constant.

The systems do not exchange particles with the surroundings. The two ensembles we use in our

simulations are canonical (NVT) and isothermal-isobaric (NPT). In our trajectories we have a 6N
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dimensional phase space of coordinates (~ri) and momenta (~pi) for N atoms. During our trajectories

we explore different values of phase space. Each different value of phase space is a microstate.

Canonical ensemble

Because temperature is constant, the simplest ensemble we use is the canonical ensemble (NVT).

In this ensemble the Helmholtz free energy is minimized. This ensemble describes a closed system,

in which particles cannot enter or leave, but is coupled to a thermal bath, where we can have an

exchange of energy. Temperature is held constant through a simulation thermostat, where velocities

are rescaled. The probability of accessing a microstate is given by

w(~r, ~p) =
e
−

E(~r,~p)
kBT

∫ ∫

e
−

E(~r,~p)
kBT d~rd~p

(2.49)

and the continuous summation of all microstates (partition function) is given by

Q ≡
∫ ∫

e
−

E(~r,~p)
kBT d~rd~p. (2.50)

We now need to use Boltzmann weight to determine probabilities. We use this ensemble usually

when we have a simulation with two phases.

Isobaric isothermal ensemble

Most experiments are performed in an open environment. Therefore pressure rather than volume

is constant, thus we use the isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT). In this ensemble the Gibbs free

energy is minimized. This system, like the canonical ensemble, is closed and coupled to a heat bath,

but differ in that the volume is flexible. Pressure is held constant through a barostat, where the

volume is changed by rescaling the positions of the atomistic coordinates. The potential energy of
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the system changes through the rescaling of the atomistic coordinates, which then causes forces to

also change. We try to scale the volume of the system such that we have a constant target pressure,

P. The probability of accessing a microstate is given by

w(~r, ~p) =
e
−

E(~r,~p)+PV

kBT

∫ ∫ ∫

e
−

E(~r,~p)+PV

kBT d~rd~pdV
(2.51)

and the continuous summation of all microstates (partition function) is given by

Q ≡
∫ ∫ ∫

e
−

E(~r,~p)+PV

kBT d~rd~pdV. (2.52)

We use this ensemble usually when we have a simulation with one phase. This ensemble is used

frequently in biological systems and systems where we model macroscopic solvent environments.

Extracting of observables from MD trajectories

When we want to calculate an observable property, A, in an isobaric isothermal ensemble, we

can use

〈A〉 =
∫ ∫ ∫

A(~r, ~p, V )e
−

E(~r,~p,V )
kBT d~rd~pdV

∫ ∫ ∫

e
−

E(~r,~p,V )
kBT d~rd~pdV

, (2.53)

which integrates this observable with respect to the probabilities of the microstates. In practice we

can allow the simulation to run until convergence and determine the average value of the observable

in

〈A〉 = lim
∆t→∞

1

∆t

∫ t+∆t

t
A(~r, ~p)dt′ ≈ 1

N

N
∑

t=1

A(~r, ~p), (2.54)
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where we look at individual snapshots and calculate the observable at that snapshot. Then we

average the values of the observables amongst all selected snapshots.

Ergodic hypothesis

In a chemical system we define a state through phase space, which consists of the positions (~ri)

and momenta (~pi) over N atoms, thus giving a total of 6N dimensional phase space. Each value

of ~ri, ~pi represents a unique microstate. The probability of accessing the microstate is given by the

Boltzmann weight. Examples for the NVT and NPT ensembles are given in Equation 2.49 and

Equation 2.51. In our trajectories we explore different phase spaces, which are changing throughout

the simulation. Observing the entire trajectory is equivalent at looking at an ensemble, i.e.

〈A〉ensemble = 〈A〉time, (2.55)

where 〈A〉ensemble can be determined from Equation 2.53 and 〈A〉time can be determined from Equa-

tion 2.54.

Calculation of Gibbs free energy from MD trajectories

Spontaneity of any process can be determined through the change in Gibbs free energy of the

system, given by

∆G = ∆H − T∆S, (2.56)

assuming constant pressure and temperature. ∆G represents the change in the Gibbs free energy,

∆H represents the change in enthalpy, which is equal to the heat released to the surroundings for an

isobaric process, T is the absolute temperature at which the process occurs, and ∆S is the change
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in entropy of the system. When there is a spontaneous and irreversible process at fixed pressure and

temperature, ∆G < 0. In a system at equilibrium ∆G = 0. When there is a process that requires

work from an outside source ∆G > 0.

In a process of self-assembly, the entropy of the system decreases, i.e. ∆S < 0, which would

impede the spontaneity of the process. Therefore, the process needs to be exothermic, ∆H < 0,

according to Equation 2.56. If enthalpic driving forces are strong enough, they can overcome the loss

in entropic contributions. Larger molecules can self-assemble more easily since there is less loss in

entropy than if the molecules were smaller. A solution with high concentration also has less entropic

losses than a solution with lower concentration. Therefore larger molecules and higher concentra-

tion create more favorable conditions for spontaneous self-assembly and crystallization. Molecules

with stronger intermolecular attractions can assemble more easily, due to enthalpic contributions.

Strong intermolecular interactions could also be achieved by having highly charged moments (such

as monopole or dipole).

One way we can extract the Gibbs free energy profile is to use potential mean force. In this

method, we do umbrella sampling of forces one body exerts on a particle. First, we constrain one

particle at a certain distance away from a body through a harmonic potential. We allow this particle

to diffuse within this potential. The distance the particle diffuses reflects the force the body exerts on

the particle. Then, we place the harmonic potential at a different distance and repeat the procedure

to obtain a profile of forces a body exerts on a particle versus distance. We can then integrate the

force profile to obtain the Gibbs free energy profile.
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Self-assembly of supramolecular structures

Self-assembly of suprastructures occurs when small units coalesce into a higher order structure.

Self-assembly can occur at macroscopic or microscopic scales. Atoms, molecules, and nanoparticles

(NPs) can be the unit building blocks for suprastructures. Examples of supramolecular structures

in biology are lipid bilayer membranes, fibrils, and globular proteins. In material science, examples

of supramolecular structures are superlattices, micelles, and other clusters.

The second law of thermodynamics states that for a spontaneous (and irreversible) process,

the entropy of the universe (which is divided into system and surroundings) is increasing, and is

represented as

∆Suniv = ∆Ssys +∆Ssurr > 0, (2.57)

where ∆Suniv is the total change in entropy (i.e. entropy of the universe), ∆Ssys is the change of

entropy of the system, and ∆Ssurr is the change in entropy of the surroundings. For a process in

equilibrium (and reversible) the entropy of the universe is constant, thus ∆Suniv = 0. For a non-

spontaneous process, the entropy of the universe decreases, and ∆Suniv < 0. In a spontaneous self-

assembly process, the sub-units coalesce. Therefore the entropy of the system decreases ∆Ssys < 0.

Heat is released to the surroundings (δqsys < 0), because the building blocks of the suprastructure

are attracted through forces. The heat released to the surroundings affects its entropy as

∆Ssurr =

∫ final

initial

δqsurr
Tsurr

> ∆Ssys =

∫ final

initial

δqsys
Tsys

. (2.58)
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The surroundings are usually solvent molecules, which have excited thermal motions, thus the entropy

of the surroundings increases. This increase of entropy of the surroundings is greater than the

decrease of entropy in the system, thus the entropy of the universe has a net increase, as described

in Equation 2.58.
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In this chapter, all papers were co-authored in collaboration with Prof. Ehud Gazit (Tel-

Aviv University). We study the biological and material properties of biomolecular suprastructures.

First, we examine single metabolites, such as amino acids and nucleobases. These are the simplest

biomolecules. We examine the stability of enantiopure and racemic mixtures in biocrystals. Then,

we study peptides, polymers of amino acids, inspired by nature. We study their conformation in

different environments and their interaction with gold nanoparticles.
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3.1 Formation of Apoptosis-Inducing Amyloid Fibrils by Tryptophan

Adapted from Ref. [1] (Isr. J. Chem. 2016, 57 DOI: 10.1002/ijch.201600076) with permissions

from John Wiley and Sons Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Misfolding of proteins and peptides leads to the formation of amyloid fibrils. These amyloid fibrils

have been associated with a wide range of notable human disorders with unrelated etiology, including

Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and type II diabetes [14–19]. Amyloid fibrils originate from

diverse and structurally unrelated groups of proteins. However, they share a unique set of similar

biophysical and structural properties. These fibrillar supramolecular assemblies have a diameter of

5− 20 nm and are predominantly rich in β−sheet secondary structure. They can specifically bind to

dyes, such as thioflavin T (ThT) and Congo red [20–22]. Amyloid-forming proteins and polypeptides

have a high frequency of aromatic residues [23] in their sequences. These aromatic residues most

likely stabilize amyloidal structures by geometrically restricted interactions between planar aromatic

chemical entities. These residues affect the morphology of the assemblies, accelerate their formation,

improve their stability and reduce the minimal association concentration [24–27].

Trytpophan has the highest aggregation propensity of all 20 naturally occurring amino acids [28].

Tryptophan was found to have a high aggregation ability in the context of tripeptides, regardless

of the position of the amino acid, (in the N-terminal, middle, or C-terminal positions) [29]. This

aromatic amino acid (see Figure 2A) is rare, yet is essential for humans, playing a crucial role in

protein stability and recognition [30]. Tryptophan is a critical component of numerous metabolic

pathways, being a biochemical precursor for serotonin, melatonin, and niacin [31]. Accumulation of

tryptophan can lead to pathological conditions. The accumulation of tryptophan has been reported
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in autosomal recessive disorders, such as hypertryptophanemia and Hartnup disease. Hypertrypto-

phanemia occurs due to the inability of the body to process tryptophan, leading to a massive buildup

of tryptophan in the blood and urine that would not happen in a healthy patient. This results in

musculoskeletal effects and to behavioral and developmental abnormalities [32–34]. Hartnup disease

is caused by damage to a neutral amino acid transporter, limited to the kidneys and small intestine.

The absorption of nonpolar amino acids, mainly tryptophan is decreased, in comparison to a healthy

patient. The increased levels of tryptophan and indolic compounds are detected in the patients’

urine. Common symptoms include the development of a rash on parts of the body exposed to the

sun, mental retardation, headaches, collapsing and fainting [35].

Experimental results

Collaborators characterized the structure of tryptophan assemblies and examined whether they

possess the hallmarks of ordered amyloid structures. As discussed above, amyloid fibrils share a

set of biophysical properties, showing the morphology of elongated fibrils with a typical diameter of

5−20 nm. In addition, they self-assemble to form ordered β-sheet secondary structures, which can be

detected using the typical amyloid dye ThT. This amyloid-specific reagent changes its fluorescence

upon interaction with ordered amyloid assemblies, which can be further monitored using fluores-

cence microscopy, measurements of ThT emission data at 480 nm (excitation at 450 nm) over time,

and measurements of fluorescence emission spectra. Indeed, using transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM), the tryptophan assemblies were

found to present an elongated fibrillar morphology, similar to that observed for common amyloid ag-

gregates, with a diameter of 15−75 nm (see Figure 2B, C). Furthermore, a typical change in the ThT

fluorescence signal was detected in the presence of these fibrils, as shown using confocal fluorescence

microscopy, where a bundle of fluorescent fibrils was observed (see Figure 2D). In addition, these
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Figure 2: Formation of amyloid-like structures by tryptophan self-assembly. For all assays,
tryptophan (4 mg/mL) was dissolved at 90◦ C in PBS and cooled down gradually for the formation
of structures. (A) Tryptophan skeletal formula. (B) TEM micrograph of tryptophan assemblies.
Scale bar is 500 nm. (C) HR-SEM micrograph of tryptophan assemblies. Scale bar is 500 nm.
(D) Confocal fluorescence microscopy image of tryptophan assemblies stained with ThT. Images
were taken immediately after the addition of the ThT reagent (final concentration 20µM ThT).
Excitation and emission wavelengths were 458 and 485 nm, respectively. Scale bar is 20µm. (E)
ThT fluorescence assay of tryptophan assemblies. Tryptophan (4 mg/mL) was dissolved in PBS
at 90◦ C, followed by the addition of ThT to a final concentration of 20µM. ThT emission data
at 480 nm (excitation at 450 nm) was measured over time. (F) ThT fluorescence emission spectra
of tryptophan assemblies (4 mg/mL) following excitation at 430 nm. Aged samples were added to
40µM ThT in PBS to a final concentration of 20µM ThT. The control reflects addition of PBS to
40µM ThT in PBS to a final concentration of 20µM ThT.

fibrils presented a distinctive time-dependent fluorescence curve and emission fluorescence spectra

correlating to those of amyloid assemblies (see Figure 2E, F).

MD simulations: methods and results

Two different tryptophan crystals [36] were modeled in all-atomistic simulations: (i) a small

system of 288 molecules (12 × 12 × 2), which has only one layer of zwitterion aggregation in the

crystal; and (ii) a large system of 1536 molecules (16× 16× 6), which has three layers of zwitterion

aggregation. Both simulations were performed with the NAMD [37] package, using the CHARMM
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force field [38–42]. Fibrils were placed in an aqueous environment, with [NaCl] = 0.15 M to emulate

cellular (physiological) conditions. The Langevin dynamics with a damping coefficient of 1 ps−1 and

a time step of 1 fs was used to describe systems in a NPT ensemble at a pressure of 1 atm and

a temperature of 310 K. During production run equilibration simulations particle mesh Ewald [43]

was used with a grid spacing of 1.0. The SHAKE algorithm was used for the hydrogen atoms. Non-

bonded interactions were evaluated at every time step, and full electrostatics were evaluated at every

second time step. The non-bonded interactions used the switching algorithm, with the switch on

distance at 10 Å and the switch off at 12 Å. Non-bonded pair lists were 13.5 Å, with the list updated

every 20 steps. During minimization and pre-equilibration runs, all the heavy atoms of amino acids

were subjected to large constraints so that dissolution would not occur. During equilibration runs, all

heavy atoms in one molecule within each crystal were subjected to 20% of the previous constraints,

whereas the remaining molecules were not subjected to constraints. The constraint on a single

molecule was applied to prevent the crystal as a whole from leaving the primary box. Data and

snapshots were recorded every 10 ps.

To examine the possible structures of fibrils formed by tryptophan in its assembly process and the

potential way in which tryptophan assemblies could exhibit a stable unidirectional growth, atomistic

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used. [36] Figure 3 shows different tryptophan crystal

assemblies that were simulated. In the simulations, we assumed that the molecular structure of the

fibril is essentially based on the molecular structure of the bulk crystal, [36] in analogy to pheny-

lalanine and diphenylalanine assemblies, which have related molecular structures in fibril and bulk

crystal assemblies [44, 45]. However, the bulk structure in the experimentally observed linear fib-

rils might have some degree of folding or reorganization that allows it to maintain one dominant

growth direction. For example, in many materials whose bulk structures are formed by relatively
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weakly bound stacked layers (e.g., graphene organization of carbon), the individual layers can form

kinetically stable nanotubes under suitable conditions. In a similar way, bulk tryptophan crystal-

lizes in the form of bilayers, where the polar and nonpolar groups stay separated, and the polar

zwitterionic groups stabilize the bilayers by hydrogen bonds and Coulombic interactions between

zwitterion groups. Such tryptophan bilayers can undergo some sort of folding into nanotubes or

related structures.

To examine this possibility in our MD simulations, we simulated a small tryptophan bilayer

formed by 288 tryptophan molecules organized in a membrane-like structure with middle zwitterion

groups bound by hydrogen bonds (Figure 3A, B), a small triple tryptophan bilayer formed by 1536

tryptophan molecules (Figure 3C, D), and three differently cut tryptophan bilayers formed by 640,

640, and 3200 tryptophan molecules (Figure 3F-H). The structures of tryptophan crystals were

simulated in 0.15 M NaCl solution (corresponding to the ionic strength of the physiological solution).

Figure 3A-D presents the two smaller systems at initial times and after 100−200 ns long simula-

tions. The monolayer has great flexibility, with the crystal bending in and out of the plane, whereas

the trilayer is significantly more rigid. In both cases, only molecules from the edges and corners are

seen to leave the crystals, while the top and bottom parts of the layers and the bulk of the crystals

remained intact throughout the simulations. With a larger surface to volume ratio, the monolayer

released a considerable number of molecules, showing the stabilization trend of larger crystal nuclei.

This can be partly due to increased bending of the monolayer, destabilizing the molecules at its

surface (edges). The amphiphilic tryptophan molecules that leave the crystals may recombine with

molecules at the crystal sides via zwitterion-zwitterion attraction (edges become rounded). Even

though zwitterions are strongly attracted to the aqueous environment, their coupling to other zwit-

terions in the crystals is preferential, since it is supported and protected by a mutual coupling of
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Figure 3: Modeling of hydrated tryptophan fibrils. (A,B) A tryptophan bilayer at times t = 0,
244 ns. (C,D) A triple tryptophan bilayer at times t = 0, 104 ns. All scale bars represent 10 Å. The
bilayer bending fluctuates significantly over time, in contrast to the triple bilayer. The fluctuating
bilayer also tends to release more molecules, but both systems remain mostly stable over time. (E)
Detail of a tryptophan layer with exposed aromatic rings forming parallel 1D chains of paired rings.
(F) An elongated tryptophan bilayer at the end of a 15 ns simulation. (G) Other tryptophan bilayers,
cut along the orthogonal to parallel 1D chains of paired rings, after 12 ns, and (H) cut along both
directions with respect to 1D chains of paired rings, after 6 ns.
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apolar aromatic head groups within the crystals. At times, free molecules are also observed to ad-

sorb at the crystal (apolar) surfaces, but they do not form further layers under the conditions of the

simulations performed (observation time, number of free molecules in the simulation box). These

simulations support the idea that the crystals grow in the direction of bilayers, which might be

twisted or folded to protect their edges. To understand better the preference towards 1D growth, we

present in Figure 3E a detailed structure of a tryptophan layer with exposed aromatic rings forming

parallel 1 D chains of paired rings (six such parallel chains can be recognized in Figure 3A). Figure 3B

shows that the chains of paired rings remain relatively rigid and stable during the simulations, while

most of the layer bending proceeds in the direction orthogonal to these chains.

To further examine the hypothesis that the tryptophan layers may have a preference towards

1D growth, we simulated bilayers elongated in two separate directions (Figure 3F, G) and in both

directions simultaneously (Figure 3H). All the bilayer structures fluctuate and bend. However, the

fluctuations are mostly in the direction orthogonal to the chains of paired rings. Therefore, the

structure that is cut along the chains (Figure 3F) is nicely twisted, while the orthogonally cut

structure randomly fluctuates (Figure 3G). The large structure is twisted along the chains in an

ambivalent manner at the two sides. These simulations demonstrate more clearly the possibility

of tryptophan bilayer edges coming together to form a tubular structure in which chains of rings

run parallel to the tube axis (Figure 3F). This tube could form the nucleus of a larger fibril, with

the addition of new molecules occurring only at the tube edges along a single dimension or forming

thicker multiwall tubular structures.

Conclusions

To conclude, in the current study we have presented the ability of the single tryptophan amino acid

to self-associate into ordered supramolecular amyloid-like fibrils. Although many previous reports
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predicted the important role of tryptophan in the amyloid aggregation process, this is the first time

where the amino acid alone is described to self-assemble into amyloid ultrastructures. The biophysical

properties of the tryptophan assemblies were characterized using different methods, including both

transmission and scanning electron microscopy, as well as the use of amyloid-specific dyes. Molecular

dynamics simulations were used to examine a potential molecular organization of the tryptophan

fibrils and their growth and stability. The simulations reveal a possible tendency of tryptophan

towards the formation of well-organized fibrils with twisted structures.
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3.2 Chirality-induced self-assembly of aromatic amino acids
into supramolecular materials

Adapted from Ref. [2] (ACS Nano 2020, 14, DOI:10.1021/acsnano.9b07307) with permissions

from ACS Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Metabolites are amino acids and nucleobases. They are biology’s simplest building blocks and can

perform a multitude of functions [46]. Metabolites can self-assemble into distinct nanostructures and

display diverse material properties [47]. We strive to achieve revolutionary advances in the design and

fabrication of attractive functional materials [46,48], inspired by nature. Single amino acids have been

explored to design exciting biomaterials [49–51], similar to protein amyloids. Aromatic amino acids

such as PHE, TRP, TYR, and histidine (HIS) can form a wide range of nanostructures, depending

on the self-assembly conditions [50, 51]. The use of unimolecular amino acid assemblies to design

attractive material has been limited by the lack of chemical diversity and functional complexity.

Chirality is a natural attribute of most biomolecules and possesses a universal significance for

many fields [52–54]. Out of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids, 19 are left handed chiral and only

glycine is achiral. We investigate the self-assembly kinetics and the mechanism of structure formation

by enantipoure and racemic mixtures of PHE and TRP. The presence of racemate mixtures (by

adding equimolar of non-natural right handed chiral amino acids) was found to significantly alter the

self-assembly kinetics and the resultant nanostructure morphologies when compared to enantiopure

mixtures.
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Figure 4: Self-assembly of pure and mixed PHE enantiomers. (a) Macroscopic visualization
of the phase behavior after 24 h. (b) Kinetics of the 405 nm absorbance of the three systems (-
L , -D and -DL ) at 30 mg/mL over a period of 4 h. (c-e) HR-SEM images of (c) L-PHE, (d)
D-PHE, and (e) DL-PHE. (f-h) X-ray scattering 2D patterns of (f) L-PHE, (g) D-PHE, indicating
random orientation of structures in the plane of the film, and (h) DL-PHE, indicating the presence of
polycrystalline assemblies. (i) Corresponding azimuthally integrated spectra of L-PHE, D-PHE, and
DL-PHE shown in black, red, and blue, respectively. (j) Mass spectra of the noncovalent assemblies
of the intermolecular complexes. Hexagons represent D-PHE (yellow) and L-PHE (blue).
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Experimental results

To analyze the self-assembly of PHE, we first probed the phase behavior of the pure enantiomers

(L and D) and their equimolar mixture at a wide range of concentrations up to 40 mg/mL. Dissolving

either of the single enantiomers in double-distilled water by heating at 90◦ C produced a clear

solution, which remained clear over time, while cooling to room temperature, even at the 40 mg/mL

concentration (Figure 4a,b). However, the phase behavior of the mixed DL (1 : 1) system was

completely different. Although upon heating, the equimolar mixture of up to 40 mg/mL of D

and L isomers fully dissolved in water and produced a clear solution, the turbidity of the solution

began to increase immediately after starting to cool (Figure 4b). Moreover, in very short time,

large flake-like structures were found to precipitate out from the solution, indicating a faster rate

of aggregation for the DL-system. Figure 4c-e shows high-resolution scanning electron microscope

(HR-SEM) images of the self-assembled nanostructures formed by the pure enantiomers and their

mixed systems. Both L- and D-PHE formed micrometer-long singular fiber structures similar to

the previously reported amyloid-like assemblies (Figure 4c,d) [55]. However, the DL-system showed

inhibition of fiber formation and fabrication of different types of aggregates, namely, crystalline flake-

like structural assemblies (Figure 4e). The formation of different types of morphologies coincided with

their optical appearances over time, as observed from their turbidity assay. The level of turbidity

was low for the more compact nanofibrillar structures of pure L and D isomers, while increased

turbidity was measured for the DL-system due to a higher degree of light scattering from the large

flakes (Figure 4b).

To understand the effect of chirality on the self-assembly of L-TRP, we employed the D-TRP

and thoroughly studied the effect in the racemic mixture. The phase behavior of pure D-TRP re-

vealed to some extent different kinetics than that of L-TRP, as it did not show a change in turbidity
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Figure 5: Modulation of L-TRP self-assembly by incorporation of D-TRP. (a) Kinetics of
the 405 nm absorbance of the 30 mg/mL solutions over a time period of 3 h. (b) Mass spectra of the
noncovalent assemblies of the intermolecular complexes. (c-f) HR-SEM and TEM images of (c and
e) D-TRP and (d and f) DL-TRP. (g-i) X-ray scattering 2D patterns of (g) L-TRP, (h) D-TRP, and
(i) DL-TRP. (j) Corresponding azimuthally integrated spectra. Scale bar for (c) and (d) is 50µm
and for (e) and (f) is 1µm.
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over time at the 30 mg/mL concentrations, but formed structures in solution at higher concentra-

tion (Figure 5a). ANS binding assay using D-TRP showed a similar change of environment from

hydrophilic to hydrophobic, as also observed for L-TRP. The concentration-dependent NMR study

also demonstrated a shift toward lower ppm values due to the screening of the aromatic proton as a

result of π − π stacking. The characteristics of an equimolar mixture of D- and L-TRP (1 : 1) were

completely different from those of their individual pure enantiomers.

MD simulations: methods and results

The MD simulations were performed with NAMD2.12 and NAMD 2.13 packages [37], using

a CHARMM 27 force field [56]. Atomistic MD simulations were performed under physiological

conditions, i.e., [NaCl] = 0.15 M, where the amino acids were in zwitterionic form. The TIP3P

model was used for water molecules. The simulations were described by a Langevin dynamics in an

NPT ensemble with P = 1 atm and T = 310 K. A Particle Mesh Ewald [57] summation was used

to calculate long-range Coulombic interactions, with a grid spacing of 1.0. Short-range dispersion

interactions used a switching algorithm, with an on/off distance of 10/12 Å. Pair lists were 13.5 Å,

updated every 20 steps; 1− 4 interactions were not scaled.

Crystal Bending Simulations. Left-handed and mixed enantiomer crystals were constructed using

crystal structures [36, 58]. Each crystal has one bilayer held together by hydrogen bonding between

40 × 8 × 2 or 8 × 40 × 2 amino acids. Left-handed crystals were minimized for 50, 000 steps and

pre-equilibrated for 300 ps, with heavy amino acid atoms constrained. Then, these crystals were

released and simulated for 20 ns, with a time step of 2 fs and γLang = 1.00ps−1 . Mixed enantiomer

crystals were minimized for 20, 000 steps and pre-equilibrated for 1− 1.6 ns, with heavy amino acid

atoms constrained. Then, the crystals were released and simulated for 100 ns.
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Amino Acids Mobility Simulations. Here, the two types of crystals with dimensions of 12×12×12

amino acids were in a physiological solution. First, the systems were minimized for 5000 steps, with

heavy amino acid atoms constrained. Then, the systems were warmed for 2000 steps, with a time

step of 1 fs, γLang = 1.00ps−1 , and an increment of 1 K every 5 steps until the temperature reached

310 K. Then, the systems were pre-equilibrated with the same constraints for 1 ns and a time step

of 1 fs. Afterward, the systems were further pre-equilibrated for 1 ns, a time step of 1 fs, and

γLang = 0.01ps−1, while eliminating constraints on one side group of each amino acid of the central

10 × 10 amino acids on each facet. Finally, the central 10× 10 amino acids were released, while all

other heavy amino acid atoms were constrained and simulated for 30 ns at a time step of 2 fs.

Enthalpy of Binding Calculations. We calculated the enthalpy of amino acids binding to the

crystal (described in the previous paragraph), using NAMD energy plugin version 1.4 [37] in VMD

[59]. Enthalpies of binding were calculated: (1) between amino acids and facets within which they

were present and (2) between those amino acids and the remaining (constrained) amino acids in the

crystal, ignoring solvent effects in both calculations. Enthalpy of binding was the sum of electrostatic

and dispersion interactions, assuming Coulombic and 12−6 Lennard-Jones potentials, respectively. In

the enthalpy calculations, the system parameters were kept the same as in the rest of the simulations.

We calculated each enthalpy of binding every 10 ps for the entire 30 ns of simulation. We normalized

the enthalpy terms with respect to the number of mobile amino acids (100 in each calculation) and

averaged them over all snapshots.

We used atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to model PHE crystals. Since the

structure of the racemic PHE crystal is not known, we simulated only one pure enantiomer, L-PHE

crystal. First, we prepared small bilayer PHE crystals, with structures shown in Figure 6. These

elongated crystals were cut either along the well-visible aromatic zipper or orthogonal to it, producing
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Figure 6: MD simulations of pure L-PHE crystals. (a) Pure L-PHE crystal cut along an
aromatic zipper after 20 ns of simulation. (b) Pure L-PHE crystal cut orthogonally to the aromatic
zipper after 20 ns of simulations. (1) Top bilayer facet, (2) the facet parallel to the aromatic zipper,
and (3) the facet orthogonal to the aromatic zipper. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

two crystals of 40× 8× 2 or 8× 40× 2 amino acids, placed in physiological solutions under ambient

conditions. Figure 6a,b reveal that after 20 ns of simulations, these L-PHE crystals had a tendency

to fold in both parallel and orthogonal directions relative to the aromatic zipper. This tendency

toward folding might promote the crystal to grow in a linear fashion, most likely along the zipper.

These simulations reveal that the chirality of amino acids and the lack of central symmetry

in the crystals formed by these molecules promote crystal bending. Moreover, crystals formed by

enantiomers of the same amino acid should be mirror images of each other. Therefore, their simple

combination would give rise to flat racemic crystals. Real racemic crystals would contain the same

number of both enantiomers suitably packed in their elementary cells, thus producing flat crystals.

Next, we simulated the dynamics of L-PHE on the surfaces of the crystals and calculated the

binding energies of amino acids nested on the crystal facets. The results reveal that the top bilayer
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(facet 1 in Figure 6) is highly stable, due to hydrogen-bonding networks between zwitterion groups of

the amino acids, which keep the bilayers intact. Additional bilayers bind to the top bilayer through

weaker C−H−H−C dispersion interactions, which would slow down growth in this direction. The

amino acids show a large mobility on the L-PHE crystal facets, which are parallel and orthogonal to

the aromatic zipper (facets 2, 3, respectively, in Figure 6). The amino acids in the facet parallel to

the aromatic zipper (facet 2 in Figure 6) show relatively strong binding with other amino acids in the

same facet, but not with the remainder of the crystal. In the facet orthogonal to the aromatic zipper

(facet 3 in Figure 6), the situation is opposite. These results show that growth on the facet parallel

to the aromatic zipper is more likely to continue and produce twisted 1D crystals. The D-isomer is

only a mirror image of the L-isomer. Thus, the evolutions of the D-isomer will be a mirror image of

the L-isomer and will also grow into 1D twisted structures.

We simulated pure left-handed enantiomer crystal of 12×12×12 amino acids to further examine

a possible directionality in crystal growth of PHE. On each facet of the crystal, the central 10× 10

amino acids in the first layer were free and amino acids in deeper layers were frozen. These facets

(Figure 8) were denoted as 1) ”top bilayer plane” (facet 1 in Figure 6 and colored yellow in Figure 7),

it contacts the solvent through apolar aromatic side groups and when extended it forms additional

bilayers, 2) “parallel to zipper plane” (facet 2 in Figure 6 and colored green in Figure 7), its normal

vector is parallel to the aromatic zipper and when it is extended the aromatic zipper lengthens, and

3) “orthogonal to zipper plane” (facet 3 in Figure 6 and colored orange in Figure 7), its normal

vector is at an angle with the aromatic zipper’s direction (angle depends on unit cell parameters)

and is orthogonal to a vector normal to the zwitterion layer. The results in Figure 8 reveal that PHE
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Figure 7: Definition of different facets for pure L-PHE crystals. Yellow amino acids are top bilayer;
green amino acids are parallel to the aromatic zipper; orange amino acids are orthogonal to the
aromatic zipper. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

Facet 100% L-isomer (kcal/mol)

Top Bilayer -85.92

Parallel to Zipper -73.06

Orthogonal to Zipper -50.90

TABLE I. INTERACTION ENERGIES (PER MOLECULE) BETWEEN AMINO ACIDS WITHIN
THE SAME FACET.

Facet 100% L-isomer (kcal/mol)

Top Bilayer -58.36

Parallel to Zipper -39.44

Orthogonal to Zipper -64.39

TABLE II. INTERACTION ENERGIES (PER MOLECULE) BETWEEN AMINO ACIDS OUT-
SIDE THE SAME FACET.
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Figure 8: Motion of PHE amino acids in the first layer at different crystal facets. Red molecules in
the first layer and all molecules below the first layer were constrained; dark blue molecules represent
final positions of free peptides after 30 ns of simulations; light blue molecules represent their initial
positions. Pure left-handed enantiomers: (a) Top bilayer; (b) Parallel to aromatic zipper; and (c)
Orthogonal to the aromatic zipper. Scale bar represents 1 nm.
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amino acids in the left handed crystal have significant mobility in facets both parallel and orthogonal

to the aromatic zipper (facet 2 and 3 in Figure 6, respectively).

In order to quantify the strength of the PHE binding on each facet, we calculated nonbonding

interaction energies of free amino acids 1) with other amino acids on the same facet (Table I) and

2) with the remaining amino acids in the crystal (Table II). In the left handed crystal, free amino

acids in the top bilayer have strong interactions with other mobile amino acids as well as with the

constrained amino acids, due to hydrogen bonding networks through zwitterions. Free amino acids

in the facet parallel to the aromatic zipper are most mobile due to their relatively weak interactions

with the constrained amino acids in the crystal. At the same time, free amino acids in the facet

orthogonal to the aromatic zipper have the strongest interactions with the constrained amino acids.

They have a significant mobility, due to their weak interactions with other mobile amino acids on the

same facet. Once the crystal is forming, amino acids on the facet parallel to the aromatic zipper will

most likely assemble and stay intact. Amino acids on the facet orthogonal to the aromatic zipper

are less likely to assemble. Once they assemble, they will bind relatively strongly to the crystal,

thus contributing to the stability of the crystal, though they would not tend to propagate in this

direction.

The TRP systems were modeled like in Figure 6, including the racemic TRP crystal structure.

The prepared small bilayer TRP crystals, with structures shown in Figure 9, consisted of either pure

left-handed (L) isomers or from 50% left- and 50% right-handed (D) isomers. The crystals were

again cut and simulated as before. Figure 9a,b reveal that after 20 ns the pure L-TRP crystal has a

tendency to fold in a direction parallel to the aromatic zipper, but it undulates along the orthogonal

direction [1]. Thus, L (D)-TRP crystals might grow along the zipper (1D), in analogy to L (D)-PHE

crystals. On the other hand, the mixed DL-TRP crystals stay on average flat, as shown in Figure 9c,d,
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since their possible twists are compensated by the presence of both enantiomers. The mixed DL-TRP

crystals might grow in 2D or 3D. L-TRP crystals have similar stability of facets like L-PHE crystals.

In particular, the amino acids on the facet parallel to the aromatic zipper (facet 2 in Figure 9) show

small mobility and relatively strong binding energies. In combination with the observed bending, it is

likely that the crystal would grow in this 1D direction. In the DL-TRP crystal, the facet orthogonal

to the aromatic zipper (facet 3 in Figure 9) is more stable, while the facet parallel to the zipper is

less stable. This could be understood from the binding energies (Table III and Table IV), showing

that the same enantiomers have larger binding energies than opposite enantiomers. However, a flat

racemic crystal should be able to easily grow in both directions.

We simulated two crystals (100% L TRP, 50/50% L/D TRP) of 12 × 12 × 12 amino acids to

further examine a possible directionality in crystal growth of TRP, using the same methods as with

the PHE crystals. These facets (Figure 11) had the same nomenclature as the PHE crystal, i.e. 1)

”top bilayer plane” (facet 1 in Figure 9 and colored yellow in Figure 10), it contacts the solvent

through apolar indole side groups and when extended it forms additional bilayers, 2) “parallel to

zipper plane” (facet 2 in Figure 9 and colored green in Figure 10), its normal vector is parallel to the

aromatic zipper and when it is extended the aromatic zipper lengthens, and 3) “orthogonal to zipper

plane” (facet 3 in Figure 9 and colored orange in Figure 10), its normal vector is at an angle with the

aromatic zipper direction (angle depends on unit cell parameters) and it is normal to the zwitterion

layer. The results in Figure 11 reveal that TRP in the left handed crystal has a significant mobility

only in the facet orthogonal to the aromatic zipper (facet 3 in Figure 9 (top)), whereas in the mixed

enantiomer crystal TRP, has a significant mobility only in the facet parallel to the aromatic zipper

(facet 2 in Figure 9, bottom). The crystals should experience slower growth on these facets. However,
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Figure 9: MD simulations of TRP crystals. L-TRP crystal cut (a) along an aromatic zipper and
(b) orthogonally to the aromatic zipper after 20 ns. DL-TRP crystal cut (c) parallel to the aromatic
zipper and (d) orthogonally to the aromatic zipper after 100 ns. Points showing (1) the top bilayer
facet, (2) the facet parallel to aromatic zipper, and (3) the facet orthogonal to aromatic zipper. Scale
bar represents 1 nm.

a pure enantiomer crystal becomes also twisted (Figure 9), which can prevent further crystallization

in the folded directions.

We calculated nonbonding interaction energies of free amino acids in order to quantify the strength

of TRP binding on each facet 1) with other amino acids on the same facet (Table III) and 2) with the

remaining amino acids in the crystal (Table IV). In the left handed crystal, free amino acids in the top

bilayer have strong interactions with other mobile amino acids and also with the constrained amino
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Figure 10: Definition of different facets for TRP crystals (a) pure left handed enantiomers and (b)
mixed enantiomer. Yellow amino acids are top bilayer; green amino acids are parallel to the aromatic
zipper; orange amino acids are orthogonal to the aromatic zipper. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

Facet 100% L-isomer (kcal/mol) Mixed enantiomers (kcal/mol)

Top Bilayer -78.09 -86.35

Parallel to Zipper -65.34 -51.40

Orthogonal to Zipper -68.38 -84.89

TABLE III. INTERACTION ENERGIES (PER MOLECULE) BETWEEN AMINO ACIDS
WITHIN THE SAME FACET.
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Figure 11: Motion of TRP amino acids in the first layer at different crystal facets. Red molecules in
the first layer and all molecules below the first layer were constrained; dark blue molecules represent
final positions of free peptides after 30 ns of simulations; light blue molecules represent their initial
positions. Pure left-handed enantiomers (a, c, e): (a) top bilayer; (c) parallel to aromatic zipper; and
(e) orthogonal to the aromatic zipper. Mixed enantiomers (b, d, f): (b) top bilayer; (d) parallel to
aromatic zipper; and (f) orthogonal to aromatic zipper. Figures (b, d) have mixed chirality within
each facet, whereas figure (f) has homogenous chirality. Scale bar represents 1 nm.
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Facet 100% L-isomer (kcal/mol) Mixed enantiomers (kcal/mol)

Top Bilayer -76.15 -66.48

Parallel to Zipper -64.48 -77.60

Orthogonal to Zipper -59.31 -45.65

TABLE IV. INTERACTION ENERGIES (PER MOLECULE) BETWEEN AMINO ACIDS OUT-
SIDE THE SAME FACET.

acids, due to hydrogen bonding networks through zwitterions. At the same time, free amino acids

in the facet orthogonal to the aromatic zipper have the weakest interactions with the constrained

amino acids, thus they have a significant mobility. In the mixed enantiomer crystal, one side of a

given aromatic zipper has one chirality and the other side has the opposite chirality. Table III to

Table IV reveal that, due to steric effects, amino acids with the same chirality have a stronger affinity

to each other, but amino acids with the opposite chirality have weaker affinities. Moreover, amino

acids in the facet orthogonal to the aromatic zipper have strong interactions within the same facet

and weak interactions with the remaining amino acids. The opposite is true for amino acids in the

facet parallel to the aromatic zipper: they have weak affinities to other amino acids within the same

facet and strong affinities to amino acids in the remainder of the crystal.

Conclusion

Aromatic amino acids play a crucial role in the formation of functional structures by the self-

assembly of proteins and peptides, the major components of life. Our investigation of aromatic

amino acid self-assembly together with the demonstration of the involvement of various interactions,

such as electrostatic interactions, aromatic π − π stacking, hydrogen bonding, etc., to drive the

aggregation process provides the basis for understanding their self-assembly mechanism. Moreover,

the experimental evidence presented here suggests different self-assembly kinetics and mechanisms for

DL-composites of aromatic amino acids, allowing the fabrication of interesting materials with exciting
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physical properties compared to the pure enantiomers. Previously reported protein crystallography

revealed that a racemic mixture of the enantiomeric forms of a protein molecule can crystallize

in ways not obtainable by natural proteins [60]. In addition, several experimental data support a

theoretical prediction that racemic protein mixtures are highly amenable to crystallization due to

the accessibility of several highly preferred achiral space groups. The high aggregation propensity

of DL-amino acids to form self-assembled structures compared to the pure enantiomers, as observed

in the current study, also supports a similar phenomenon for single amino acids. Moreover, the

single-crystal structure analysis clearly demonstrated a favorable knob-to-hole packing of aromatic

rings in the DL-mixture, which induced the easy growth of racemic crystals and the fabrication of

self-assembled rigid materials. This study provides a different direction for chirality-induced tailor-

made fabrication of futuristic functionalities based on natural systems for diverse nanotechnological

applications.
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3.3 Differential inhibition of metabolite amyloid formation
by generic fibrillation-modifying polyphenols

Adapted from Ref. [3] (Comm. Chem. 2018, 1. DOI: 10.1038/s42004-018-0025-z) with permis-

sions from Nature Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Small-molecule inhibitors are promising for ameliorating amyloidogenic diseases by inhibiting

of amyloid formation. These small molecules specifically bind with amyloid assemblies and, thus,

inhibit the self-assembly process [61–64]. Polyphenols, are found to be effective in the inhibition of

amyloid structures formation. They are composed of one or more small aromatic phenolic rings that

specifically and efficiently inhibit amyloid aggregation. Polyphenols represent the first generation

of amyloid-based potential therapeutic agents. They cause a dramatic reduction in amyloidogenic-

related cell death, and have been shown to efficiently inhibit the amyloid self-assembly in vitro.

Dietary polyphenols have shown beneficial health-promoting effects in chronic and neurodegenerative

diseases [65–67].

We investigate the inhibitory effect exerted on metabolite amyloid formation of the two polyphe-

nolic compounds, epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) and tannic acid (TA). They efficiently inhibit

the formation of various protein amyloids and display beneficial preventive and therapeutic effects

in neurodegenerative diseases [68–72]. We show that these two polyphenols successfully inhibit the

self-assembly of adenine, phenylalanine, and tyrosine into amyloid-like fibrils that accumulate in ade-

nine phosphoribosyltransferase deficiency, PKU and tyrosinemia metabolic disorders, respectively.

Linking amyloid formation and metabolite amyloids in inborn error of metabolism disorders, and the

inhibition of metabolite amyloids by natural small polyphenolic compounds as presented here, may

lead to an innovative course of treatment for these disorders.
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Experimental results

Spectroscopic monitoring of metabolite amyloid assembly inhibition.

Both EGCG and TA were found to inhibit adenine (8 mg/ml, ≈ 60 mM) fibrils in a dose-

dependent manner, as demonstrated by the ThT fluorescence assay, presenting near complete inhi-

bition of adenine aggregate formation at their higher concentrations. Some adenine aggregates could

be observed only at the lowest inhibitor concentration, where EGCG and TA treatment resulted

in a reduction of ca. 50% and 70% in ThT intensity, respectively, indicating a stronger inhibitory

effect of TA. Similarly, in the case of phenylalanine (40 mg/ml, ≈ 242 mM) aggregates, both EGCG

and TA inhibited the formation of the assemblies in a dose-dependent manner. EGCG presented a

substantial inhibition at all concentrations, as reflected by the great reduction in the ThT fluores-

cence intensity curves, whereas TA presented a complete inhibition only at its highest concentration,

a significant reduction in aggregation when applying the intermediate concentration and almost no

effect using the lowest concentration. Finally, both inhibitors presented near complete inhibition of

tyrosine (2 mg/ml, ≈ 10 mM) aggregates formation at their highest concentration and a significant

reduction at the lower concentrations used, where nearly no formation of aggregates was detected,

as reflected from the ThT fluorescence intensity assay. It should be noted that ThT was previously

indicated to promote amyloid formation [73]. Thus, the clear inhibitory effect observed is even more

notable.

Ultrastructural analysis of the effect of polyphenols on metabolite amyloid formation.

To gain insight into the morphological changes of the amyloid assemblies in the presence of the in-

hibitors, we employed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and extreme high-resolution scanning

electron microscopy (XHR-SEM), using the same concentrations of both metabolites and inhibitors

as described above. As a control, TEM and XHR-SEM images of the polyphenolic inhibitors, at the
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Figure 12: Inhibition of metabolite amyloid fibril formation by EGCG and TA. a-u Adenine, pheny-
lalanine and tyrosine were dissolved at 90◦ C in PBS to a final concentration of 8 mg/ml, 40 mg/ml,
and 2 mg/ml, respectively, mixed with PBS alone a, h, o or with the inhibitors, EGCG b-d, i-k,
p-r, or TA e-f, l-n, s-u, at the concentrations stated below, and examined by TEM imaging. Scale
bars 500 nm. The results represent three biological repeats. a Adenine. b Adenine + EGCG 1 mM.
c Adenine + EGCG 0.5 mM. d Adenine + EGCG 0.05 mM. e Adenine + TA 0.1 mM. f Adenine
+ TA 0.01 mM. g Adenine + TA 0.0025 mM. h Phenylalanine. i Phenylalanine + EGCG 1 mM.
j Phenylalanine + EGCG 0.5 mM. k Phenylalanine + EGCG 0.05 mM. l Phenylalanine + TA 0.1
mM. m Phenylalanine + TA 0.01 mM. n Phenylalanine + TA 0.0025 mM. o Tyrosine. p Tyrosine
+ EGCG 1 mM. q Tyrosine + EGCG 0.5 mM. r Tyrosine + EGCG 0.05mM. s Tyrosine + TA 0.1
mM. t Tyrosine + TA 0.01 mM. u Tyrosine + TA 0.0025 mM.
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highest concentrations used, were acquired. In the absence of the inhibitors, adenine and tyrosine

presented the typical fibrillar morphology of amyloid assemblies (Figure 12a, o), whereas in the pres-

ence of either EGCG or TA, inhibition of fibrils formation was observed in a concentration-dependent

manner (Figure 12b-g, p-u). In the case of phenylalanine, lower metabolite concentrations resulted

in the formation of a typical fibrillar amyloid morphology, yet at the higher concentration of 40

mg/ml, the concentration used in the ThT fluorescence assay, a different morphology was observed

(Figure 12h). Both EGCG and TA hindered these structures in a concentration-dependent manner

(Figure 12i-n). Notably, the TA concentrations employed in both ThT fluorescence assay and TEM

imaging were at least an order of magnitude lower than those of EGCG, thus indicating a more

potent inhibitory effect of TA. This is consistent with the relative inhibitory effect of the two com-

pounds toward the formation of amyloids by protein and peptide building blocks [67]. In addition,

for all metabolites, the lack of the formation of assemblies, as observed using TEM, correlates well

with the results of the ThT fluorescence assay.

Analysis of the mechanism underlying the inhibition of metabolite amyloid formation.

In order to better understand the mechanism by which the polyphenol inhibitors affect the

metabolite fibril formation, EGCG and TA were added to the system at different time points of the

metabolite fibrillation process (after 0, 0.5, 1, and 2 h), and the kinetics of metabolite fibril formation

was monitored using the ThT fluorescence assay. Both endpoint after overnight (Figure 13a-c) and

kinetics data were recorded. Overall, EGCG inhibited metabolite fibril formation even when added

at later stages of fibrillation. TA inhibited the formation when added at an earlier time point, while

showing a much lower impact when added at the later stages of fibrillation.

Next, we examined whether the addition of inhibitors at later time points of metabolite fibrillation

had an effect on their resulting cytotoxicity (Figure 13d). When EGCG was added after 2 hours, cell
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Figure 13: The effect of polyphenol inhibitors added at different time points on fibril self-assembly
inhibition. All metabolites were dissolved at 90◦ C in PBS and ThT in PBS was added. The
inhibitors, EGCG (1 mM, orange) or TA (0.1 mM, gray), or PBS (blue) as a control, were added at
different time points (0, 0.5, 1, and 2 h). Following excitation at 450 nm, ThT emission data at 480
nm were measured over time for an overnight and endpoint fluorescence readings are presented. a
Adenine 8 mg/ml. b Phenylalanine 40 mg/ml. c Tyrosine 2 mg/ml. d Adenine, phenylalanine, and
tyrosine were dissolved at 90◦ C in DMEM/Nutrient Mixture F12 (Ham’s) (1 : 1) without FBS, to a
final concentration of 2, 4, and 2 mg/ml, respectively, and mixed after 2 hours with EGCG (orange,
0.1 mM) or TA (gray, 0.01 mM) following an overnight incubation. The samples to which no inhibitor
was added were similarly mixed after 2 h with medium without FBS (blue). Then, SH-SY5Y cells
were incubated with the metabolites in the absence or presence of the inhibitors for 24 h, followed
by addition of MTT reagents. Following a 4 h incubation, extraction buffer was added and after an
additional 0.5 h incubation, absorbance was determined at 570 nm. The data are presented as mean
± SD. The results represent three biological repeats.

viability was significantly restored. However, the addition of TA did not restore cell viability, which

decreased to similar levels as the control without the inhibitor. These results are in agreement with

the ThT fluorescence assay (Figure 13a-c), suggesting that TA mostly inhibits fibrilization at the

early stages of nucleation, whereas EGCG acts both at the early and later stages of fibril formation.

Taken together, the combination of results obtained via both the in vitro and neuronal cell model

systems provides important insights into the differential mode of action of each inhibitor.
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MD simulations: methods and results

Force field fitting.

The force field parameters for inhibitor molecules were calculated using Gaussian09 [74]. Owing

to the large size of TA, this molecule was divided to two sections in the calculations: (1) an inner

core, which is a beta-d glucose derivative, with each hydroxyl group being methylated; (2) ligands,

with the ester group that is bonded to the core methylated. In the calculations of the EGCG core,

the two main fused rings and the ester group were considered; the aromatic groups of EGCG were

replaced with methyl groups. Force field parameters for aromatic groups used the results from TA

calculations or were approximated with methyl groups. Geometries and force constants of inhibitors

were determined using MP2/6 − 31g(d)//MP2/6 − 31g(d) level for the EGCG core and TA core.

Owing to the extent of ligand calculations, MP2/6 − 31g(d)//MP2/6 − 31g methods were used

instead. Force field fitting was performed using VMD Force Field Toolkit Plugin [75]. To determine

dihedral parameters, MP2 level of calculations were also used to derive a quantum target, with the

angle scanned six steps in both positive and negative directions at a step size of 15◦. Charges were

determined using the ChelpG algorithim [76].

Solvated metabolite simulations.

Systems formed by 288 ADN, PHE, and TYR freely solvated metabolite molecules were simulated

in the presence of a small nucleation crystal of 125, 108, and 100 metabolite molecules, respectively.

Each system consisted of 7 TA, 10 EGCG, or 15 ASA molecules. Systems with TA or EGCG were

simulated for 20 ns, and those with ASA for 30 ns, using NAMD2 [37] and the CHARMM force field.

The systems were simulated in [NaCl] = 0.15 M aqueous solution, in order to imitate physiological

conditions. The Langevin dynamics with a damping coefficient of 1 ps−1 and a time step of 2 fs was

used to describe systems in a NPT ensemble at a pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 310 K.
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During minimization, pre-equilibration, and equilibration, Particle Mesh Ewald [57] was used with

a grid spacing of 1.0. The non-bonded interactions used the SHAKE switching algorithm with a

switch on/off distance of 10/12 Å. Non-bonded pairs lists were 13.5 Å, with the list updated every

20 steps; 1 − 4 non-bonded interactions were not scaled. There were 50, 000 steps of minimization

followed by 2 ns of equilibration, after which the simulations were performed. The same approach

was used in the simulations of inhibitors binding to metabolite crystals.

Crystalline metabolite simulations.

Simulated bulk-like crystals of ADN, PHE, and TYR had 564, 768, and 800 molecules, respec-

tively, which were cut from their bulk crystal structures [44,77,78]. The solutions of simulated bulk

crystals contained 25 TA, 50 EGCG, or 50 ASA molecules, and no free metabolite molecules. No

specific fibril structures were considered.

Solvated metabolite interaction energies.

Average interaction energies between inhibitors and free metabolites or crystals were calculated

from the simulated systems. The CHARMM force field [38–40, 79, 80] and NAMDenergy plugin in

VMD [59] were used to determine the strength of total interaction energy for each inhibitor by calcu-

lating vdW and electrostatic interaction energies. Interaction energy between each inhibitor and any

metabolite molecule, which had at least one atom within 3.5 Å of any atom of the selected inhibitor,

was considered for the calculation. For each snapshot, the total energy and number of metabolites

inter- acting with the inhibitor was recorded. Interaction energy per metabolite and inhibitor was

determined at each snapshot. When averaging the interaction energy, only cases with at least one

metabolite interacting with the inhibitor were included. The average number of free metabolites was
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computed for the entire trajectory. The average number of interacting metabolites was normalized

with respect to the concentrations of both inhibitors and solvated metabolites (Table V).

Crystalline metabolites interaction energies.

Similar to solvated metabolites, we chose one inhibitor for the crystal cases and evaluated its

interaction energies with metabolites on the crystal. Metabolites on crystal, which were within 3.5

Å of the inhibitor, were considered. The average interaction energy was computed using the same

procedure as for the solvated metabolites. The number of inhibitors interacting with the crystal

was determined by calculating any inhibitor with at least one atom within 3.5 Å of the crystal.

This number was averaged throughout the trajectory. Then, it was normalized with respect to the

concentration of inhibitors and surface area of the crystal, obtained at the end of the trajectory

(Table V), because some metabolite molecules dissolved from the crystals during the simulation.

Solvated Crystal
Metabolites Metabolites

System Free Metabolite Inhibitor Surface Area Inhibitor
Concentration (M) Concentration (M) (nm2 ) Concentration (M)

ADN-TA 0.313 0.005 154 0.010

ADN-EGCG 0.275 0.007 162 0.025

ADN-ASA 0.240 0.009 166 0.047

PHE-TA 0.200 0.005 304 0.009

PHE-EGCG 0.187 0.006 306 0.027

PHE-ASA 0.216 0.011 303 0.045

TYR-TA 0.173 0.004 345 0.010

TYR-EGCG 0.187 0.006 349 0.030

TYR-ASA 0.231 0.012 348 0.043

TABLE V. CONCENTRATIONS OF SOLVATED METABOLITES AND INHIBITORS IN EACH
SOLVATED SYSTEM; CRYSTAL SURFACE AREA AND INHIBITOR CONCENTRATION IN
CRYSTAL SYSTEM.

Figure 14 demonstrates representative binding modes of the inhibitors, TA, EGCG, and ASA,

and free solvated adenine (ADN), phenylalanine (PHE), and tyrosine (TYR). Figure 15 to Figure 17
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Figure 14: Examples of simulated inhibitors coupling with freely solvated metabolite
molecules. (a-c) TA; (d-f) EGCG; (g-i) ASA. (a,d,g) Adenine; (b,e,h) Phenylalanine; (c,f,i) Tyro-
sine. Metabolite molecules are shown in red, inhibitor molecules are shown in green. Scale bar in
each row represents 1 Å.

show TA, EGCG, and ASA inhibitors on each of the different facets of the ADN, PHE, and TYR

crystals, respectively.

To gain further insight into the distinct inhibition mechanisms of the two inhibitors, we performed

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the potential inhibition activity of EGCG, TA, and ASA

during the formation of metabolites fibrillar assemblies. In particular, we examined the interactions

between inhibitor molecules and both free solvated metabolite molecules and small metabolite fibril

nuclei. Figure 18a-d presents the MD-simulation of phenylalanine coupled to TA and EGCG (see

Figure 14 to Figure 17 for additional data). The interaction energy was determined by selecting an
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Figure 15: Examples of inhibitors coupling to adenine metabolite crystal. (a-c) TA; (d-f)
EGCG; (g-i) ASA. (a,d,g) facet A; (b,e,h) facet B; (c,f,i) facet C. The interacting facets of metabolite
molecules are shown in red, inhibitor molecules are shown in green, and the remaining metabolites
are shown in blue/teal. Scale bar is 1 nm.

inhibitor and calculating the average binding energy per metabolite within 4.5 Å of that inhibitor

molecule. We partitioned the trajectory into two sections and averaged the binding energy of each

section. The midpoint between the averages was chosen as the final value. Error bars were determined

from the deviation of the averages of each partition and the midpoint.

As revealed by the simulations, the average binding energies of the metabolites to both TA and

EGCG are similar, whereas the binding energies to ASA are 2− 3 times lower. Moreover, there is a

small variation of these energies between the studied metabolites, with the binding energy of adenine

found to be ≈ 50% of those of phenylalanine and tyrosine (Figure 18e).
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Figure 16: Examples of inhibitors coupling to phenylalanine metabolite crystal. (a- c) TA;
(d-f) EGCG; (g-i) ASA. (a,d,g) facet A; (b,e,h) facet B; (c,f,i) facet C. The color scheme is the same
as in Figure 15. Scale bar is 1 nm.

Figure 17: Examples of inhibitors coupling with tyrosine metabolite crystal. (a-c) TA;
(d-f) EGCG; (g-i) ASA. (a,d,g) facet A; (b,e,h) facet B; (c,f,i) facet C. The color scheme is the same
as in Figure 15. Scale bar is 1 nm.
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Figure 18: Simulations of metabolites and inhibitors coupling. a-d Snapshots of TA a, c and EGCG
b, d coupling with PHE metabolites in free a, b and crystal c, d forms. Free metabolites are shown
in blue; metabolite molecules in crystal are shown in red, inhibitor molecules are shown in green.
Scale bars in a-b, c-d represent 1 Å. e The average total coupling energies between inhibitors and
either free (blue) or crystalline (red) metabolites, within 3.5 Å of the inhibitor, normalized per
inhibitor and metabolite. f The average number of free metabolites around inhibitors, normalized
by the concentration of free metabolites and inhibitors in the system. g The average number of
inhibitors adsorbed to metabolite crystals, normalized by the concentration of inhibitors and the
surface areas of crystals. Column heights were determined by blocking the trajectory into two halves
and calculating the midpoint between the averages of each block. Error bars are the deviation of the
average of each half of the trajectory and the midpoint.
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Next, we calculated the number of free metabolites coupled to inhibitors, normalized by the con-

centrations of metabolites and inhibitors (Figure 18f). We determined averages and uncertainties

using the same procedure we used in determining the interaction energy. This analysis shows that a

larger number of free metabolites can adsorb to TA as compared with EGCG or ASA, despite similar

binding energies of these inhibitors to individual metabolites (Figure 18e). This difference results

from the significantly larger surface area of TA, as compared with EGCG or ASA. These observa-

tions correlate well with the experimental results showing that TA efficiently binds free metabolites,

whereas EGCG reaches the same efficiency only at about an order of magnitude higher concentration.

In addition, the number of inhibitors bound to the metabolites in their crystalline state and

normalized to the concentrations of inhibitors and the surface areas of the metabolite crystals was

calculated (Figure 18g). The data reveal that at the same concentrations, TA and EGCG have a

similar propensity for binding to the ordered lattice, whereas ASA has a very low binding propensity.

This explains the experimental observations showing that EGCG can block the growth of fibrils

even when added at later stages, as it binds to the crystal at about an order of magnitude higher

concentration. Given the relative dimensions of TA and EGCG, EGCG can cover the crystals to a

larger extent at the higher concentrations used. Moreover, there is a twofold decrease of inhibitors

bound to the tyrosine crystal, probably owing to the fact that the preferable binding sites are not fully

exposed in this form as its facets are jagged, unlike adenine and phenylalanine surfaces, preventing

the formation of π − π stacking interactions (Figure 18g).

Conclusion

Here, we reveal that two aromatic polyphenolic compounds, EGCG and TA, which have been

previously shown to generically inhibit the formation of protein and peptide-based amyloid struc-
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tures, can also inhibit the formation of metabolite amyloid fibrils, even when applied at a very low

molar ratio. The examined concentrations, resulting in the same end-effects, varied between the

metabolites, as previously shown for different protein and polypeptide amyloid aggregates [81]. We

demonstrated the activity of these inhibitors both in vitro, using ThT fluorescence assay and TEM

analysis, and in vivo, using the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)

cell viability assay preformed on a neuronal cell model. The addition of the polyphenols at different

time points provided a key mechanistic information about the process of inhibition by EGCG and TA

and its correlation to reduced cytotoxicity. We demonstrated that in spite of the generic inhibition,

the compounds function via two different mechanisms. Although EGCG affects both early and later

stages of fibrillation, TA is only effective in the early state. To gain further insights on these differ-

ent inhibition mechanisms, we preformed MD simulations. The simple chemical composition of the

metabolites and the information about their molecular packing allowed to decipher the mechanism of

amyloid formation, making them a potential model for understanding and controlling protein amy-

loid formation. The simulation provided molecular details about the nature of the binding of the two

inhibitors to the studied metabolites in both monomeric and crystalline forms. It appears that each

metabolite binds to both inhibitors with similar energy. At the molarity experimentally used here,

the two inhibitors also bind a comparable number of free metabolites. However, at this molarity,

the number of EGCG molecules binding to the crystalline form is several fold higher than the TA

molecules, providing a theoretical framework to understand the distinct effect of the inhibitors when

added at different stages of amyloid self-assembly.

The metabolites studied in the scope of this work are known to accumulate in different inborn error

of metabolism disorders and, as we have previously shown, can self-assemble and form supramolecular

β-sheet-like amyloid structures. In protein and peptide-based amyloids aggregation, the core β-sheet
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structure seems to be primarily stabilized by hydrogen bonds [82, 83]. Based on their structural

resemblance and previous findings regarding phenylalanine and tyrosine assemblies’ formation [84], we

can speculate that the amyloid metabolite supramolecular structures are also stabilized via hydrogen

bonds, which may support the findings derived from the simulations presented here regarding the

nature of inhibitor-metabolite interactions. This was indeed the case for phenylalanine, for which the

newly determined crystal structure of the zwitterionic state, that promotes fibrils formation, shows

a clear hydrogen-bonding network as observed in peptides and proteins [44]. Moreover, the overlay

of computer-generated putative poly-phenylalanine β-strands on the crystal structures resulted in

remarkable superposition [55]. The use of known protein and peptide amyloid inhibitors in order

to affect metabolite amyloid structure formation further supports the notion of an extended family

of amyloid structures that includes protein, peptides, and metabolites. Finally, the less-explored

concept of error of metabolism disorders as amyloid diseases may thus lead to the development of

new therapeutic strategies, in addition to the current dietary restrictions.
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3.4 Metabolite amyloid-like fibrils interact with model membranes

Adapted from Ref. [4] (Chem. Comm. 2018, 54. DOI:10.1039/c8cc01423j) with permissions

from Royal Society of Chemistry Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Metabolite amyloid assemblies induce apoptotic cell death [1, 55], similar to protein amyloid

structures [85,86]. Interactions of the amyloidogenic assemblies with the cell membrane is considered

the most prevalent course of toxicity [87]. We investigate the possible interaction between metabolite

amyloid assemblies and model membranes, as an insight into their cytotoxicity.

We used the highly-characterized chromatic biomimetic membrane system containing phospho-

lipids and polydiacetylene (PDA). PDA is a lipid-like polymer, which forms vesicular bilayer struc-

tures that mimic membrane surfaces. It exhibits a rapid blue-red fluorescent chromatic response

(FCR) transformations, induced by contact with external species [88,89], such as amyloidal assemblies

produced by the IAPP polypeptide [18]. In addition to the PDA, we use combinations of vesicular

bilayer phospholipid compositions, one containing only the phosphatidylcholine phospholipid (PC),

a major component of cell membranes, and the other comprising a combination between PC and

phosphatidylserine (PS). PS is known for its important role in cell cycle signalling, specifically in case

of apoptosis [90]. We examined the interaction between these model membrane systems with tryp-

tophan, tyrosine and adenine amyloid-like assemblies that accumulate in hypertryptophanemia and

hartnup disease, tyrosinemia and adenine phosphoribosyltransferase deficiency, respectively [91, 92].

Experimental results

To gain further insight into the metabolites interaction with the model membrane systems, the

fluorescence anisotropy of 1-(4-trimethylammoniumphenyl)-6-phenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (TMA-DPH),
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Figure 19: Metabolite assemblies’ interaction with membrane model systems. Tryptophan (4 mg
ml−1 ), tyrosine (4 mg ml−1 ) and adenine (2 mg ml−1 ) metabolite assemblies’ solutions were exam-
ined. Alanine (4 mg ml−1 ) solution was examined as a control. Two phospholipid compositions of
membrane model systems were examined, PC and a combination of PC with PS. (A-F) Quenching
of NBD fluorescence as measured after a 24 h incubation with metabolite assemblies’, or alanine
solution as a control, following an addition of dithionite quencher. The Y-axes present the fluores-
cence values as a percentage of the initial emission reading. (G and H) Fluorescence anisotropy of
TMA-DPH, incubated for 24 h with metabolite assemblies’ solutions, or alanine solution as a control
(*p < 0.001 compared to alanine).
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a common sensitive probe which reacts to the dynamics of its lipid environment, was measured [93,94].

As in the FCR and quenching assays, the fluorescence anisotropy was measured after a 24 h incuba-

tion. Alanine presented same effect as the untreated control and thus served as a negative control.

The tryptophan assemblies induced a significant decrease in TMA-DPH fluorescence anisotropy in

both phospholipid compositions (Figure 19G and H), indicating a higher lipid mobility around the

probe and an increase in membrane fluidity. Together with the FCR and quenching assays, these re-

sults imply the ability of tryptophan assemblies to fully penetrate the model membrane system. Both

tyrosine and adenine assemblies induced a significant decrease in TMA-DPH fluorescence anisotropy

when tested with the PS/PC lipid composition (Figure 19G), while in the PC lipid composition, an

increase in the fluorescence was observed (Figure 19H). Overall, in the case of tyrosine amyloid-like

fibrils, the results indicate a penetration ability of the assemblies. In the PC lipid composition the

structures might be lodged between the lipids, increasing the membrane rigidity. In contrast, a better

interaction with the PS/PC composition may allow for a deeper penetration of the tyrosine fibrils to

the membrane, resulting in increased membrane fluidity. In the case of adenine amyloid-like fibrils,

the assemblies appear to interact with the outer side of the membrane, resulting in an increase in

membrane rigidity, while better interaction with the PS/PC composition might allow for a similarly

slight increase in membrane fluidity.

MD simulations: methods and results

Simulations

Bulk crystal structures for tryptophan, tyrosine, and adenine [36,77,78] were chosen. Membranes

were constructed using the CHARMM GUI software [95]. SOPC lipid molecules were chosen for

the PC membrane, and 90% SOPC and 10% SOPS lipid molecules were chosen for the PC/PS

combination membrane. Initially, three different orientations (facet A,B,C) were chosen for each
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crystal structure. For tryptophan and tyrosine, the head groups were in direct contact with the

membrane in facet A and perpendicular to the membrane in facets B and C. For both of these

crystals, another orientation was chosen, such that the zwitterions were in direct contact with the

membrane. In the case of the adenine crystal, facet A was determined such that the plane of the

molecules in the crystal was parallel to that of the membrane. In facets B and C, the planes of the

molecule were oblique to that of the membrane.

Simulations were performed using the NAMD2 [37] package, using the CHARM force field [38–

40, 56, 79, 96, 97]. The systems were simulated in [NaCl] = 0.15 M aqueous solution, in order to

imitate physiological conditions. The Langevin dynamics with a damping coefficient of 1 ps−1 and

a time step of 2 fs was used to describe the systems in a NPγT ensemble at a pressure of 1 atm,

surface tension of 40 dyne/cm, and a temperature of 310 K. During minimization, pre-equilibration,

and equilibration, Particle Mesh Ewald [57] was used with a grid spacing of 1.0. The non-bonded

interactions used the SHAKE switching algorithm with the switch on/off distance at 10/12 Å. Non-

bonded pairs lists were 13.5 Å, with the list updated every 20 steps; 1− 4 non-bonded interactions

were not scaled. There were 50, 000 steps of minimization. Production runs for each system lasted

30 ns.

Interaction energies

Average interaction energies between each crystal and membrane were calculated from the simu-

lated systems. The CHARMM force field [38–40,56,79,96,97] and NAMDenergy plugin in VMD [59]

were used to determine the strength of total interaction energy for each combination of metabolite

crystal and membrane calculated as a sum of the electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) interaction

energies. Electrostatic interaction energies were calculated for a dielectric constant of 1 and disper-
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sion interactions were approximated by the 12−6 Lennard Jones potential. Long range electrostatic

interactions were modeled by the Particle Mesh Ewald method [57].

In order to determine the crystal-membrane interactions, interaction energies per contact area

were calculated. Throughout the simulations, a significant number of metabolites was found to

dissociate from the crystal. Many of these molecules were later absorbed in the membrane. These

free molecules had to be omitted from the calculations. Contact area between metabolite crystal

and membrane was determined by calculating solvent accessible surface area (SASA) with command

in VMD. Contact Area is given by Equation 3.1, where SASA is the solvent accessible surface area

of the membrane, crystal, or the union of both species, as indicated. Interaction energy between

metabolite crystal and membrane was normalized to the contact area in each snapshot.

ContactArea =
SASAmembrane + SASAcrystal − SASAmembrane+crystal

2
(3.1)

By observing the trajectories and computing normalized interaction energies, the most stable

orientations of each assembly with respect to the membrane were identified (Figure 20A-C, Figure 21,

Figure 22, and Figure 23, ESI). The tryptophan crystal showed the most favourable interactions with

the zwitterion in direct contact with the phospholipid membrane (Figure 20A and Figure 21, ESI),

tyrosine showed the most favourable interaction with the polar head groups in direct contact with the

membrane (Figure 20B and Figure 22, ESI), and adenine showed the most favourable contact when

the plane of the crystalline molecules was parallel to that of the membrane (Figure 20C and Figure 23,

ESI). The other orientations showed an unstable configuration. Furthermore, the corresponding

interaction energy per contact area was calculated (Figure 20D). The interaction energy largely

corresponded to the FCR experiments, when comparing the association of the individual metabolite
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Figure 20: Molecular dynamic simulations of the interaction of metabolite assemblies with membrane
systems. (A-C) Most stable orientations for (A) tryptophan in zwitterion layer, (B) tyrosine in facet
A, and (C) adenine in facet A. (D) Interaction energies of tryptophan, tyrosine, and adenine with
both membranes, normalized to the contact area.

crystalline systems with the two membranes. Since the MD simulations data cannot be normalized

to the concentration, the comparison between the different metabolites is limited. The tryptophan

assemblies showed a stronger binding to the PC phospholipid membrane as compared to a PS/PC

membrane, at a ratio similar to that observed in the FCR experiments. The adenine crystalline

systems bounded equally to both membranes, as also observed in the FCR analysis. However, in

the case of tyrosine, the interaction energies of the crystalline systems are the same for both PC

and PS/PC phospholipid membrane, although showing a higher FCR effect for the PC phospholipid.
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Figure 21: Molecular dynamic simulations of tryptophan assemblies with membrane
systems. Enlarged figure taken from Fig. 3A. The most stable orientations of the tryptophan
assemblies (zwitterion layer) are presented.

Smaller differences detected by the FCR analysis might require considerable time scales, and probably

also more precise force fields, to be identified using MD simulations.

The most stable configuration for the tryptophan structures was driven by coulombic and hy-

drogen bonding interactions. Due to the bulky apolar head group of the tryptophan molecule,

the tryptophan assemblies had maximum interactions with the zwitterion when contacting the mem-

brane. When the apolar head group was in direct contact with the membrane, the structures torqued

and changed orientation, thus resembling those of facets B and C, both of which had only a limited

exposure of zwitterions to the membrane. Due to the higher exposure to the polar groups when

the zwitterion layer was in direct contact to the membrane, it appears that it would bind in that

orientation.
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Figure 22: Molecular dynamic simulations of tyrosine assemblies with membrane systems.
Enlarged figure taken from Fig. 3B. The most stable orientations of the tyrosine assemblies (facet
A) are presented.

Tyrosine and adenine crystal orientations relative to the membrane were also determined by

hydrogen bonding and coulombic forces. In case of the tyrosine crystalline systems, the polar phenol

head group bound strongly to the membranes, as seen in facet A. When the zwitterion layer was in

direct contact with the PC lipid membrane, the assemblies torqued away from the orientation, as

observed in the case of facets B and C. Due to facet A stability, where no significant torqueing was

observed, it can be determined that in the tyrosine structures, direct contact of the phenol groups

with the membranes is preferable.

In case of the adenine assemblies, due to the quadrupolar structure of the molecule, there were

significantly weaker coulombic interactions, with the stronger dispersion interactions compensating.

In facet A, the dispersion and coulombic interactions were of the same magnitude, unlike the other
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Figure 23: Molecular dynamic simulations of adenine assemblies with membrane systems.
Enlarged figure taken from Fig. 3C. The most stable orientations of the adenine assemblies (facet
A) are presented.

two orientations, where they were weaker. This was observed when the adenine molecules were most

exposed to the membrane, attained only when the plane of the molecules was parallel to that of the

membrane.

Conclusion

The experimental data here demonstrate the ability of metabolite amyloid assemblies to inter-

act with phospholipid membranes, as previously shown in the case of their proteinaceous amyloid

assemblies counterparts. Our results demonstrated the differential membrane binding ability of all

three metabolite structures. We show that the tryptophan and tyrosine assemblies penetrate the

membrane models, while the adenine structures bind parallel to the membrane. Similar to proteina-

ceous amyloids [98–101], distinctive mechanisms underlie the membrane interaction of metabolite
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amyloids, while resulting in a comparable cytotoxic effect. Furthermore, molecular dynamics simu-

lations provide a detailed atomistic information of the mechanism underlying the interaction of the

metabolite assemblies with the membrane. The remarkable similarity between the mode of inter-

action of the metabolite amyloid assemblies and the protein ones further emphasizes the functional

relationship between the two systems, supporting the definition of metabolite amyloids as an exten-

sion of the “amyloid hypothesis”. We hope that the observations presented here will promote further

exploration of the mechanism of interaction and the nature of the membrane-interacting species.

As membrane interaction is assumed to play a key role in the apoptotic activity of metabolite and

protein amyloids the targeting of these interactions may be an important therapeutic direction to

the future treatment of various amyloid-associated disorders.
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3.5 Transition of Metastable Cross-α Crystals into Cross-β Fibrils by β-Turn Flipping

Adapted from Ref. [5] (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2019, 141 DOI:10.1021/jacs.8b10289) with permis-

sions from ACS Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Aggregation of many intrinsically disordered or globular proteins into insoluble fibrillar deposits

with cross-β structure causes many debilitating protein misfolding illnesses, such as Alzheimer’s,

Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s diseases [102–105]. It has been shown that natively unfolded se-

quences aggregate and populate an intermediate oligomeric state rich in helix-helix associations. The

intermediate state of globular proteins proceeds the partially unfolded native-like structures in the

assembly process. Many protein structures in the globular state have helical conformation [106–109].

Myoglobin, a predominantly α-helical globular protein, not related to any known disease conditions,

converts to amyloid-like fibrillar aggregates with cross-β structure at high pH and elevated temper-

ature [110]. Above a critical concentration the natively folded soluble proteins may be metastable

in nature and its corresponding Gibbs free energy may represent a local minimum in the energy

profile. Amyloid fibrils are lower in energy (and thus more favorable) and may actually represent the

global minimum [111, 112]. Amyloid states can populate different energy levels with new structural

features and have polymorphism within amyloid species [113]. Proteins can also assemble into crystal

lattices composed of native metastable conformations [114,115]. In situ characterization of the con-

formational conversion between the native crystalline and cross-β ensembles can provide important

atomic-level insights into the structural factors affecting the relative stability of the metastable and

amyloid states and the nature of the transition state [11,116,117]. The inability of intrinsically disor-

dered pathologically relevant sequences to form metastable crystalline assemblies has so far hindered
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such deliberation. The different conditions required for in vitro fibril formation and crystallization

of natively folded proteins, [102, 108, 110] in contrast to the constant physiological conditions under

which amyloidogenesis progresses in vivo, [12, 116] also comprise a major obstacle.

Experimental results

Recently, we have demonstrated the ability of a short seven-residue sequence, SHR-FF, to self-

assemble into crystalline supramolecular fibrillar structures [118]. To gain further insight into the

atomistic features of the SHR-FF fibrillar assembly, we performed X-ray powder diffraction (PXRD)

analysis of the lyophilized fiber assemblies. Furthermore, to eliminate the possibility of structural

reorganization during drying, the wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) spectra of the self-assembled

nanofibers were also recorded in their original mother liquor without lyophilization. The PXRD and

WAXS analyses revealed the same diffraction profiles, both distinctly different from the predicted

PXRD pattern of the reported X-ray crystal structure [118]. The SHR-FF crystal was regrown under

conditions native to fibril assemblies.

Single-crystal X-ray structural analysis revealed that the peptide adopted an amphiphilic helical

conformation, with adjacent helical molecules interacting through π-stacking and hydrophobic inter-

actions, as reported earlier [118]. These columnar helical dimeric associations propagated along the

c-axis and were positioned perpendicular to the length of the crystal (along the a-axis), revealing

distinct cross-α architecture, as determined by face indexing of the single crystal. This architecture is

similar to a recently reported cross-α structure, though comprised of much shorter peptides [119,120].

The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) signal of the dried crystals at 1658 cm−1 also

supported the helical conformation. Since a cross-α structure cannot account for the observed X-ray

scattering profile, it was concluded that SHR-FF could adopt two distinct higher order self-assembled
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Figure 24: Analysis of the variation of SHR-FF monomer concentrations as the cross-α crystals
converts to cross-β-fibrils. Two different plateaus regions provided the information about the equi-
librium peptide concentrations in solution in presence of cross-α or cross-β-phases. These equilibrium
concentrations [C] can be converted to the Gibbs free energy ∆G of each of the phases, through fol-
lowing chemical thermodynamics [11, 12]. [Ceq] = exp(−β∆G) where, β = (kB T)−1 , T is the
absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant. The elongation free energies per residue of
heptapeptide SHR-FF cross-β fibrils (2.5 kJ mol−1 ) showed excellent correlation with the reported
values for heptapeptide GNNQQNY from Sup35 sequence (2.0 kJ·mol−1 ) and decapeptide TTR
(105− 115) from Transthyretin (TTR) protein (2.12 kJ · mol−1) [13].

states. Additional WAXS analysis established that the formation of a noncross-α fibrillar state does

not depend on the cosolvent or buffer compositions.

The finding that SHR-FF can alternatively exist as cross-α or cross-β-like ensembles separated

only by a thermal energy barrier could serve as a paradigm for delineation of assembly kinetics of two

basic secondary structure modules. To understand the relationship between the two ensembles states,

we prepared cross-α crystals at 4◦ C and measured their WAXS spectra at different temperatures

over time. As shown in Figure 26a, the cross-α phases showed substantial stability at 37◦ C, but

rapidly converted to cross-β-like structures and remained stable when heated to 50◦ C. The complete
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conversion of cross-α crystal to cross-β fibrils confirmed that the former represents a metastable

state, a generic feature of native polypeptide and protein assemblies. Further evidence for the

metastable nature of a cross-α phase was obtained by measuring the equilibrium concentration of

peptide monomers in solution, showing the cross-β-fibrils to be more stable than the native cross-α

structures by 3.3 kJ mol−1 , as illustrated in the energy profile diagram (Figure 24 and Figure 26b).

Next, we analyzed the structural reorganization in real time by heating the SHR-FF helical en-

sembles, replicating the WAXS kinetic experimental conditions. At 37◦ C, all the crystals grew in

size via addition of monomers to the crystal surfaces and maintained stability more than 12 h (Fig-

ure 26e). Upon increasing the temperature to 50◦ C, the crystals underwent dissolution by dissipating

the monomers into the solution, whereas a subsection of the metastable structures transitioned into

fibers in a spatially correlated region, as marked by a white circle in Figure 26e. This observation

indicated that the nucleation of the cross-β oligomers occurred in the region with the highest peptide

concentration and subsequently elongated, in accordance with a nucleated polymerization-like model.

The kinetic profile delineated by real-time optical microscopy analysis correlated precisely with the

WAXS kinetics (Figure 26a). The sharp transition in WAXS spectra during the heating process also

supported the nucleated polymerization-like growth (inset, Figure 26a). In addition, we studied the

kinetics of fibril formation starting from metastable cross-α crystals, and it afforded almost the same

kinetic profile as if the aggregation was initiated from peptide monomers. Most importantly, the

cross-α to cross-β transition did not require an increased temperature, but could proceed at constant

conditions in a time-dependent manner, thus resembling the pathological amyloid aggregation. At
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Figure 25: Atomistic details of cross-α to cross-β structural transition. (a) Active flipping of peptide
planes from type I to type II′β-turn. Residues associated with plane flip are labeled as i to i+3. (b)
Changes in the dihedral angles of the key i+ 1 and i+ 2 residues during the transition from helical
to β-sheet structure. (c) Schematic illustration of the possible transformation mechanism of native
helical peptide conformation into cross-β fibrils by β-turn peptide plane-flipping.
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a constant 30◦ C temperature, the conversion required 7− 8 days, as compared to several at 50◦ C.

At 4◦ C, the time scale was further prolonged to 10− 12 months.

The transformation of native helical peptide structures to their cross-β assembly can be sum-

marized as depicted in Figure 25c. In a solution, SHR-FF exists mainly in a helical conformation,

as reported before [118] and validated by MD simulations. The facile conversion from a metastable

crystalline to fibrils state was observed in the temperature ranges from 4 to 30◦ C and 50◦ C, reached

with a decreasing time duration). The results indicate the formation of a metastable helical oligomer

in the early stages of nucleation, which subsequently converts to the aggregation-prone oligomer by

a peptide plane-flipping. In addition, the concentration-dependent kinetic assay provided further

evidence for this process.

MD simulations: methods and results

MD simulations were performed with NAMD2.12 software [37]. The natural amino acids of the

peptide and the solvent were described with the CHARMM36 protein force field [56,96,97]. The Aib

amino acid was described with the generalized CHARMM force field [38,80], and the parameters were

determined via the CGenFF ParamChem web interface [39, 40]. In all the simulations, the particle-

mesh Ewald (PME) method [57] was used for evaluation of long-range Coulomb interactions. The

time step was set to 1.0 fs, and long-range interactions were evaluated every 1 (van der Waals) and

2 (Coulombic) time steps. Then, the system was equilibrated by MD simulations without restraints

on the single top layer of the peptides, while keeping the two bottom layers of peptides restrained as

above. The simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of T = 277

K, constant pressure of P = 1 atm, and a Langevin constant of γLang = 1.00 ps−1. All simulations

were performed in a 0.15 M NaCl aqueous solution to replicate the physiological conditions.
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The solvated monomer system consisted of 10 peptides permanently separated from each other by

harmonically constraining the alpha carbon on residue 4, so that the peptides would not translate and

form clusters. The system was minimized for 5, 000steps and pre-equilibrated for 2 ns, before being

further simulated. The alpha helical conformation is defined when RMSD of helical monomer is less

than 3.10 Å and RMSD of single β-strand is greater than 2.50 Å. The non-alpha helical conformation

is defined when RMSD of helical monomer is greater than 2.75 Å and RMSD of single β-strand is

less than 2.50 Å. Both crystal systems were also initially minimized for 5, 000 steps. The crystalline

systems were prepared in such a way that the water hydrogens were relaxed for 1 ns. Then, water

molecules were relaxed for another 1 ns and the side groups 12× 12× 12 peptides on desired facets

were relaxed for an additional 1 ns, in separate runs for each facet, after which production runs

were performed. The analyses of the simulated system were performed using VMD [59]. Images of

simulated systems were also prepared with VMD.

In order to gain more insight into the relative stabilities of alpha helical and non-alpha helical

peptide structures in free and crystalline forms, we modeled these systems by atomistic molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations. First, we simulated 10 separated peptides solvated in a physiological

solution at temperatures of 37, 50, and 70◦ C. Every 10 ps, we calculated RMSDs of all peptides best

aligned with respect to the alpha helical and non-alpha helical forms, taken from their crystalline

structures, and obtained a 2D histogram of their relative populations. Figure 26c shows the distribu-

tion of RMSDs for freely solvated peptides at 37◦ C; distributions for higher temperatures are shown

in Figure 27. Each distribution has two main populations of peptide conformations for the helical

(major) and non-helical (minor) conformations. As seen in Table VI and Figure 26c and Figure 27,

as temperature increases, the population of helical conformation decreases and the non-helical in-

creases. There is a dramatic change of 10% from 37 to 50◦ C, but only a slight change of 1% from 50
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Figure 26: Kinetic studies of cross-α to cross-β-like structural conversion. (a) Real-time WAXS
analysis of the conversion from the cross-α to cross-β fibrillar state. The cross-α crystals persisted at
37◦ C (black curves) and showed a sharp transition (colored curves) into the stable cross-β structure
(gray curves) upon increasing the temperature to 50◦ C. Major differences in peaks are highlighted
with a shaded bar. The data sets are vertically offset. Inset: Kinetic profile of fibrils assembly
generated by plotting the peak intensity at 0.475 Å−1 versus time. The temperatures corresponding
to different measurements are shaded with two different colors. (b) Schematic representation of
the free energy profile of the metastable cross-α crystals and thermodynamically stable cross-β like
fibrils. (c) A 2-D histogram of RMSDs for 10 solvated peptides (90 ns) evaluated with respect to
their helical and β-strand-like conformations. The analysis was performed for 90, 000 snapshots
of individual peptides. Density = (counts/90, 000). (d) RMSDs of 100 peptides averaged for each
crystal facet of two crystalline structures (1−3 represent cross-β facets and 4−6 represent cross-helix
facets, respectively). (e) Progressive images of the fibril formation (white circle) from the dissolution
of metastable cross-α crystals on increasing the temperature from 37 to 50◦ C (scale bar, 100 µm).
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Figure 27: Atomistic molecular simulation of monomer. (A, B) Distribution of relative populations
of RMSDs with respect to helical and non-helical conformations for 10 peptides (90 ns) at 50◦ C and
70◦ C, respectively. The analysis was performed on 90, 000 snapshots of individual peptides. Density
= counts/90000.

to 70◦C; 90 − 95% of all peptides are always within these two regions. The obtained results reveal

that freely solvated peptides are significantly more likely to assume conformations resembling the

helical (crystal) form than the non-helical form. At higher temperatures there is a stronger presence

of peptides in non-alpha helical form because it is entropically favored.

Finally, we simulated Cross-α and Cross-β crystallites with 12× 12× 12 peptides. On each facet,

we allowed the central 10× 10 peptides to freely diffuse, while the remaining peptides in the crystal

were frozen. We calculated RMSDs of each free peptide (best match) with respect to its initial

conformation. Figure 26d shows the evolution of RMSDs averaged over the 100 respective peptides.

Among the six observed RMSD dependencies, peptides on two non-helical and (partly) one helical

facets largely preserve their initial conformations, revealing that in the crystalline form the Cross-β

structure might be more stable than the Cross-α structure.

Figure 28 shows conformational changes of peptides in cross-α and cross-β crystals. In the cross-α

crystal, only facet 2 has the RMSD below 1 Å, since its peptides undergo minimal conformational
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changes in their backbones (Figure 28c). In facet 1 of the helical crystal, there is an arrangement

of five bilayers (Figure 28a). The top, central, and bottom bilayers undergo little conformation

backbone changes, whereas the remaining two bilayers undergo more significant changes. Facet 3 for

the cross-α crystal has the highest RMSD values because most peptides undergo drastic backbone

conformational changes (Figure 28e).

In the cross-β crystal, only facet 1 has RMSD values exceeding 1 Å. In this facet, slightly less than

half of the peptides undergo significant conformational changes (Figure 28b). There are instances of

groups peptides being completely displaced from their initial configuration, but these displacements

are not reflected in RMSD calculations. Nevertheless, the displacements allow the peptides to undergo

more conformational changes. In the remaining two facets (Figure 28d, f), the peptides translate

significantly, perhaps due to a built in electric field in the crystal. However, this translation is

relatively uniform and does not affect the backbone configurations, which remain relatively rigid

throughout the simulation. Therefore, these facets have the lowest RMSD values.

Temperature (◦C) Relative Population of Alpha Relative Population of Non-Alpha
Helical Conformation (%) Helical Conformation (%)

37 78.5 11.7

50 69.2 21.3

70 68.2 22.3

TABLE VI. RELATIVE POPULATIONS IN ALPHA HELICAL AND NON-ALPHA HELICAL
CONFORMATIONS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES.

Conclusion

In summary, we have identified a minimal peptide module that, similar to many natural protein

or peptide sequences, demonstrates dynamic transformation between native crystalline state and

cross-β amyloidal state. This simple system recapitulated the complex amyloid aggregation pattern

recognized in Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and prion diseases.
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Figure 28: (a,c,e) Facets 1 after 18 ns of simulation, 2 after 17 ns of simulation, 3 after 17 ns of
simulation of alpha helical peptide crystal respectively. (b,d,f) Facets 1 after 26 ns of simulation,
2 after 22 ns of simulation, 3 after 15 ns of simulation of non-alpha helical crystals respectively.
Blue peptides are constrained during the simulation; transparent red represent initial configuration
of peptide before diffusion; solid red represents peptides after equilibration. Separate MD runs were
performed for each facet.

Furthermore, it allowed us to decipher, for the first time, the crucial role of the β-turn, the

minimal regular secondary structural motif abundant in both native proteins and amyloid fibrils, as

a transient intermediate in peptide aggregation. The energetically favorable transformation between

β-turn conformations, permissible in the Ramachandran plot, can convert a native peptide backbone

into an amyloidogenic sequence. The X-ray crystallographic coordinates for structures reported in
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this study have been deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), under

deposition number CCDC 1569244, and in the Protein Data Bank with PDB code 5VSG.
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3.6 Anisotropic assembly of Metal Nanostructures onto an
Asymmetric Peptide-Based Nanofibers

Introduction

Assemblies of one-dimensional (1D) architecture of metal nanoparticles have unique and collective

properties [121–127]. 1D organization has many advanced applications ranging from the plasmonic

waveguides to surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy to optical metamaterials to enhanced magnetic

effect [128–134]. These applications originate from the unparalleled physical properties of the 1D

chain-like arrangements and inspire the development of diverse fabrication strategies.

Peptide self-assembly depends on the interplay between peptide building blocks directed by

various non-covalent interactions to afford dynamic ensembles such as nanofibers and nanotubes

[121, 135–138]. Although the dynamic nature of assembled structures exhibit short and/or long

range ordering, they have low crystallinity. Consequently, the final nanostructures have isotropic or

symmetrical orientation of the building blocks [139,140]. Thus, the peptide nanofibers or nanotubes

templated synthesis of 1D nanoparticle architecture results in the complete isotropic covering of the

whole surface or the formation of quasi 1D array by collinear symmetric deposition of more than one

1D chain [121,141–145]. Crystalline peptide nanostructures with asymmetric surfaces along the long

1D axis originating either from the differences in the electrostatic charges or amino acid side-chain

functionality have great potential to template the 1D nanoparticles arrangement. The supramolec-

ular assembly of asymmetric amphiphiles leads to the formation of nanoribbons with asymmetric

faces as evidence by the preferential but sparse attachment of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) on only

one face [146]. Crystalline peptide and amino acid based microstructures have been shown to pos-

sess facet-dependent asymmetric surfaces amenable for asymmetric decoration of AuNPs as clus-
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ter [147,148]. The bottom-up formation of asymmetric self-assembled peptide nanostructure having

the capability of templating 1D chain-like organization of metal nanoparticles is yet to be realized.

We report the 1D chain-like assemblies of metal nanoparticles directed by asymmetric surface pre-

sented by crystalline amyloid-like peptide nanofibers. Microscopy studies confirm that the nanopar-

ticles chains occupy only a fraction of the accessible nanofiber surface and this unique attribute also

leads to the formation of 1D chain with single nanoparticle width, a value which is much smaller

than the nanofibers diameters. These non-selective interactions allows us to align nanoparticles with

diverse capping agents without any post-synthetic functionalization as well as incorporate different

types nanoparticles (such as gold and magnetic) and shapes (such as spherical and rod), thus enabling

one of the most versatile peptide nanofiber templates.

Experimental results

Recently, we demonstrated the self-assemble of short seven-residue sequence SHR-FF to nanofibers

[5, 118]. Microcrystal X-ray diffraction of SHR-FF revealed the cross-β arrangement of the peptide

in the nanofibers confirming its amyloid-like characteristic [5]. As reported before, contrary to the

extended conformation of the peptides in amyloid fibers composed of coded amino acids, SHR-FF

adopted loop-like structure in which the C-terminal carboxyl group and N-terminal amine formed

intermolecular H-bonding. This pseudo cyclic conformation of SHR-FF can be attributed to the

presence of the 2-aminoisobutyric acid, a natural non coded amino acids, that prefer non β-sheet

dihedral angles. An interesting feature of SHR-FF conformation as observed in crystal structure is

that although the peptide contains two polar serine residues, only the side chain of the residue lo-

cated at the N-terminus (Ser1) was protruding outward of the cyclic-like conformation (Figure 29a).

This phenomenon along with the outward exposure of only hydrophobic phenylalanine and Aib side

chains along the periphery resulted in the asymmetric display of electrostatic charged surface in the
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Figure 29: SHR-FF peptide assembly and asymmetric nanoparticles deposition. (a) Sequence and
crystal structure of SHR-FF. The polar segments are depicted in red, whereas the Aib residues are
displayed as blue. (b) Higher order packing of SHR-FF reveals asymmetric surface along the long axis
of the fiber. (c) In situ synthesis of AuNPs leads to the asymmetric linear 1D chain formation. The
nanoparticles forms nearly continuous array and maintained excellent linearity. (d) The 1D chains
have very high yields (≈ 95%) compared to other types fibers population (empty fibers or complete
AuNPs coverage). (e) Decoration of preformed AuNPs (citrate stabilized) in SHR-FF fiber template.
The representative zoomed image depict the formation of 1D chain having single nanoparticle width.
(f) Decoration of preformed AuNPs (lipoic acid stabilized) in SHR-FF fiber template.
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SHR-FF monomer. Most importantly, the asymmetry in the SHR-FF conformation at the monomer

level was amplified in the higher-order packing and the fiber displayed charged interface along the

long axis due to Ser1 and the free terminals (Figure 29b). To the best of our knowledge, except

the peptide amphiphiles designed by Stupp and coworker, asymmetry along the long axis of the

fibers was never realized. As shown in Figure 29b, the fibers presented hydrophobic interface along

three different facets and polar interface in only one facet, confirming that the majority of the fiber

circumference are hydrophobic in nature with a small stretch of charged domain run along the fibers

length. The extreme ends of the fibers also harbor polar surface owing to the presence of the Ser3

side chain and amide bonds.

MD simulations: methods and results

MD simulations were performed with NAMD2.12 software [37]. The natural amino acids of the

peptide and the solvent were described with the CHARMM36 protein force field [56,96,97]. The Aib

amino acid was described with the generalized CHARMM force field [38,80], and the parameters were

determined via the CGenFF ParamChem web interface [39, 40]. In all the simulations, the particle-

mesh Ewald (PME) method [57] was used for evaluation of long-range Coulomb interactions. The

time step was set to 1.0 fs, and long-range interactions were evaluated every 1 (van der Waals) and 2

(Coulombic) time steps. The simulations for completely solvated crystals were performed in the NPT

ensemble and the broad crystal was performed at NAPT ensemble. The area for NAPT ensemble

was taken from unit cell parameters of the crystal. The simulations had temperature T = 310 K,

constant pressure of P = 1 atm, and a Langevin constant of γLang = 1.00 ps−1. All NP simulations

were performed in with a gold NP diameter was 7 nm and had citrate ligands randomly distributed

with surface density 1.69 ligands/nm2. The NR had a diameter of 4 nm and length of 10 nm and was

coated with the same surface density of citrate ions as the NP. Sodium counter ions were placed to
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balance charge of the NP or NR. Systems were simulated in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution of pH

7.4 determined by the ratio of H2PO
−
4 and HPO2−

4 ions to screen image peptide crystals. Additional

simulations were also performed in the absence of buffer.

The systems were first minimized for 5, 000 steps. Then, they were heated to the desired temper-

ature, at 5 steps/K for 2, 000 steps, where they were equilibrated. In the first simulation production

runs were taken even when the NP was attracted to the free counterions in the solution more strongly

than the crystal. In all other simulations, we waited for enough counterions to be attracted to the

NP and then we forced the NP to the crystal surface before we took production runs.

In order to understand better the experimentally observed coupling of charged NPs with SHR-FF

fibers, we studied the systems by atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Figure 30a shows

a small isolated crystallite formed by SHR-FF with a gold nanoparticle (NP) hovering above it in

aqueous solution. During the simulations, the neutral but highly polar 6, 912 peptides forming the

crystal were partly stabilized from solvation by fixing the positions of heavy atoms. The AuNP (7 nm

in diameter) coated with negatively charged citrate ligands (a surface density of 1.69 ligands/nm2, NP

net charge of −780 e) was placed above the crystallite. Sodium counterions balancing the negative

NP charge and 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 were added to the aqueous solution.

The dynamics of the negatively charged NP was largely driven by an electric field exerted by the

non-centrosymmetric peptide crystal. The electric field is generated by electric dipole moments of

peptides arranged in a parallel manner in the crystal. Figure 30 b-d reveals the electric field obtained

for selected cross-sections through the crystal by VMD [59]. The potential at the top (bottom) left

crystal corner has a highly positive (negative) value, thus attracting the negatively charged NP. In 5

ns simulations, the NP and the negative regions of the crystal became covered by adsorbed positive

counterions. The partly screened electric field of the crystallite eventually attracted NP toward one of
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Figure 30: (a) SHR-FF crystal with a citrate ligands-covered AuNP stabilized above it after 26 ns
(details of crystal shown); approximate direction of electric field exerted by the crystal. (b-d) Slices
through the crystal revealing values of electrostatic potential. Scale bar is 10 nm.

its top corner with the most positive potential (indicated by the darkest shade of blue in Figure 30b-

d), where the NP pivoted ≈ 7.4 Å above the surface (Figure 30a). Its average binding energy to the

crystal normalized with respect to number of peptides was −2.2 kcal/mol. These results support the

experimental observations, showing that the NPs coalesce along the crystal edges.

Next, we simulated the same crystal with periodic boundary conditions applied to model an

infinite crystal surface. Since the electric field above the surface became uniform (Figure 31 b-d), the

interaction energy between NP and the crystal only depends on their mutual separation. Therefore,
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once NP got close to the crystal surface, it randomly hovered within 4− 17 Å above it (Figure 31a).

Its average binding energy to the crystal normalized with respect to number of peptides was −5.9

kcal/mol. As shown in Figure 30e, NP was attracted only to one side of the infinite crystal.

Figure 31: (a) 8 ns trajectory of center of mass of NP along crystal extended by PBC and electric
field exerted by crystal; b) electric field slices along the aaxis c) electric field slices along the b axis;
and d) electric field slices along the c axis. Scale bar represents 1nm. e) NP trajectory (12 ns), when
NP is initially placed on the repulsive side and then diffuses to the attractive side of the crystal.

The detail insights about the nanoparticle-fiber interactions and its non-specific nature indicates

that SHR-FF asymmetric template can be employed beyond AuNPs or spherical shapes. To explore

this, we selected magnetic nanoparticles (MagNPs) owing to its multifaceted applications [131,133].

Following similar protocol, bare preformed MagNPs having negative surface charge were mixed with

SHR-FF nanofibers. The TEM images revealed the formation of 1D nanochain reminiscence of

AuNPs chain probing the versatility of the template (Figure 32a). It also demonstrated partial

alignment of SHR-FF nanofibers coated with 1D MagNPs implying enhance magnetic properties.

The latter may arises from the alignment of magnetic dipoles along the chain as this ensure energy
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minimize association of magnetic nanoparticles. The enhanced collective magnetic effect was also

demonstrated by comparing the effects of external magnet towards the dispersed nanoparticles and

1D chain in solution separately. As shown in Figure 32b, 1D chains were strongly pulled towards

the magnet whereas isolated nanoparticles remained completely dispersed despite the higher con-

centration of nanoparticles in the latter. This study clearly emphasize that the SHR-FF templated

magnetic chain can be advantageous for magnetic separation in low magnetic field. We have also

try to ascertain the shape dependence on the templating ability of SHR-FF fibers by utilizing gold

nanorods (AuNRs). Initially, we simulated the orientation of the AuNRs onto SHR-FF crystals (Fig-

ure 32c). A gold nanorod (NR) with a diameter of 4 nm, a length of 10 nm and the same density of

citrate ligands as the NP was placed above the attractive side of the small peptide crystal. As before,

the nanoparticles diffused to the edge with the highest positive potential. The NR wobbled ≈ 18.4 Å

above the attractive surface (Figure 32b). The interaction energy of NR to a crystal normalized with

respect to number of peptides was about −2.9 kcal/mol. Upon adding AuNRs in solution containing

fibers and subsequent TEM imaging demonstrated end-to-end arrangement of nanorods validating

the theoretical prediction (Figure 32d).

Conclusion

We have developed a novel self-assembling peptide template that allows the formation of linear

1D nanoparticle chains with high fidelity. The linearity of the 1D chains was attributed to the

crystallinity of the nanofibers and asymmetric display of polar surface along the long axis of fibers.

This asymmetric nature further facilitated the assembly of single nanoparticle width 1D chains in

which the in fibrillar template has much larger total surface area than the nanoparticle sizes, a

feature not reported before. The rigid linear chain like organization of nanoparticles demonstrated
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Figure 32: Vestality of SHR-FF fibrillar template. (a) Linear asymmetric 1D chain-like assembly of
magnetic nanoparticles. (b) Comparison of cumulative magnetic moments of 1D chain and disperse
nanoparticles in the absence or presence of magnetic field, respectively. (c) Gold nanorod (AuNR)
on SHR-FF crystal after 11 ns of simulation; Scale bar present 1 nm. (d) Edge-to-edge assembly of
AuNRs in peptide template.

in this study will be highly beneficial for the construction of ordered 2D array [149]. Moreover, detail

molecular dynamic simulation confirm the non-specific electrostatic nature of interactions and paved

the way for the 1D chain-like assembly of nanostructures with diverse features such as magnetic

nanoparticles and gold nanorods. It can be envisioned that the control over the fiber diameters,

an elusive concept in peptide self-assembly, can be harnessed to afford highly homogeneous 1D

chains comparable to lithography and DNA nanotechnology based approaches but with tremendous

cost effectiveness. The SHR-FF self-assembly mechanism, established at atomic resolution, may

provide valuable impetus in controlling the fiber diameters [5]. Finally, the incorporation of Aib in
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β-sheet based peptide design have the potential to afford a new paradigm in fibrillar assembly with

asymmetric surface.
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3.7 Electrical Conductivity, Selective Adhesion, and Biocompatibility in
Bacteria-Inspired Peptide-Metal Self-Supporting Nanocomposites

Adapted from Ref. [6] (Adv. Mater. 2019, 31 DOI:10.1002/adma.201807285) with permissions

from John Wiley and Sons Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Bacterial type IV pili (T4P) are an abundant class of supramolecular nanofibers composed mainly

of pilin protein monomers [150]. Geobacter sulfurreducens (GS) are metal reducing bacteria, which

participate T4P in anaerobic respiration. They facilitate physical contact with metallic ions and

subsequent electron transfer to extracellular metal species, such as Fe(III)-oxide-containing minerals

[151] and U ions [152]. The molecular under-pinnings of this interaction are unknown, as is the

exact structure of the GS T4P [153]. Evidence suggests that the physical contact is mediated by

the evolutionary variable polar C-terminal region of the GS pilin monomer [154]. The C-terminal

region of homologous pilins is solvent-exposed to interact with the molecular environment, whereas

the N-terminal region is associated with pilin in vivo assembly and constitutes the hydrophobic core

of the assembled pilus [155,156].

We envision their biosynthetic peptide mimetics as a useful class of bioinspired materials [157], de-

riving from the unique biological functionality of GS T4P. We reported the self-assembly of designed

20-mer peptide building blocks into T4P-like nanofibers [158]. The C-terminal segment of a 20-mer

peptide adopts a native-like helical conformation and is nonessential for self-assembly. Its N-terminal

segment presents a divergent β-type conformation and drives the self-assembly process [158]. The

20-mer T4P-like nanofibers have been studied from the structural aspect, their functionality has not

been explored. We hypothesized that an analogous interaction would occur in the case of the T4P-

like peptide nanofibers, due to the inherent propensity of native GS T4P to interact with metal oxide
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particles and metal ions. A variety of self-assembled protein [159–172] or peptide [138,173–178] fila-

ments have been decorated by metals or metal oxides, and in some cases the decorated filaments were

successfully utilized for specific applications [166–172]. Interactions between proteinaceous filaments

and metallic species were not directly inspired by a native biological system. Moreover, substan-

tial decoration at the single nanofilament level was typically achieved in previous studies following

multistep processes or by using extrinsic additives. We show that the T4P-like peptide nanofibers

efficiently bind metal and non-metal oxide particles by simple coincubation. The nanofibers also

reduce ionic Au in a single-step, an additive-free process that leads to their exceptionally dense

decoration by gold nanoparticles (AuNPs).

Experimental results

Inspired by the ability of GS to reduce U ions via its T4P, we explored the interaction of the 20-mer

peptide nanofibers with metal ions. Native GS T4P are associated with a c-type cytochrome [179],

implicated as the terminal reductase of a variety of metallic substrates owing to a low midpoint

redox potential [180]. In the absence of cytochrome, we limited our investigation to the interaction

with Au ions, which can be reduced by peptides [181], do not precipitate or become reduced in

phosphate buffer [182] that is required for the 20-mer self-assembly, and yield application-relevant

reduced species [183]. HAuCl 4 was chosen as the ionic Au source due to the expected attraction of

the AuCl−4 ion to the positively charged nanofibers.

Mechanistic insights into the process of AuNP decoration, i.e., ionic Au reduction and binding of

the formed AuNPs, were obtained by combining analytical and spectroscopic methods, and molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations. Next, the binding of AuNPs to the nanofibers was studied by spec-

troscopic methods and MD simulations. Using D NMR spectroscopy, we determined the solution

structure of the 20-mer peptide in water (Figure 33d), which was overall consistent with its previous
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Figure 33: Formation of peptide-AuNPs nanocomposite. a) Photograph of peptide nanofibers and
HAuCl4 mixtures incubated at 90◦C. Rightmost vial is a similarly prepared control without peptide
nanofibers. b) TEM images of AuNP-decorated nanofibers from 0.2, 0.075, and 0.015 volume fraction
conditions (from left to right). Scale bars, 500 nm. c) TEM image analysis of single decorated
nanofibers for estimating their coverage by AuNPs. Data represent mean ± standard error of the
mean (n = 30 nanofibers per condition), for some data points the error bars are smaller than the
symbol size. Au weight fraction, as determined by TGA, is shown for comparison. d) Lowest target
function NMR structure of the 20-mer peptide, and a simplistic nanofiber model by MD simulation
after 80 ns. NMR structure shows the peptide backbone as cartoon and sticks. Simulated model
includes 20 peptide monomers, the backbones of which are shown as cartoon. P9 and the residues
N-terminal to it are shown in red, residues C-terminal to P9 are shown in light blue. U denotes
α-aminoisobutyric acid. e) Binding of a AuNP (10 nm diameter) to the nanofiber as modeled by MD
simulation after 9 ns. All backbones are shown as cartoon and surface. Side chains of residues that
strongly interact with the AuNP surface (d ≤ 4.5 Å) are shown as sticks. Color coding corresponds
to the previous panel. f) Thermal stabilization of the peptide nanofibers by HAuCl4 as evident by
turbidometric area mapping. Plotted values are averages of turbidometric area maps at 405 nm.
Color scale of the maps is defined in the top legend. Insets are corresponding TEM images from the
0.2 volume fraction condition. Frame colors of insets correspond to line colors. Scale bars: 200 nm
for red and gray frames, 5µm for black frame.
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reductionist investigation [158]. This structure was utilized for constructing a simplistic nanofiber

model in buffer, where residues N-terminal to the central proline residue (P9) are organized as a

single supramolecular antiparallel β-sheet (Figure 33d, red), whereas the residues C-terminal to P9

flank the sheet and present partial helicity and high conformational flexibility (Figure 33d, light

blue). AuNP binding was then investigated by simulating a single AuNP, modeled by a polarizable

force field, in the proximity of the nanofiber for 9 ns. As shown in Figure 33e, multiple C-terminal

regions interact with the AuNP, where mainly amine- or hydroxyl-bearing and aromatic residues

form close contact with its surface (d ≤ 4.5 Å), in line with their strong affinity to Au [178, 181].

Considerably fewer N-terminal residues interacted thus with the AuNP surface, and the β-sheet

hydrogen bonding network remained intact. These observations were supported experimentally by

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. C-terminal hook-like stretches provide multiple

anchoring points for binding the AuNP strongly to the nanofiber, the structure of which remains es-

sentially unchanged in this process. Congruent with the latter conclusion is the observation that the

decoration process structurally stabilizes the nanofibers. Turbidometric area mapping (Figure 33f)

showed that nanofiber dispersions subjected to the decoration procedure present increased OD at 405

nm compared to dispersions of pristine nanofibers. In contrast, when HAuCl4 is substituted in this

procedure with HCl at an equivalent pH, the measured OD is lower than that of pristine nanofibers.

These measurements suggest that pristine nanofibers may be impaired following incubation at 90◦C,

unless supplemented by HAuCl4. TEM imaging confirmed this assertion, showing that following

incubation at 90◦C, HAuCl4 -treated nanofibers become decorated with AuNPs as described above,

whereas HCl-treated nanofibers transform into coalescing spheres (Figure 33f). The interaction with

HAuCl4 enhances the thermal stability of the nanofibers and prevents phase transition of the peptide.
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MD simulations: methods and results

MD simulations were performed to study the interaction between 20-mer peptide monomers,

construct a simplistic naofiber model, and examine its interaction with AuNPs. All simulations were

performed in 10 mM phosphate buffer solution with the ratio of H2PO
−
4 and HPO2−

4 to maintain

pH = 7.4. In the nanofiber model simulation, potassium ions were omitted so as maintain the system

neutral. In all other simulations, additional H2PO
−
4 and HPO2−

4 ions were added as counterions for

the peptides, maintaining the pH of 7.4. Trajectories were calculated using NAMD2 [37] package and

the CHARMM [38–40,80] force field. Langevin dynamics was used in NPT ensemble with a damping

coefficient of 1 ps−1, temperature of 310 K, and pressure of 1 atm. In the simulations without AuNP,

time step was 2 fs; in the simulation of AuNP binding to the nanofiber, the time step was 0.25

fs. Particle Mesh Ewald [57] was used with grid spacing of 1.0. The non-bonded interactions used

the SHAKE switching algorithm with the switch on/off distance at 10/12 Å. Non-bonded pairs lists

were 13.5 Å, with the list updated every 20 steps; 1 − 4 non-bonded interactions were not scaled.

There were 5, 000 steps of minimization followed by 1, 000, 000 steps of equilibration, after which

the simulations were performed. The AuNP was modeled in the same manner as in Colangelo et

al. [184], with parameters from Wright et al. [185] and Lori et al. [186]

Nanofiber model construction

A simplistic nanofiber model was constructed based on MD simulations and spectroscopic data.

First, 40 copies of the intact NMR monomer structure, as given in Figure 33d, were allowed to freely

interact in an MD simulation in potassium phosphate buffer (the assembly medium of the nanofibers)

for 208 ns. The simulation showed that residues N-terminal to the central proline (P9) are capable

of interacting to form a stable two-stranded supramolecular antiparallel β-sheet (Figure 34). This
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Figure 34: Formation of a two-stranded supramolecular antiparallel β-sheet by 20-mer peptide
monomers in an MD simulation. Forty peptide monomers were allowed to freely interact for 208
ns in the simulation. Peptide backbones are shown as cartoon, P9 and the residues N-terminal to it
are shown in red and residues C-terminal to P9 are shown in light blue.

result is consisted with the previous investigation of the 20-mer peptide and its shorter fragments,

which showed that residues N-terminal to P9 drive the nanofiber self-assembly process by forming

a supramolecular β-sheet [158]. Given the reported nanofiber self-assembly kinetics [158], this in-

teraction is presumed to propagate well beyond the timeframe of the simulation, and thus further

drive the nanofiber self-assembly process. The existence of a supramolecular β-sheet of antiparallel

nature in the assembled state is supported by previous deconvolution of the amide I band in the

FTIR spectrum of the nanofibers [158], as well as by current BestSel analysis [187] of their reported

circular dichroism spectrum [158], which suggests a right-twisted antiparallel β-sheet conformation.

Based on these data, we constructed a simplistic nanofiber model by MD simulation. In this model,

the residues N-terminal to P9 were organized as a single supramolecular antiparallel β-sheet, whereas

the residues C-terminal to P9 were embedded from the monomeric NMR structure to flank the sheet.

We observed that the modeled nanofiber had remained stable throughout the simulation (80 ns) and
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that the C-terminal residues were partially helical but overall conformationally flexible (Figure 33d).

During the simulation the modeled nanofiber became right-twisted, in line with the above mentioned

BestSel analysis. Yet, the magnitude of the twist appears to be considerable and such property of

the nanofiber was not observed by high-resolution microscopy [158]. We propose that lamination of

β-sheets in the nanofibers [188] could reduce the twisting and account for this discrepancy. Thus, we

consider the constructed model as representing an exposed interfacial layer of the nanofiber, available

for AuNPs decoration.

Conclusion

In summary, the current work presents for the first time the multifunctionality of the recently

reported T4P-like peptide nanofibers. The bioinspired interaction of these designed self-assembled

nanostructures with metal oxides or ions resulted in highly diverse nanocomposite materials. The

interaction with Au ions is especially remarkable considering the exceptional degree of decoration by

AuNPs, the simplicity of its formation, and the lack of need to employ external additives such as

reducing agents. The preferential formation of isotropic AuNPs over large anisotropic Au crystals

is worth noting, as the latter were reported to form in recent studies utilizing amyloid nanofibers

for elemental Au synthesis [170–172, 189]. This dissimilarity may be explained by one or more

crystallographic and redox chemistry mechanisms [190], which are likely instigated by differences

in sequence and localization of amino acids along the nanofiber. Such differences could facilitate

binding of the nanofibers to a specific crystallographic face of Au nuclei and lead to their anisotropic

growth, or alternatively enable nonspecific binding that results in isotropic growth and nanoparticle

formation. In this context, we note that strongly reducing and binding cysteine residues as well

as strongly complexing or reducing histidine or tryptophan residues [181] are absent in the T4P-

like nanofibers but were present in amyloid nanofibers in the aforementioned studies. Moreover,
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the effect of amino acid identity and localization may be modulated by conformational flexibility of

the nanofiber or regions thereof. Specifically, high conformational flexibility, as presented by the C-

terminal stretches of the T4P-like nanofibers, is associated with increased binding affinity of peptides

to the surface of AuNPs [181]. Further modulation could be exerted by higher-order organization of

nanofibers into, e.g., a liquid crystalline nematic phase [189] or specific reaction conditions [190].
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In this chapter, we study the self-assembly of supramolecular structures with applications to

material science. We study the co-crystallization mechanism of naturally occurring proteins in the

presence of AUNP in order to hasten protein crystallization without changing unit cell parameters.

Next, we investigate the formation and stability of supramolecular nanotubes in different solvent

environments. Then, we examine the sizes of atomically precise nanomedicines. Next, we explore

116
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the properties of hybrid biomolecular crystals and low dimensional nanosurfaces. Next, we study the

gelation process of single molecule thick suprastructures involving platinum cages. We conclude the

chapter with the investigation of the crystallization of calcium oxalate in the absence and presence

of citrate inhbitors.
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4.1 Co-Crystallization of Proteins and NP-Polymer Conjugates

Introduction

Understanding protein structure is essential in obtaining information to treat and understand

human diseases. XRD is the dominant tool in determining protein structure and crystal structure

of of proteins. There are 150, 000 protein structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank, yet many

more structures have yet to be determined. In order to obtain protein structures more efficiently,

rapid crystallization is required. PEGylated AUNPs are promising nucelation sites that can hasten

crystallization without changing the unit cell parameters of the corresponding protein crystal. Here

we observe the crystallization of lysozyme, as a model system, whose crystal structure is well known.

We investigate the co-crystallization of lyszyme in the presence of PEGylated AUNPs and AUNRs.

Experimental results

In the experiments, we observed a co-crystallization of lysozyme proteins and gold nanoparticles

(NPs) covered with PEGylated chains. The co-crystallization occurred only for NPs covered with

long PEGylated chains and not short PEGylated chains.

MD simulations: methods and results

In order to gain insight into these observations, we performed atomistic molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations of lysozyme proteins coupled to NPs covered with PEGylated ligands of two different

lengths: 1) short, whose molecular weight is 1 kDa/chain and surface density is 3.2 chains/nm2 and

2) long, whose molecular weight is 10 kDa/chain and surface density is 0.8 chains/nm2.

The molecular weight of long PEGylated chains was 10 kDa/chain, corresponding to 227 links

per chain; the molecular weight of short PEGylated chains was 1 kDa/chain, corresponding to 23

links per chain. Two simulations were performed for each NP, labelled as systems 1 and 2. Chains
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were placed on a sphere of gold atoms (100 crystal), with a diameter of 5nm. The long chain NP

had a surface density of 0.8 chains/nm2; the short chain had a surface density of 3.2 chains/nm2.

MD simulations were performed with NAMD2.12 [37]. The amino acids of the protein modeled

with the CHARMM36 protein force field [39,40,80] and all other species were modelled with gener-

alized CHARMM force field [38, 56, 97]. The Particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method [57] was used for

evaluation of long-range Coulomb interactions, in all the simulations. The time step was set to 1.0

fs for systems with short PEG chain and 2.0 fs for systems with long PEG chain, and long-range

interactions were evaluated at every 1 (van der Waals) and 2 (Coulombic) time steps. The simula-

tions were performed in the NPT ensemble at a constant temperature of 310 K, constant pressure

of 1 atm, and a Langevin constant of γLang = 1.00 ps−1. All simulations were performed in a 1.0 M

NaCl aqueous solution and 0.1 M acetate buffer with a ratio of acetate ion and acetic acid similar

to an environment of pH 4.6 to replicate the experimental conditions. Additional acetate ions were

added to balance the charge of the lysozyme protein, compensated by acetic acid to preserve the pH.

Simulations were first minimized for 5, 000 steps and pre-equilibrated for at least 2 ns, keeping

gold atoms and backbone atoms on proteins constrained. Then backbone atoms were released and

only a few gold atoms were constrained to prevent NP from diffusing. The systems were deemed

equilibrated when the contact area between proteins and NP stabilized, at which time we started

data analysis.

Contact area was determined by examining the surface accessible areas (SASAs) of 1) the

lysozyme proteins, 2) the AUNP, and 3) the union of lysozyme proteins and AUNP. Contact area

is determined by Equation 4.1, where A is the contact area, SASAprot is the SASA of the lysozyme

proteins, SASAAUNP is the SASA of the AUNP, and SASAprot,AUNP is the SASA of the union of

the lysozyme proteins and AUNP.
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A =
SASAprot + SASAAUNP − SASAprot,AUNP

2
(4.1)

The analysis of the protein’s orientation on the NP surface was determined by the vector that

spans from the center of mass of the NP to the center of mass of the protein and obtaining the

azimuthal and polar angles with respect to the protein’s internal coordinate system, shown in Fig-

ure 37. The dipolar potential was determined by modifying the protein atoms’ charges to obtain

neutral systems as in Equation 4.2. The dipolar potential was visualized, using GUI PME electro-

statics in VMD [59]. In the simulations, 10 lysozyme proteins were placed close to the surfaces of

the 2 different NPs solvated in NaCl (1.0 M) and acetate buffer (0.1M) at pH 4.6. Moreover, 2

different initial configurations were considered in the simulations in each of these 2 systems. In the

first configurations (shown in Figure 35 a, c and labeled as system 1) all 10 proteins were placed in

the vicinity of the NP, such that the principal moments of inertia for all proteins were parallel (see

Figure 36 for definition of axes). In the second configurations (shown in Figure 35 b, d and labeled as

system 2), the orientations of the 10 lysozyme proteins were random. After 40−60 ns of simulations,

proteins were considered to be relatively well adsorbed and equilibrated on the NP surfaces.

Figure 35 shows the 2 systems, each in 2 different configurations. The final configurations of

these systems reveal that NPs with longer PEG chains can better accommodate lysozyme proteins.

Further analysis summarized in Table VII shows that NPs with longer PEG chains have a larger

contact area (energy) per protein than NPs with shorter PEG chains (approximately 15.8 nm2 versus

11.4 nm2). There are also more proteins bound to NPs with longer PEG chains.

We have also evaluated the protein-NPs interaction energies normalized with respect to either

1) the number of proteins that are located within 5 Å of NP ligands or 2) the contact area of the
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Figure 35: Simulated systems with NPs of a-b) short PEG simulated for 100 ns and c-d) long PEG
simulated for 126 and 166 ns. Gold atoms are in yellow; heavy atoms of PEGylated chains are in
blue; backbone structure of lysozyme protein is in orange. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

interacting components. As shown in Table VIII, NPs with long PEG chains have larger energies

of binding to individual proteins than do NPs with short PEG chains (−254 kcal/mol versus −158

kcal/mol). In contrast, the coupling energies per unit area are similar in both types of NPs (−16

kcal/mol nm2 versus −14 kcal/mol nm2). These results can be explained by the fact that proteins

can’t equally submerge in the corona of NPs with a different PEG coverage, but their coupling energy

surface density is about the same in the submerged area of the proteins. Therefore, the free energy
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System Net Contact Area (nm2) Interacting Proteins Contact Area per Protein (nm2)

Short 1 83.85 (8.90) 7.71 (0.74) 10.90 (0.79)

Short 2 116.11 (13.45) 9.67 (0.58) 12.01 (1.19)

Long 1 154.51 (15.13) 9.74 (0.44) 15.87 (1.36)

Long 2 158.24 (10.54) 10 (0)† 15.82 (1.05)

TABLE VII. CONTACT AREA, NUMBER OF PROTEINS BOUNDED TO NP SURFACE, AND
CONTACT AREA PER PROTEIN. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS ARE STANDARD DEVIA-
TIONS. †NUMBERS ARE EXACT.

of binding of the long PEG NPs to lysozyme protein crystals might also be larger than that of the

short PEG NPs. This implies that the long PEG NPs might more likely solvate (co-crystallize) in

the lysozyme protein crystals.

System Electrostatic Dispersion Net Interaction Electrostatic Dispersion Net Interaction
per protein per protein per protein per Area per area per area
(kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol (kcal/mol (kcal/mol

nm2) nm2) nm2)

Short 1 - 58.92 (11.21) -85.33 (6.87) -144.25 (15.34) -5.41 (0.95) -7.83 (0.20) -13.24 (1.00)

Short 2 -77.18 (11.11) -95.19 (9.96) -172.37 (19.19) -6.43 (0.71) -7.92 (0.16) -14.36 (0.76)

Long 1 -131.55 (20.33) -127.56 (11.46) -259.11 (29.81) -8.27 (0.97) -8.04 (0.15) -16.31 (1.05)

Long 2 -119.72 (14.49) -128.86 (9.68) -248.58 (22.47) -7.56 (0.66) -8.14 (0.15) -15.70 (0.71)

TABLE VIII. AVERAGE ELECTROSTATIC, DISPERSION, AND NET INTERACTION ENER-
GIES NORMALIZED WITH RESPECT TO THE NUMBER OF PROTEINS INTERACTING
WITH NPS AND CONTACT AREA BETWEEN PROTEINS AND NP. NUMBERS IN PAREN-
THESIS REPRESENT STANDARD DEVIATIONS.

Next, we have analyzed the orientations of lysozyme proteins on NP-surfaces, in order to better

understand their coupling to NPs. Figure 36a shows the internal coordinate system of the lysozyme

protein aligned with the principal axes of the moment of inertia. The protein orientation on the

AuNP surface is defined by the azimuthal θ and polar φ angles. The protein orientation on the NP

surface is defined by the two angles of a vector that is spanning from the NP center of mass to the

protein center of mass. For example, for θ = 90◦ and φ = 0◦, a (unit) vector going along the x axis

is parallel with the norm vector at the NP surface.
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To better understand the protein orientations, we need to analyze the interactions of proteins

with different NPs. Inside the lysozyme crystal, the overall charge of each protein (+8e) is neutralized

by Cl− counterions; crystallization takes part in a highly concentrated ionic solution with a screening

length of 3 Å. In order to approximate this screening effect, in the lack of knowledge of the precise

counterions positions, we neutralized the proteins using (uniform modification all protein charges),

qmod
i = q0i −

Qtot

Ntot
(4.2)

Here, qimod is the modified charge of the ith protein atom, q0i is the charge of the ith protein atom

used in the simulations, Qtot is the net charge of protein atoms and Ntot is the total number of protein

atoms. Figure 36 b, c shows regions of highly positive (blue) and negative (red) equipotentials in

the lysozyme protein with original and modified charges (Equation 4.2), respectively.

Figure 36: a) Internal coordinates of the lysozyme protein. The origin is at the center of mass of the
protein and the (x,y,z) internal coordinate system are given by the moment of inertia’s principal axes.
b) Potential isosurfaces of single lysozyme protein. c) Potential isosurfaces (based on neutralized
lysozyme protein using charge modification shown in Equation 4.2). Blue regions: positive potential,
red regions: negative potential. Scale bar represents 1 nm.
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Figure 37 shows the preferred distributions of orientations of lysozyme proteins on NP surfaces,

covered with short and long-PEG ligands, averaged over two separate systems for each PEG length.

In Figure 37, φ defined in Figure 36a is shifted by 180◦ (the coordinate system is rotated about the

z axis by 180◦). We can see that NPs with short PEG chains have sharper protein distributions

(higher peaks), whereas NPs with long PEG chains have broader protein distributions (lower peaks).

In particular, −60◦<φ<60◦(+180◦) in both systems, but 90◦<θ<180◦ and 0◦<θ < 180◦ in systems

with short and long PEG chains, respectively. The highest peak (Figure 37a) corresponds to the

protein orientation in which the potential isosurface with the most positive value (blue in Figure 36b)

is in direct contact with the short PEGylated chains of the NP. This is a highly stable configuration

of the protein on the short-PEG NP. Coulombic interactions can largely contribute to the binding

enthalpy between lysozyme protein and NP (Table VIII). In particular, the positive region (with

arginines) of the lysozyme protein has a strong affinity to the oxygen atoms on the PEG chains.

These observations reveal that lysozyme proteins can be better nested and have more orientations

on NP-surfaces with long PEG chains. This means that it should be easier to co-crystallize these

long-PEG-chain NPs together with the protein crystal, since they could be accommodated on any

surfaces of potential cavities formed in the protein crystal.

We also use MD simulations to better understand why Au nanorods (NR) co-crystallize in certain

orientations within the lysozyme proteins crystals. As in the case of NPs, the charged and highly polar

nature of the lysozyme proteins might be responsible for the highly oriented NR co-crystallization.

In Figure 38, we have calculated the isosurfaces (equipotentials) in different (neutralized) lysozyme

crystals, constructed from a tetragonal unit cell (a = b = 78.540 Å; c = 37.770 Å) with P43212

symmetry that consists of 8 protein molecules [191]. We consider two different cuts: 1) 10 × 1 (10

unit cells extended in the (110) and (001) directions) and 2) 5 × 2 (2 unit cells extended in the
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Figure 37: Average 2D angular distributions of lysozyme proteins on NPs surfaces with a) short
PEG ligands and b) long PEG ligands. Angle definitions are given in Figure 36a. Note: φ in the
graph is defined by the rotation of 180◦ about the z axis given in Figure 36a.

(100), (010), and (001) directions 5 times). In the first cut, the boundaries correspond to the unit

cell’s (integral numbers 0 to 1). In the second cut, the boundaries are in the middle of the unit cell

(half integers −0.5 to 1.5). When the crystals are cut along the boundary of the unit cell (as in

the 10× 1 cut) they have symmetric fields that cancel each other because the proteins are oriented

with rotational symmetry within the unit cell. When the crystals are cut in in the middle of the

cells (as in the 5 × 2 cut), there is an equipotential that builds along the (001) axis. During the

co-crystallization, highly polarizable AuNRs might be submerged in the crystal in such a way that

they are parallel to the c-axis (001) of the crystal in Figure 38e. In this way, the NR might be largely

transversally polarized by the electrostatic field of the crystal.

Conclusion

Our results showed that the mechanism of co-crystallization of lysozyme proteins with AUNPs and

AUNRs is driven equally between electrostatic and dispersion interactions, which have approximately

equal binding enthalpies. However the orientations of lysozyme proteins results primarily through
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Figure 38: Positive and negative potential isosurfaces of lysozyme crystals based on modified charges
(neutralized proteins): a) 10 × 1 unit cells in the (110) direction; b) 10 × 1 unit cells in the (001)
direction; c) 5× 2 unit cells in the (100) direction; d) 5× 2 unit cells in the (010) direction; e) 5× 2
unit cells in the (001) direction. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

electrostatic interactions due to the higher anisotropy of the charge distribution on the protein. The

electrostatic buildup within a crystal of lysozyme also causes AUNRs to have orientations parallel

to the c axis.
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4.2 Controlled Self-Assembly of Photofunctional Supramolecular Nanotubes

Adapted from Ref. [7] (ACS Nano 2018, 12 DOI:10.1021/acsnano.7b06376) with permissions

from ACS Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Supramolecular nanotubes (SNTs) represent an important class of noncovalent arrays [192–198],

whose nanoporosity enables the capture, storage, transport, and release of different molecular and

macromolecular cargos [197, 198]. SNTs having diameters of several nm are rare [196, 199, 200] and

most supramolecular tubes have diameters ranging from tens of nm to several micrometers. Usually

SNTs are assembled in aqueous media from monopolar amphiphiles, asymmetric bolaamphiphiles, or

macrocycles [196–198, 201, 202]. Simpler symmetric bolaamphiphiles are rarely employed [203, 204].

Tuning their diameter at the nanoscale is a key challenge [195,196]. Size control is essential to enable

accommodation of various molecular cargos. Synthetic schemes to control SNT structures are lacking

due to complex assembly mechanisms that are only partially understood [196,205,206].

We report a SNT self-assembly from symmetric bolaamphiphiles based on the same hydrophobic

core. A combination of specific molecular interactions and solvation enable precise structural control.

This enables a precise tuning of tubular structures, including their diameters. Conversion of one type

of nanotube into another was also demonstrated. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide an

insight into the stability of the tubular superstructures and their initial stages of self-assembly that

involves pairwise, side-by-side stacking interactions between several molecular units. This represents

a distinctive general mode of molecular interactions leading to tubular assembly based on a bis-

aromatic motif.
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Experimental results

We have shown that PP2b derivatives with medium-sized PEGs self-assemble into supramolecu-

lar polymers in water/THF mixtures [207]. In these systems, aromatic cores stack one on top of the

other in register, which is typical for many aromatic amphiphiles [194]. Recently, it has been shown

that aromatic amphiphiles can exhibit complex interaction modes, leading to unique assembly struc-

tures [208,209]. Our previous work suggested that perylenediimide (PDI) stacking can be controlled

in aqueous medium under conditions of kinetic control, leading to nonstacked or stacked systems as

a result of organic cosolvent addition/evaporation [210]. We envisioned that in bisaromatic systems

connected by a linker, such as PP2b (Figure 39a), interactions between aromatic cores can be atten-

uated to result in side-by-side stacking (Figure 39b), leading to new supramolecular polymerization

modes. For this purpose, we investigated self-assembly of PEG-PP2b (PEG13 and PEG44, see Fig-

ure 39a) at a wide range of conditions. Bulky PEG44 was expected to partially suppress in-register

stacking, while for shorter PEGs, organic cosolvent content was tuned in a broad range in order

to control stacking/hydrophobic interactions. Using this methodology, tunable tubular assemblies

could be prepared that are based on side-by-side stacking interactions (Figure 39b). Assembly of di-

verse tubular motifs from symmetric building blocks (see below) contradicts the common SNT design

concept, implying that nonsymmetric amphiphiles should be employed for SNT self-assembly [198].

First, we investigated self-assembly of PP2b PEG44 bearing relatively large PEG substituents.

Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) imaging of PP2b PEG44 in neat water

revealed the formation of nanotubes with an average width of 4.6 ± 0.3 nm, which were hundreds

of nm long at 10−3 M concentration and mostly tens of nm long at 10−4 M. The hexagonal tube

assemblies convert into molecular fibers within 7 days, apparently in order to optimize hydrophobic

interactions, indicating that the nanotube assembly occurs under kinetic control. The hexagonal
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Figure 39: (a) PP2b amphiphile building blocks, PEG lengths: n = 13 or n = 44. (b) Schematic
illustration of PP2b stacking interactions: In-register (left) and side-by-side (right).
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SNTs are relatively stable due to high kinetic barriers in aqueous media [194, 211]. The addition of

THF to the aqueous solution of nanotubes led to vesicles (40% THF) or large fibrous aggregates (5%

THF), underscoring a critical role of a solvent in aqueous self-assembly [212]. Formation of lower

curvature vesicular structures upon addition of an organic cosolvent further confirms that SNTs are

formed under kinetic control [194,211]. Importantly, diverse structures can be obtained from a single

molecular building block.

In the case of shorter PEG13, PP2b PEG13 in water:THF = 8 : 2 (v/v, 10−4 M) assembles into

molecular fibers. In contrast, PP2b PEG13 in water:THF = 6 : 4 (v/v, 10−4 M) forms nanotubes

with rectangular cross sections that have an average width of 3.5± 0.4 nm and are hundreds of nm

in length. The dimensions of the rectangular cross-section (3.7 × 3.2 nm) correspond well to those

in the model (3.9× 3.3 nm). Cryo-TEM imaging and molecular modeling suggest that two parallel

PP2b molecules are stacked on top of another perpendicularly oriented pair of PP2b molecules,

eventually forming a nanotube with a rectangular cross-section. The width of the inner cavity in the

model is 0.8 nm (the dimensions of the inner cavity observed in high-resolution cryo-TEM images

are difficult to estimate due to contrast limitations; it appears to be < 1.5 nm). Interestingly, a

transformation of the rectangular tubes (4 nm in diameter) into larger (4.8± 0.4 nm diameter) and

more rigid ones (almost no bending observed) was achieved by heating the assembly at 55◦C for

30 min. The resultant tubes are stable and do not change upon further heating. These nanotubes

were also observed by SEM imaging, revealing diameters of 6.5± 0.8 nm, where the larger diameter

is consistent with the presence of PEG chains (wrapping the SNTs) that become visible in SEM

images. The nanotubes may have hexagonal cross-section (not seen in cryo-TEM images), as they

are rigid and exhibit diameters close to the ones of the rigid hexagonal tubes based on PP2b PEG44.
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The observed cross-section and molecular modeling suggest a structure in which three PP2b

molecules are stacked in a helical arrangement with a triangle-like geometry and a twisting angle of

120◦ relative to each other. This structure results in a helical tube with an outer diameter of 3.1 nm

and an inner one of roughly 0.3 nm, in agreement with the cryo-TEM imaging. The observed fine

structure of the nanotubes appears to be compatible with helical packing. We note that resolution of

cryo-TEM images precluded further unequivocal confirmation of helicity and precise determination of

SNTs’ inner diameters. The absence of self-sorting in this system (formation of two distinct aggregate

types) is probably due to strong driving forces that result in efficient irreversible interactions between

all moieties [213].

Unlike the rectangular ones, these nanotubes are stable at 55◦C (see summary of SNTs properties

in Table IX). Our attempts to further control the structure by altering the PP2b PEG44/PP2b

PEG13 ratio resulted in diverse assemblies. For instance, increasing the PP2b PEG44 content to

10% leads to molecular fibers (1% THF) or a dense 3D network of fibers (40% THF). Likewise, the

ratio of 95% PP2b PEG44/ 5% PP2b PEG13 resulted in molecular fibers (1% THF) or vesicles (40%

THF).

tube composition solvent cross section diameter stability
geometry (nm)

PP2b PEG13 6:4 water rectangular 3.5± 0.4 stable at rt
/THF (v/v)

PP2b PEG13 (heated 6:4 water probably 4.8± 0.4 stable
to 55◦ C for 30 min) /THF (v/v) hexagonal

5% PP2b PEG44/ 6:4 water triangle-like 3.2± 0.2 stable
95% PP2b PEG13 /THF (v/v)

PP2b PEG44 water hexagonal 4.6± 0.3 kinetically stable,
transform gradually to molecular

TABLE IX. SUMMARY OF SNTS PROPERTIES
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MD simulations: methods and results

Trajectory calculations

MD simulations were performed with NAMD [37] package, using the CHARMM force field [38–

40, 56, 80]. Internal molecular and dispersion parameters were taken from the CHARMM36 general

force field [80]. Due to difficulties of ab initio frequency calculations of alkyne and extended aromatic

groups in the PP2b core, missing parameters were approximated using the parachem software [214].

Ab initio calculations using Gaussian 09 [74] package were performed on the linker group between

the two extended aromatic groups, the extended aromatic groups themselves, and the terminal

noncyclical aromatic ring, using MP2/6 − 31g(d)//MP2/6 − 31g(d) level of theory to determine

partial charges of PP2b core using the ChelpG algorithm [76]. CHARMM TIP3P water model was

employed for explicit water simulations.

Two types of simulations were performed: (i) self-assembly and (ii) superstructure simulations.

In the self-assembly system, each of the PP2b molecules were placed and rotated randomly in their

respective environment. PEGylated chains with 44 oxygen atoms were simulated in pure water,

whereas PEGylated chains with 13 oxygen atoms were placed in water/THF mixtures. There were

two different mixtures of water and THF: (i) 60% water: 40% THF (v:v) and (ii) 80% water: 20%

THF (v:v). Experimental density [215] of pure THF was used to determine the number of THF

molecules per system. The volume of each system was determined by placing the PP2b molecules

and then adding 3 nm to the maximum and minimum coordinate values of the PP2b molecules.

A total of three self-assembly systems were constructed (i) with pure water and 12 PP2b molecules

with PEGylated chains, having 44 oxygen atoms, (ii) in 60% water and 40% THF with 8 PP2b

with PEGylated chains, having 13 oxygen atoms, and (iii) in 80% water and 20% THF with 6

PP2b molecules, with PEGylated chains, having 13 oxygen atoms. A total of three superstructure
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simulations were constructed (i) hexagonal structure with PEGylated chains 44 oxygen atoms long

in pure water, (ii) square structure in 60% water: 40% THF (v:v), (iii) square structure (actually

giving rise to molecular fibers) in 80% water: 20% THF (v:v). Because those superstructures had

the PEGylated chains of −O(CH2 − CH2)OCH3 groups, additional PEGylated links were added

until desired length was achieved.

Water and THF were initially placed immiscibly ,and during minimization and pre-equilibration

they were allowed to diffuse without any constrains until the solvent was homogeneous. During

minimization (50, 000 steps) and pre-equilibration (at least 3 ns), only atoms in the PP2b core were

subjected to constraints, whereas the solvent molecules and PEGylated chains were allowed to move

without any constraints. During the production runs, the self-assembly molecules had no constraints;

in the superstructure simulations, only the linking bipyridine carbons and the nitrogen atoms on the

bipyridine group, on one molecule per superstructure, were constrained, with 20% of value of the

constraints employed during minimization.

Simulations were done with NPT ensemble at a temperature of 310 K and a pressure of 1 atm and

periodic boundary conditions. Langevin dynamics were used to maintain pressure and temperature,

with a damping constant of 1 ps−1 , temperature bath was 310 K, hydrogen atoms were excluded

from the thermal bath, piston period was 100 fs, piston decay was 50 fs. Excluding minimization,

particle mesh Ewald [57] was used with a grid spacing of 1.0. Velocity Verlet integrator was used

to solve equations of motion, with a time step of 2 fs. The SHAKE algorithm was used for the

hydrogen atoms. Nonbonded interaction used the switching algorithm, with the switch-on distance

at 10 Å and the switch-off at 12 Å. Nonbonded pair lists were used for atoms within 13.5 Å of each

other, with the list updated every 20 steps. 1 − 4 nonbonded interactions were not scaled. Data

and snapshots were recorded every 10 ps or every 5000 steps. The pure water simulation system
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lasted 200 ns, due its computational expense, whereas all other systems were 300 ns or longer. In

order to improve efficiency of the simulations, the size of the 60% water self-assembly system was first

decreased by excluding only solvent molecules, but the number of PP2b molecules was kept constant.

Subsequently the size was further decreased from eight molecules to only five PP2b molecules. When

constructing the superstructure for the aqueous system, the original length of the PEGylated chains

was lengthened to 44 oxygen atoms, in an extended conformation. Then the superstructure was

allowed to minimize and equilibrate in vacuum, so that the PEGylated chains would fold onto the

superstructure, thus requiring a smaller volume for the simulation.

Self-assembly simulations

In order to gain mechanistic molecular-scale insight into the self-assembly of different PP2b

molecules and the stability of molecular superstructures formed, we used all-atom molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations in explicit solvent to model: (i) the process of PP2b molecular self-assembly and

(ii) the spatial organization of molecular/solvent components in the self-assembled superstructures.

For PP2b PEG44 (Figure 40a,b, neat water), the simulations show the outcome for 12 monomers

self-assembling for 150 ns in a water box of 5, 400 nm3. The simulations revealed that within 10 ns

PP2b PEG44 formed a large cluster, resembling a micelle [216, 217], where the hydrophobic PP2b

moieties closely interacted, while the long PEG chains surrounded the core of the cluster. Within

22 ns, a first PP2b dimer featuring two stacked PDIs (side-by-side arrangement) formed within the

core, which was followed by the formation of a trimeric chain at 25 ns. Around 70 ns, another

monomer joined the trimer to form a jiggling linear tetramer. At 88 and 115 ns, additional dimers

formed outside and within the cluster core, respectively. The rigid and flat bipyridine (bipy) linker

was found to promote initial stacking interactions, eventually leading to side-by-side stacking of PDI
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Figure 40: MD simulations of the self-assembly of PEG-ylated PP2b monomers. PP2b molecules
are vividly colored, PEG chains are shown in a finer representation, and gray structures represent
THF molecules. Scale bars are 1 nm. (a, b) Two views of the main cluster core formed from PP2b
PEG44 monomers in pure water at 150 ns. (c, d) Two views of the main cluster core formed from
PP2b PEG13 monomers in water:THF solvent at 266 ns. (e, f) Two views of the main cluster core
formed from PP2b PEG13 monomers in water:THF = 6 : 4 (v/v) at 674 ns. (g, h) MD simulations
of a fragment (middle section) of a SNT pre-assembled from PEG-ylated PP2b monomers. Top and
side views of helical superstructures of 29 PP2b PEG13 and 1 PP2b PEG44 in water:THF = 6 : 4
(v/v) at 20 ns. For clarity, in a side view, the solvent molecules are not shown.
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moieties resulting in stable oligomers. The rigid nature of the linker most probably restricts a range

of possible geometries, promoting oligomer cyclization that eventually leads to nanotubes.

In the case of PP2b PEG13 (Figure 40c,d), the simulations show the results for 6 PP2b PEG13

monomers after self- assembling for 266 ns in a water:THF = 8 : 2 (v/v) solvent in a box of 2200

nm3. These monomers with shorter PEG chains quickly formed pairs, before forming larger clusters,

surrounded by THF molecules (better solvent for hydrophobic cores). The first dimer formed at 12 ns,

a second dimer formed at 27 ns, and a trimer formed from the second dimer at 66 ns. Later on, at 185

ns, this trimer formed a closed triangle. The structures formed were also relatively rigid. Simulations

of PP2b PEG13 (Figure 40e,f) show the outcome for 5 PP2b PEG13 monomers which self-assembled

at 674 ns in the water:THF = 6 : 4 (v/v) solvent in a box of 560 nm3. Here, the first dimer appeared

only at 40 ns, a trimer at 150 ns (shown), and a second dimer only at 544 ns. Figure 40c,f also

reveals a close distribution of THF molecules around the PDI cores. These results indicate that

with the increasing concentration of a stabilizing THF solvent, the PDI dimerization via stacking

is a much slower process in comparison with water:THF = 8 : 2 system, indicating importance of

specific solvation. Simulations of the fully assembled tubes (Figure 40g,h, Figure 41 and Figure 42)

support our experimental results. They show that the 3 nm (triangular-like, Figure 40g,h) and

5 nm (hexagonal) SNTs are more stable compared with a more flexible 4 nm (rectangular) tube.

The latter is in accordance with the experimentally observed transformation of rectangular to the

hexagonal tubes upon heating. The high stability of the hexagonal SNTs may be due to highly

ordered (crystalline- like) structures, while the triangular-like SNTs (Figure 40g,h) may be stabilized

by helical arrangement.

Two mechanisms of noncovalent bonds formation have been observed in the simulations: i) two

PDI groups establish direct contact with each other (direct process) and ii) a PDI group comes
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in contact with a bipyridine linker group and then slides down the alkyne group to make contact

with another PDI group (indirect process). The direct process is slower because the extended rings

need to come close to each other in a desirable orientation to form stable noncovalent interactions.

Aggregation of PEG13 PP2b in the 8 : 2 solvent tends to follow the faster indirect process, whereas

in the 6 : 4 solvent, aggregation follows slowly the direct process. Both mechanisms were observed

in PEG44 systems, where the aggregation is much faster due to the close proximity of the PP2b

molecules in the PEG-entrapped cluster. In general, as THF concentration decreases, PEG chains

play a more important role in protecting the hydrophobic core from the aqueous surroundings.

Specific solvation effects in water/THF mixtures revealed by our MD simulations lead to diverse and

unique assembly outcomes. In general, it has been recognized that self-assembly in water-organic

co-solvent mixtures depends on multiple effects and is difficult to predict [192, 218–220]. Notably,

our experimental and theoretical studies indicate that an interplay of hydrophobic interactions and

specific solvation by water and an organic co-solvent can be utilized to achieve structural control.

Superstructures simulations

PEG44. Figure 41a-b show the results of 100 ns simulations of 12 PP2b PEG44 monomers

pre-assembled in water into a hexagonal nanotube, which is based on the experimental ONT super-

structure presented in of the main text. In these simulations, some PEG chains tend to spread far

away from the nanotube, while others tend to fold around the apolar carbon-rich areas of PP2b moi-

eties forming the nanotube core. These carbon-rich areas of PP2b are sufficiently strongly coupled

to stabilize the superstructure in the original hexagonal shape during the simulations time of 100 ns.

However, a steric repulsion together with the entropy of long PEG chains might prevent the forma-
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Figure 41: MD simulations of preassembled ONT superstructures from PEG-ylated PP2b monomers.
(a-b) Top and side views of hexagonal superstructures of PP2b PEG44 in water at 100 ns. (c-d) Top
and side views of square superstructures of PP2b PEG13 in water:THF (6:4) at 33 ns. Top view
shows THF molecules (in gray) in the vicinity of a molecular nanotube.

tion of more closed nanotubes. A relative exposure of apolar PP2b regions to water might trigger a

further transformation of the nanotubes into more compact fibers (as observed experimentally).

PEG13. Figure 41c-d show 40 PP2b PEG13 monomers preassembled into a rectangular su-

perstructure in a water:THF (6 : 4) solvent simulated for 33 ns. In the square superstructure two

opposite sides are placed in one layer and the two complementary sides on another layer. Over

the simulation time, the square nanotube profile becomes deformed into a rhombus shape. Other

deformations also appear within the nanotube, where the noncovalent interactions between the PDI

groups become broken. Perhaps, the nanotube requires a partial clamping during its relaxation,
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Figure 42: MD simulations of preassembled ONT superstructures from PEG-ylated PP2b monomers.
Top and side views of helical (“triangle”) superstructures of 29 PP2b PEG13 and 1 PP2b PEG44 in
water:THF (6:4) at 20 ns. Top view shows THF molecules (in gray) in the vicinity of a nanotube.
Scale bars are 1 nm.

when the solvent and PEG chains redistribute. For example, THF molecules might be needed in the

hydrophobic core to prevent its dissolution. Figure 41c reveals that THF molecules largely assemble

outside the nanotube. Flexibility of this superstructure may explain the experimentally observed

rectangular-to-hexagonal tube conversion upon heating.

Figure 42 shows 29 PP2b PEG13 and one PP2b PEG44, present close to the nanotube center,

preassembled into a helical nanotube in a water:THF (6 : 4) solvent, after 20 ns of simulations.

The nanotube forms a helical structure (spiraling staircase), and its “triangular” shape is not much

deformed during the simulations, consistent with the stability observed experimentally. The highly

interconnected staircase structure appears to be responsible for the array’s stability.
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Overall, our simulations confirm that the formation of PP2b PEG assemblies is driven by side-

by-side π− π stacking/ hydrophobic interactions between the PDI groups leading to supramolecular

oligomerization, which is a common process in all systems. Once the interaction has been established,

it cannot be easily reversed. Importantly, pairwise noncovalent interactions leading to side-by-side

stacking appear to be a general initial step in oligomerization of bis-aromatic systems, reminiscent

of supramolecular polymerization of molecules bearing bifunctional noncovalent binding motif [221].

The insight into aromatic oligomerization in aqueous media and its relevance to tubular self-assembly

has not been observed so far. Complete ring closure was not observed at the explored time scales

as such nucleation events are slow and in general are difficult to observe in MD simulations [222].

Further MD studies aimed at elucidating the mechanism of tubular assembly are necessary in order

to understand the entire assembly progression.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that symmetric bolaamphiphiles are capable of assembling into

a variety of nanometer-scale nanotubes. Our experimental and theoretical studies reveal that an

interplay of molecular structure and solvation specifics have a profound effect on self-assembly. This

enabled tuning of molecular nanotube structures based on identical hydrophobic cores. Addition-

ally, photoinduced symmetry-breaking charge transfer was observed in SNTs, demonstrating that

SNTs enable photoactive wire function. Simplification of molecular design, control via self-assembly

conditions, and photofunction provide tools to create complex functional supramolecular systems.
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4.3 Atomically precise organomimetic cluster nanomolecules assembled
via perfluoroaryl-thiol SNAr chemistry

Adapted from Ref. [8] (Nature Chemistry 2017, 9 DOI:10.1038/NCHEM.2686) with permissions

from Nature Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Natural systems have complex three-dimensional (3D) molecular architectures that interact at a

high degree of specificity and fidelity. One example of such an interaction is multivalency that enables

a variety of biological events by strengthening individually weak interactions between biomolecules

that are either native or foreign to the organism [223]. These types of interactions are found a

variety of processes, such as infection (viral/bacterial proteins-cell receptors), immune recognition

(antibodies-cell receptors/antigens, cytokines-cell receptors) and gene-expression regulation (tran-

scription factors-DNA). They occur due to the higher avidity and better recognition compared with

the corresponding monovalent bindings [223, 224]. Chemists have taken an interest in developing

synthetic multivalent ligands with the ability to bind specific target receptors with a high affinity

in order to (1) elucidate the mechanistic details of multivalent interactions and to (2) promote or

inhibit biological interactions of interest [225].

We develop a new strategy to build robust atomically precise hybrid nanomolecules using air-

stable inorganic clusters [226–232], densely decorated with perfluoroaromatic functional groups. Us-

ing this organomimetic strategy [231], one can mimic the rigid surface of a Au-based nanoparticle core

and simultaneously produce assemblies that are fully covalent and thus stable under relatively harsh

conditions. We study dodecaborate clusters [231,233–238] that have a dense layer of rigid pentaflu-

oroaryl functional groups that can serve as excellent scaffolds for constructing atomically precise

multivalent organomimetic cluster nanomolecules (OCNs). The perfluoroaryls can undergo nucle-
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ophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr) with a wide range of thiols at room temperature within hours,

creating robust carbon-sulfur bonds (80− 90 kcal mol−1) [239] and thereby produce nanomolecules

decorated with well-defined functional surfaces. This enables the functional advantages of using den-

drimers at the same time mimicking the synthetic ease with which thiol-capped AuNPs are normally

constructed. The resulting assemblies are highly rigid and can be synthesized and purified within

hours, unlike the majority of dendritic scaffolds [240, 241]. In addition, these OCNs are purely

covalent and feature improved stability in serum and various pH environments.

Experimental results

Next, to test whether more-complex molecular architectures could also be introduced onto the

clusters, we turned our attention to poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 4,22,45,46. Complete 12-fold con-

jugation between 2 and commercially available mPEG-thiol (Mw = 356 Da) occurred within 24

hours at room temperature to yield OCN 2i (Figure 43, entry 1). Subsequently, larger mPEG-thiols

(Mw = 766 Da and 2, 000 Da) were tested and similarly afforded 2j and 2k, respectively, in quan-

titative conversions based on 19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 43, entries 2 and 3). As expected,

PEGylation conferred considerable hydrophilicity to these clusters: 2i-2k are readily soluble in wa-

ter. Owing to the full covalency of PEGylated OCNs, we hypothesized that these species should be

structurally stable under biological conditions. Using 2i as a model, we conducted stability studies in

biologically relevant media. A purified sample of 2i was exposed to cell-culture media that contained

fetal bovine serum for five days at room temperature, and no changes or degradation products were

observed by monitoring this sample by 19F and 11B NMR spectroscopy. Similarly, no degradation

occurred when this sample was incubated for an additional five days at 37◦C. Importantly, samples

of 2i were dissolved in buffers of various pH (5, 7 and 9) for five days, and these were found to remain

structurally intact as well. These results suggest that OCNs retain their structural integrity under
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the wide range of biologically relevant conditions. We then decided to investigate the stability of

the conjugation linkage between the cluster core and the thiol. Given the full covalency of 2i, we

expected that it should not undergo ligand-exchange, a process that commonly occurs with many

ligand-capped AuNPs [242]. Significantly, no thiol-exchange occurred when 2i (0.8 mM) was ex-

posed to 2−mercaptoethanol (20 mM) over a period of 11 days. Similar results were obtained with 2

mM glutathione. Overall, these experiments clearly demonstrate that the OCNs constructed via the

SNAr approach feature superior robustness compared with many AuNP-based assemblies [243,244].

Figure 43: PEGylation and glycosylation of 2 and 3. *Yield determined by 19F NMR spec-
troscopy; †Isolated yields after purification; ‡2l and 3l underwent partial K+/Na+ counterion ex-
change during the deprotection rection with NaOMe; §Small-scale reaction shows full conversion
within 5 h.

PEGylated OCNs were characterized by a number of techniques to ensure their proposed nearly

monodisperse composition (whereas the OCN cores are monodisperse, the PEG chains used in this
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study feature some compositional variability because of the inherent limitations of PEG oligomer

synthesis) 47 . First, we con- ducted 2D diffusion ordered spectroscopy (2D DOSY) 1H NMR

experiments with purified samples of 2i-2k and the more-extended OCNs 3i-3k (Figure 43, entries

5 − 7) in D2O. Based on the diffusion constants obtained from these 2D DOSY experiments, the

respective hydrodynamic diameters were estimated (Figure 44a). As expected, the results reveal a

gradual increase in the sizes of the PEGylated clusters, both as a function of the cluster core size

(from 2 to 3) and the length of the PEG chain used. The size of 3i measured by 2D DOSY was

larger than expected, most probably because of aggregation under the conditions the measurement

was performed, which suggests the small number of PEG units in 3i could not fully stabilize the

hydrophobic core against self-aggregation. To determine the size of a single non-aggregated OCN 3i,

we performed additional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments on 3i (Figure 44b).

The TEM images reveal the presence of nearly monodisperse particles with an average size of 1.9 nm,

which is in agreement with the expected value for a non-aggregated single particle. Consistent with

these results, gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) traces of 2k and 3k in water (Figure 44c) also

reveal nearly monodisperse samples (D = 1.003±0.02 and 1.081±0.007, respectively). Furthermore,

we performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of species 2i-2k and 3i-3k in water and calculated

their hydrodynamic radii and radii of gyration (snapshots after 21 ns are shown in Figure 44d). The

results are in good agreement with the non-aggregated OCN sizes measured by TEM, and moreover

exhibit a trend similar to that observed by 2D DOSY. A small discrepancy arises between the

sizes estimated based on computational studies/TEM and 2D DOSY and is probably due to some

aggregation of the particles under the conditions employed in the 2D DOSY experiments. Overall,

our measurements clearly show that using the developed SNAr assembly strategy, one can rationally

prepare robust and nearly monodisperse samples of size-tunable PEGylated OCNs.
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Figure 44: Characterization of the PEGylated OCNs 2i-2k and 3i-3k. a, Plot of the particle
sizes of the PEGylated OCNs 2i-2k and 2i-2k obtained via 2D DOSY 1H NMR experiments. The
plot reveals a trend of a gradual increase in the sizes of the OCNs, both as a function of the
cluster precursor dimension and of the chain length of the PEG reagent. The size of 3i is larger
than expected, probably because of aggregation. b, TEM images of a negatively stained sample of
3i reveal the presence of nearly monodisperse particles with an average size of 1.9 nm, consistent
with the expected size of 3i. c, GPC traces of 2k and 3k measured in water further confirm the
monodispersity of the samples (D = 1.003± 0.02 and 1.081± 0.007, respectively). d, MD-calculated
structures of the PEGylated nanomolecules in pure water after 21 ns of simulation indicate a trend
in the sizes of the OCNs consistent with that observed through the 2D DOSY experiments. RI,
refractive index; a.u., arbitrary units.
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MD simulations: methods and results

PEGylated nanoparticles (NPs) 2i-k and 3i-k (see Figure 43) were modeled using molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations in: i) water with counter ions and ii) a buffer solution of HPO2−
4 and

H2PO
−
4 at a total 0.08 M concentration, where the ratio of the two ions was used matched pH 7.4. The

MD simulations were performed with NAMD [37] , using the CHARMM force field [38–40,56,79,80].

Ab initio calculations were done with Gaussian09 [74] to determine unknown parameters for the

dodecaborate cluster center and the non-PEGylated (2 or 3 type ligand) section of the ligand. The

boron center was optimized using a HF/6− 31g level of theory, with partial charges derived with a

ChelpG algorithm [76]. Bonds, angles, and dihedrals force constants containing boron atoms were

chosen to have relatively large values, approximately equal to those of double bonded or aromatic

carbons, so that the boron center would be rigid. The type 2 and 3 ligands had their bond and

angle parameters determined at the MP2/6− 31g(d)//HF/6− 31g level of theory with VMD Force

Field Toolkit plugin [75]. Unknown dihedral parameters were chosen based on similar atom types

in the CHARMM force field [38–40,56,79,80]. Partial charges were determined through the ChelpG

aglorithm [76]. Amide and PEGylated geometries, parameters, and charges were taken from the

CHARMM force field [38–40,56, 79, 80].

Each of the 6 NPs was separately simulated in water and ionic solutions. Each system is first

minimized for 10, 000 steps. Afterwards it is heated to 310 K, with 1 K increments per 20 steps

until the system reaches a temperature of 310 K, when a pre-equilibration is done. Simulations are

performed in an NPT ensemble, at 310 K and a pressure of 1 atm, with Langevin dynamics and a

damping constant of 0.01 ps−1. Langevin piston is used with a period of 200 fs and decay of 100

fs. Particle Mesh Ewald [57] is used for long range electrostatic interactions with a grid spacing

of 1.0. Short range interactions are performed with the 12 − 6 Lennard-Jones potential, using a
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switching function. Velocity Verlet integration is used with the SHAKE algorithm and a time step

of 2 fs. Data and snapshots are recorded every 10 ps or 5, 000 steps. Simulation times of 25 ns for

the water solution and 30 ns for the salt system were used, respectively. Figure 45 and Figure 46

show snapshots of PEGylated NPs in water (21 ns) and in the ionic solution (31 ns), respectively.

Notice that as the chain length increases, the chains are fluctuating significantly to the extent that

the chain distributions become asymmetric. In the following, we describe some characteristics of

these systems.

Figure 45: Nanoparticles snapshots in water after 21 ns of simulations. Scale bar is 1 nm. A) 2i B)
3i C) 2j D) 3j E) 2k F) 3k.
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Figure 46: Nanoparticles snapshots in 0.08 M buffer solution at pH=7.4 (salt) after 31 ns of simula-
tions. Scale bar is 1 nm. A) 2i B) 3i C) 2j D) 3j E) 2k F) 3k.
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We use the simulated trajectories of the NPs to calculate the radial distribution functions (RDF),

g(r), from Equation 4.3. It gives the relative probability of finding the jth atom at a distance r from

the ith atom with respect to the bulk density:

g(r) =
1

V ρN

∑

δ(r − rij). (4.3)

In Equation 4.3, δ is a delta function, rij is the distance of ith and jth atoms, and V is a volume,

∫

4πr2dr, used in a normalization, and ρN is the number density of the used species (the number of

atoms NO used in Equation 4.3 divided by the volume of the simulation box). We use Equation 4.3

when we analyze the distribution of C terminal atoms, which are fixed for a given number of ligands

(12). When, we consider the distribution of all PEG-chain oxygens (varying number), we remove

NO (equal the total number of PEG chain oxygens) from ρN , by multiplying Eqn.1 by NO , to get

g′(r), where we account for the growing distributions for longer PEG chains (more oxygens; system

volume is fixed).

In Figure 47, we have calculated g′(r) for (A, B) all the oxygens in PEGylated chains and g(r) for

(C, D) terminal carbon atoms of the PEGylated chains. All the cases were calculated with respect

to all the boron atoms. We can clearly see that as the chain becomes longer, the oxygen (A, B)

distributions become wider and their peaks, rmax , become slightly shifted to higher values. Steric

effects prevent longer PEGylated chains from folding and wrapping close to the B core, preventing

them from significantly affecting rmax. The systems present in water and ionic solutions have almost

the same PEG-oxygens distributions. On the contrary, in the terminal carbon (CD) distributions,

the peaks maxima, rmax , are significantly shifted to higher values with the chain lengths, since

the terminal C atoms are further away from the NPs cores, which they cannot reach. In these
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Figure 47: RDFs of 2i-k and 3i-k NPs. g′(r)calculated for A) boron-PEG oxygen atoms in water
and B) boron-PEG oxygen atoms in ionic solution. g(r) calculated for C) boron- terminal C atoms
in water and D) boron-terminal C atoms in ionic solutions.

distributions, we can also see some differences between water and ionic solution cases, revealing that

the terminal atoms in long PEGylated chains are slightly more outstretched in ionic solutions.

The g′(r) distributions (Figure 47 A, B) are similar for the 2 and 3 types of ligands, except of

some deformations present in the 3 types. These deformations slightly shift the 3 type peaks (rmax)

to smaller values. For all but 2k and 3k terminal carbon RDFs, 3 type ligands have consistently

smaller rmax values than their 2 type counterparts (Figure 47), even though 3 has an extra aromatic

group, slightly increasing the maximum possible ligand length. The extra aromatic group in 3 ligands

enhances π − π stacking interactions between the ligands, thus causing the net length to decrease.
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The split peak in 2i could be related to the fact that the B shell front and back sides can contribute

by separate peaks.

The hydrodynamic radii of the studied NPs were estimated from the regions of decaying g′(r)

(half value compared to rmax ) for the cases (A-B) (all oxygens). In water, the hydrodynamic radii

of 2i and 3i are 12 Å; 2j and 3j are 15 Å; 2k and 3k are 20 Å. In the ionic solution, 2i, 3i, 2j, and 3j

have very similar sizes as in water. At certain times, there are some chains on 2k or 3k that extend

outwards, but most of the other chains are folded (Figure 45 E, F and Figure 46E, F). Interestingly,

the maxima of distributions for the terminal C atoms in Figure 47C, D match relatively well to the

hydrodynamic radii. One can assume that the terminal C atoms are distributed at the surface of

the NPs, revealing thus their radii.

To confirm the previous results, next, the radii of gyration, 〈rgyr〉, are also calculated for NPs

using Equation 4.4:

rgyr ≡
√

I

m
=

√

∑

i=atomsmi(~ri − ~rcom)2
∑

i=atomsmi
. (4.4)

Here, I is the moment of inertia of the molecule, m is the total mass of the molecule formed by

individual contributions, mi , of atoms shifted with respect to a molecular center of mass, ri − rcom.

Time averaged 〈rgyr〉 was calculated by using Equation 4.4 every 10 ps over 26 ns trajectory (water)

or 34 ns trajectory (salt solution) and then averaged. Standard deviations and confidence intervals

were also computed.

Table X shows the radii of gyration, 〈rgyr〉 and their > 99.5% confidence intervals for PEGylated

species in water and salt solutions. As expected, 2i and 3i molecules have the smallest diameters,

whereas 2k and 3k have the largest diameters in both environments. 2i and 3i molecules, with 7
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Molecule Solvent 〈rgyr〉 (Å)
2i water 11.5 ± 0.9

2j water 15.0 ± 1.7

2k water 20.7 ± 2.2

3i water 12.1 ± 1.2

3j water 14.7 ± 1.3

3k water 21.1 ± 2.0

2i ionic solution 11.7 ± 1.0

2j ionic solution 14.7 ± 2.0

2k ionic solution 21.0 ± 2.5

3i ionic solution 12.2 ± 1.5

3j ionic solution 14.8 ± 1.6

3k ionic solution 22.1 ± 4.5

TABLE X. RADII OF GYRATION, 〈RGY R〉, AND THEIR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR
PEGYLATED SPECIES IN WATER AND SALT SOLUTIONS.

PEGylated oxygens per ligand have diameters of more than 2 nm; 2j and 3j, with 16 PEGylated

oxygens per ligand, less than 3 nm; 2k and 3k, with 43 oxygens per ligand, more than 4 nm. NPs

with the type 3 ligands tend to have a slightly larger diameter than those with the type 2 ligands.

This size increase could be due to the extra aromatic group in type 3 ligands, which is absent in the

2 type ligands. 〈rgyr〉 does not change appreciably between the two environments. However, 2k and

3k ligands are slightly more outstretched in the ionic solutions.

Figure 48: Distributions of rgyr in a) water and b) ionic solutions.
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Figure 48a and b show the distributions of rgyr in water and salt solutions, respectively. The

distributions are asymmetrically broadened at higher values for all molecules, especially for long

chains. This reflects that a few chains could extend and then fold back. Comparing the radii of

gyration, 〈rgyr〉, from Table X and Figure 48 with the above hydrodynamic radii and the most likely

positions of terminal C atoms, we can see that all these parameters are in good agreement.

Conclusion

We have developed a new strategy that allows a rapid assembly of fully covalent nanoparticles

with atomic precision. Specifically, we demonstrated that the rigid clusters densely decorated with

perfluoroaryl-containing functional groups undergo efficient conjugation with a variety of thiols via

SNAr chemistry under very mild conditions at room temperature. Importantly, this chemistry is

operationally reminiscent of the chemoselective assembly conditions associated with thiol-capped

AuNPs. Furthermore, similarly to thiol-capped AuNPs, these OCNs can be easily tuned in size and

surface chemistry by choosing a specific thiol reagent. OCNs exhibit dramatically improved structural

stability under a wide range of biologically relevant conditions because of the full covalency of all

the bonding interactions that comprise these nanomolecules. Finally, using this assembly strategy

we show how one can design and synthesize nanomolecules that feature a 3D densely packed layer of

saccharides that can participate in multivalent binding with a natural lectin and lead to a dramatic

increase in binding affinity. This work ultimately opens a new avenue to create highly tailored

synthetic mimics of ligand-capped AuNPs that feature rigid and fully covalent atomically precise

assemblies.
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4.4 Hybridization of Biomolecular Crystals and Low Dimensional Nanomaterials

Introduction

In recent years, planar and fibrillar crystals of metabolites, peptides, and other biomolecules

were observed to form in cellular biosystems, where they are often toxic [245–247]. When these low-

dimensional biomolecular crystals are adsorbed on inorganic nanomaterials or intercalated between

them, they could form novel hybrid materials [248,249]. Individual solvated biomolecules can easily

be adsorbed on material surfaces [250–261]. Amino acids, peptides and nucleobases tend to couple

to nanocarbons by a π − π stacking of their aromatic groups. On the other hand, graphene and

hydrophobic nanoparticles can be intercalated in biological membranes [262, 263]. When molecu-

lar crystals are hybridized with inorganic nanomaterials, each of the sub-component could provide

complementary properties to the hybrid materials and affect each other.

Here, we apply atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study complexation of biomolec-

ular crystals and inorganic nanomaterials that can couple by a van der Waals (vdW) coupling [264].

As typical examples, we consider enantiopure and racemic crystals of tryptophan (TRP) and pheny-

lalanine (PHE) [36, 44, 265] that have indole and phenyl side groups, respectively. We study hybrid

nanostructures formed by biomolecular crystals adsorbed on planar and cylindrical nanosurfaces of

graphene, phosphorene, and carbon nanotubes or intercalated in graphene cells.

Methods

Graphene and CNTs were constructed with Nanotube Builder in VMD [59]. Phosphorene was

based on a single unit cell of 4 phosphorus atoms [266], which was propagated in two orthogonal

directions. For simplicity, atoms on the nanosurfaces were not charged and not terminated by hy-

drogens. The polarizability of nanomaterials was neglected, even though armchair CNTs have a
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metallic character. L-TRP-C, A-TRP-C, and L-PHE-C were constructed using known crystallo-

graphic data [36, 44, 265].

The MD simulations were performed with NAMD2.12 [37], using a CHARMM force field for

metabolites and carbon atoms [56], whereas phosphorus atoms used another force field [266]. The

TIP3P water model was employed for explicit water simulations. Non-bonded interactions used the

switching algorithm, with the switch-on distance at 10 Å and the switch-off at 12 Å. Non-bonded

pair lists were used for atoms within 13.5 Å of each other, with the list updated every 20 steps. 1−4

non-bonded interactions were not scaled.

The Langevin dynamics was used with a damping constant of γLang = 1 ps−1, a piston period of

100 fs, a piston decay of 50 fs and a piston temperature of 310 K. The Velocity Verlet integrator was

used to solve the equations of motion, with a time step of 2 fs. The SHAKE algorithm was used for

hydrogens. Solvated simulations were done in the NPT ensemble with periodic boundary conditions

applied, pressure of 1 atm, and under physiological conditions, [NaCl] = 0.15 M, with amino acids

in zwitterionic forms and hydrogens excluded from the thermal bath. Simulations involving crystals

sandwiched between graphene layers (without water) were done in the NVT ensemble, and periodic

boxes 50% larger than the crystal-graphene systems. Except minimization, Particle Mesh Ewald

summation [57] was used with a grid spacing of 1.0. Graphene sheets with L-TRP-C were minimized

for 50, 000 steps, whereas all other systems were minimized for 5, 000 steps. During minimization

and pre-equilibration, heavy atoms of amino acids and nanosurface atoms were constrained, but they

well all released during the simulations. Data and snapshots were recorded every 10 ps.

The binding energies, with electrostatic and dispersion contributions, were calculated every 10

ps. Amino acids were classified as: 1) molecules that were in the layer of the crystal in direct contact

with the nanosurfaces and stayed intact (labeled as bottom), colored orange in Figure 49, Figure 51
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and Figure 54; 2) molecules that were in the layer away from the nanosurfaces and stayed intact

(labeled as top), colored red in Figure 49, Figure 51, and Figure 54; and 3) molecules that dissolved

from the crystal (labeled as free), colored gray in Figure 49, Figure 51, and Figure 54. Intra-crystal

interaction energies were calculated between molecules within the same layer and between different

layers, and normalized with respect to the number of molecules in each layer. The interaction energies

between bottom amino acids and CNTs were normalized with respect to the number of amino acids

that were within 4.5 Å of CNT at each time step. The coupling energies of free metabolites were

normalized with respect to the number of amino acids that were within 4.5 Å of the nanosurfaces.

Results

Biomolecular crystals on planar nanosurfaces

Initially, we prepared a small bilayer L-TRP crystal (L-TRP-C) [36], placed it on a graphene sheet,

shown in Figure 49a-c, and L-TRP-C, placed on a phosphorene sheet, as shown in Figure 49d-f. These

systems were simulated in a physiological solution (T = 310 K) for 335 ns and 100 ns, respectively.

The biomolecular crystals translated by diffusion on both nanosurfaces, but their motion was more

constrained on phosphorene, due to its unidirectional grooves (Figure 49f). Nevertheless, the crystals

remained largely intact on both nanosurfaces, with only a few molecules being dissolved.

When L-TRP-C, elongated along its aromatic zipper, was simulated in a physiological solution,

it twisted (Figure 51a), signaling that it might form fibrils [1, 2]. Therefore, we simulated this L-

TRP-C adsorbed on graphene and phosphorene nanoribbons in a physiological solution, shown in

Figure 51b,c, respectively. However, within 100 ns simulations, L-TRP-C twisted much less on these

nanosurfaces, most likely due to their relative rigidity. To promote a crystal twisting, we simulated

L-TRP-C on deformed surfaces (below), in analogy to graphene adsorbed on CNTs [249].
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Figure 49: (a-c) L-TRP-C (14× 14× 2 amino acids) adsorbed on a graphene sheet (16.0× 22.8 nm2)
after 335 ns of simulations in a physiological solution (top and side views). Isolated dissolved TRPs
are omitted in side views. (d-f) L-TRP-C (12×12×2 amino acids) adsorbed on a phosphorene sheet
(14.8× 19.7 nm2) at 100 ns. Scale bars are 1 nm.

L-TRP-Cs were simulated on graphene strips shown in Figure 49, Figure 51 and Figure 50. In all

three systems, the molecular crystals diffused, without dissociating from the graphene. The crystals

remained largely intact after 335 ns, 100 ns, and 560 ns, respectively.

L-TRP-Cs were also simulated on phosphorene strips shown in Figure 49, Figure 51 and Figure 52.

In Figure 49 and Figure 52, the aromatic zipper of L-TRP-Cs were randomly oriented with respect

to phosphorene grooves. All systems were simulated for 100 ns. The molecular crystals remained

relatively static with respect to phosphorene, which largely inhibited their diffusion, in contrast to

graphene.

When a racemic (achiral) bilayer TRP crystal (A-TRP-C) was simulated in a physiological solu-

tion, it manifested small bending fluctuations, as shown in Figure 51d, but on average it remained
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Figure 50: L-TRP-C (14× 14× 2 amino acids, with 6 amino acids omitted at the corner) and placed
on graphene ribbon (7.1 × 17.9 nm2) after 560 ns of simulation. (a) Top view, alongside solvated
amino acids. (b,c) Side views, c is enlarged version, solvated amino acids are not shown. Scale bars
represent 1 nm.

flat, regardless on the long axis orientation of the crystal (parallel or orthogonal to the aromatic

zipper) [2]. When A-TRP-C was simulated (100 ns) with the long axis parallel to the aromatic

zipper on the same graphene nanoribbon, it diffused along the nanoribbon, but it remained largely

planar without significant bending fluctuations (Figure 51e).

In contrast, a freely solvated L-PHE-C cut orthogonal to the zipper was significantly twisting [2]

(Figure 51f). When simulated on graphene nanoribbons, L-PHE-C was cut with their long axis

orthogonal with respect to the aromatic zipper, Figure 51g, and parallel to it, as discussed in SI. After

100 ns, L-PHE-C with the orthogonal cut became significantly twisted on the graphene nanoribbon
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Figure 51: L-TRP-C (40 × 8 × 2 amino acids): (a) freely solvated in a physiological solution at 20
ns and (b) adsorbed on a graphene nanoribbon (7.9 × 28.9 nm2) at 100 ns. (c) L-TRP-C from (a)
on a phosphorene nanoribbon (33.0 × 12.3 nm2) at 100 ns. (d) A-TRP-C (40 × 8 × 2 amino acids)
freely solvated at 20 ns and (e) adsorbed on a graphene nanoribbon from (b) at 100 ns. (f) L-PHE-C
(8 × 40 × 2 amino acids) freely solvated and (g) adsorbed on a graphene nanoribbon from (b) at
100 ns. (h-k) Magnified views of L-TRP-C, L-TRP-C on graphene and phosphorene nanoribbons,
A-TRP-C, and L-PHE-C on graphene nanoribbons. Scale bars are 1 nm.
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Figure 52: L-TRP-C (12×12×2 amino acids) and placed on the phosphorene ribbon (9.8×13.1 nm2)
at 100 ns. (a) Top view, alongside solvated amino acids. (b,c) Side views, (c) is enlarged version,
solvated amino acids are not shown. Scale bars represent 1 nm.
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(Figure 51g). The overall nanostructure became helical, which could provide the twisted (helical)

graphene an optical activity in CD spectra. However, L-PHE-C with the parallel cut remained

relatively flat and only slightly cracked on the graphene nanoribbon (Figure 53).

L-PHE-C was also differently cut and simulated on the graphene nanoribbons as in Figure 51b,e,g.

L-PHE-C cut orthogonally to aromatic zipper is discussed in Figure 51g. L-PHE-C cut parallel to

the aromatic zipper (Figure 53) bent orthogonally to the long axis of the crystal. After ≈ 30 ns, it

formed a crack, which remained there through the rest of 100 ns simulations. Moreover, the graphene

surface slightly bent like in the L-TRP-C or A-TRP-C systems, but not like in L-PHE-C oriented

orthogonally.

Figure 53: L-PHE-C oriented parallel (40 × 8 × 2 amino acids) to the aromatic zipper and placed
on the graphene ribbon (7.9 × 28.9 nm2). (a) Initial setup; (b,c) at 100 ns top and side views,
respectively. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

In order to check the stability of molecular crystals adsorbed on nanomaterial surfaces, we have

calculated intra-crystal (within molecular crystal) and inter-crystal (between crystal and nanoma-
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terial) coupling energies of individual amino acids to their neighborhoods (SI). The intra-crystal

coupling energies have been separately calculated for freely solvated crystals. In both PHE and

TRP systems, the intra-crystal coupling energies were relatively large (20− 100 kcal/mol) and prac-

tically unaffected by the presence of nanomaterials. The inter-crystal coupling energies were much

weaker (4− 8 kcal/mol), but they were slightly larger for amino acids freely adsorbed on nanomate-

rials (15− 20 kcal/mol). Since the intra-crystal energies dominated, the molecular crystals had the

tendency to stay relatively intact when adsorbed on nanomaterials.

Biomolecular crystals on carbon nanotubes

Next, we studied the adsorption of biomolecular crystals on CNTs submerged in a physiological

solution. First, a (35, 35) CNT was placed 2− 4 Å above the center of L-TRP-C and parallel to its

aromatic zipper, as shown in Figure 54a. The adsorption of L-TRP-C on CNT occurred in steps

(100 ns, 120 ns), determined by the initial configurations. Figure 54b,c show that L-TRP-C wrapped

smoothly around CNT within 417 ns, without being significantly damaged. All enantiopure L-TRP-

Cs twisted on CNTs in the same helical fashion (see Figure 55), due to their chiral structure. Even

freely solvated L-TRP-Cs twisted in a similar manner, as shown in Figure 51a. Larger crystals might

form multilayer systems or other superstructures [248, 249]. However, molecular crystals adsorbed

on CNTs of very small diameters could break down, depending on their internal stability.

Biomolecular crystals were also modeled on carbon nanotubes (CNTs), as shown for L-TRP-Cs

in Figure 54a,b,c and Figure 55. L-TRP-Cs were cut with their long axis parallel to the aromatic

zipper and parallel to the axis of their CNTs, with initial setup of each system shown in Figure 54a

and Figure 55a,d,g,j,m. All these enantiopure crystals twisted and wrapped around CNT in the

same helical direction, as seen in Figure 54b,c and Figure 55. Smaller crystals, such as L-TRP-C
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Figure 54: (a-c) (35, 35) CNT (18.8 nm long) was placed at the center of L-TRP-C (48 × 34 × 2
amino acids) and simulated for 417 ns (top - start, middle and bottom - CNT not shown). (d-f) This
CNT was placed above the center of A-TRP-C (48× 34× 2 amino acids) and simulated for just 15
ns. (g-i) (35, 35) CNT (21 nm long) was placed above the center of L-PHE-C (34 × 48 × 2 amino
acids) and simulated for 94 ns. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

(73 × 8 × 2 amino acids) in the presence of (18, 18) CNT (21.5 nm long) or L-TRP-C (60 × 20 × 2

amino acids) in the presence of (35, 35) CNT (21.5 nm long), wrapped around their respective CNTs

relatively easily (Figure 55a,g). Larger crystals, such as L-TRP-C (60 × 20 × 2 amino acids) in the

presence of (18, 18) CNT (21.5 nm long) or L-TRP-C (48 × 34 × 2 amino acids) in the presence of

(35, 35) CNT (18.8 nm long) wrapped CNTs more slowly (Figure 55d,j). When a (35, 35) CNT (18.8
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Figure 55: Different L-TRP-C CNT systems. (a) Initial setup of L-TRP-C (73× 8× 2 amino acids)
in the presence of (18, 18) CNT (21.5 nm long). (b,c) Top and side views of system in (a) at 33 ns.
(d) Initial setup of L-TRP-C (60× 20× 2 amino acids) in the presence of the (18, 18) CNT (19.3 nm
long). (e,f) Top and side views of system in (d) at 248 ns. (g) Initial setup of the same crystal as in
(d) in the presence of (35, 35) CNT (21.5 nm long). (h,i) Top and side views of system in (g) at 54
ns. (j) Initial setup of L-TRP-C (48 × 34 × 2 amino acids) and (35, 35) CNT (18.8 nm long). (k,l)
Top and side views of system in (j) at 417 ns. (m) The same L-TRP-C and CNT as in (j), but CNT
is placed on the edge of the crystal. (n,o) Top and side views of system in (m) at 70 ns. The CNTs
are shown only at initial setup (a,d,g,j,m). Scale bar represents 1 nm.
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nm long) was placed on the side of L-TRP-C (48× 34× 2 amino acids), it wrapped around it faster

(Figure 55m).

We have also simulated the adsorption of A-TRP-C on this CNT aligned along the aromatic

zipper. When CNT was placed above the center of A-TRP-C, the crystal wrapped within 15 ns

around CNT, as shown in Figure 54d,e,f. The racemic crystal neatly folded around CNT without

twisting (see also Figure 56). Different wrapping styles and speeds originated in different crystal

structures [2]. Since, A-TRP-C has a plane of symmetry at the center of its unit cell, which is absent

in L-TRP-C, it can be bent more easily than L-TRP-C, despite A-TRP-C being flat and L-TRP-C

being twisted in solution. However, the intra-crystal or inter-crystal coupling energies are alike in

both crystals.

Racemic TRP crystals (A-TRP-C) with a 1 : 1 ratio of left and right-handed enantiomers were

also modeled in Figure 54d,e,f and Figure 56. The A-TRP-C systems were set up analogously to

the L-TRP-C systems in Figure 55j,m. A-TRP-C immediately wrapped around CNT, in contrast

to enantiopure crystals. The intra-crystal and inter-crystal coupling energies between individual

molecular components for both L-TRP-C and A-TRP-C were within ≈ 5 kcal/mol. Therefore, these

coupling energies probably cannot explain a different wrapping dynamics of these crystals, which

most likely originated from their different crystal structures: in A-TRP-C, one unit cell has a plane

of symmetry, unlike in L-TRP-C [2].

Figure 54g,h,i also show (94 ns) wrapping of L-PHE-C around this CNT, oriented orthogonal to

the aromatic zipper of the crystal. L-PHE-C became twisted and developed cracks, revealing that it

is more fragile than L-TRP-C. Similar cracking happens when the L-PHE-C zipper is aligned along

CNT (see SI). However, L-PHE-C is pretty stable on less deformed surfaces (Figure 51g,k).
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Figure 56: (a-c) A-TRP-C (48× 34× 2 amino acids) and (35, 35) CNT (21.5 nm long) placed above
the crystal center. (a) Initial setup; (b,c) top and side views at 15 ns, respectively. (d-f) A-TRP-C
with the same CNT placed on the side of the crystal. (d) Initial setup; (e,f) top and side views at
14 ns, respectively. Scale bar represents 1 nm.

In Figure 54g,h,i, L-PHE-C was cut orthogonally to the aromatic zipper and its center was placed

below the (35, 35) CNT. Figure 57a,d,g,j show the initial configurations of four more systems. In one

pair of the systems, the long axis of the crystal was cut parallel to the aromatic zipper (48× 34× 2

amino acids) and the CNT was placed above the center or edge of the crystal. In the other pair, the

crystal was just cut orthogonally to the aromatic zipper (34 × 48 × 2 amino acids). In all these L-

PHE-C systems, the crystal-nanomaterial coupling was relatively strong (by ≈ 10−15 kcal/mol more

than L-TRP-C or A-TRP-C), so that cracks appeared in L-PHE-C mostly oriented orthogonally to

the aromatic zipper (slight energetic favorability ≈ 10 kcal/mol). From the same reason CNT was

also slightly deformed from its circular cross-section. When L-PHE-C was cut orthogonally to the
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aromatic zipper, it wrapped around CNT placed below the center of the crystal (Figure 57g), due

to the combination of the long axis of the crystal being favorable and the relative position of CNT.

The L-PHE-Cs dynamics was similar to that of L-TRP-Cs, due to helical unit cells, which caused

the crystals to twist in a helical way. Moreover, the enantiopure crystals wrapped in leaps, unlike

the racemic crystals, A-TRP-Cs, wrapping continuously.

Figure 57: (a-c) L-PHE-C (48 × 34 × 2 amino acids) with (35, 35) CNT (25.0 nm long) above the
center of the crystal. (a) Initial setup; (b,c) top and side views at 71 ns, respectively. (d-f) The
same L-PHE-C with CNT above the edge. (d) Initial setup; (e,f) top and side views at 116 ns,
respectively. (g-i) L-PHE-C (34× 48× 2 amino acids) with CNT above the crystal center. (g) Initial
setup; (h,i) top and side views at 94 ns, respectively. (j-l) The same crystal as in (g-i) with CNT
above the edge. (j) Initial setup; (k,l) top and side views at 175 ns, respectively. In all systems, we
used (35, 35) CNT (21.5 nm long). Scale bar represents 1 nm.
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Biomolecular crystals intercalated in graphene cells

Figure 58: (a-c) Top, side, and single layer cross sectional views of same L-TRP-C as in Figure 51a
sandwiched between two circular graphene sheets (r = 30 nm) at 11 ns. (d-f) Top, side, and single
layer cross sectional views of same A-TRP-C crystal as in Figure 51d sandwiched between two
graphene sheets at 12 ns. (g-i) Top, side, and single layer cross sectional views of same L-PHE-C in
Figure 51f sandwiched between two graphene sheets at 11 ns. Scale bars represent 1 nm.

Finally, we have simulated L-TRP-C, A-TRP-C, and L-PHE-C (shown in Figure 51) interca-

lated between two circular graphene sheets (radius of r = 30 nm) without solvent. During the

simulations, the biomolecular crystals diffused between the graphene sheets, but remained otherwise

stable. Figure 58 shows that after ≈ 10 ns of simulations the crystals remained intact except at their

edges, which became slightly deformed due to the pressure buildup from vdW-interaction coupled

graphenes [10]. The intra-crystal coupling energies were practically also not affected by the intercala-

tion. Interestingly, the chirality of metabolite crystals somewhat affected their wrapping by graphene

sheets. The enantiopure L-TRP-C and L-PHE-C crystals were wrapped by the two graphene sheets

more symmetrically, where the midline between the sheets bisected the crystal through the zwitterion

layer (Figure 58c,i). The racemic A-TRP-C crystal was wrapped in a tilted way, where the midline

went through the crystal diagonally.
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Summary of binding intra-crystal enthalpies

In order to further examine the stability of these heterostructures, we calculated non-bonded

(electrostatic and dispersion) interactions of amino acids: 1) within the same layer of the crystal,

2) between two different layers of the crystal, 3) between the bottom layer of the crystal and the

substrate, and 4) between individual solvated amino acids and the substrate. The obtained binding

energies are: 1) 80 − 90 kcal/mol for L-TRP-C and A-TRP-C, 2) 50 − 60 kcal/mol for L-TRP-C

and A-TRP-C, 3) ≈ 6 kcal/mol between L-TRP-C/L-TRP-A and graphene, and ≈ 7 kcal/mol for

phosphorene (L-TRP-C only), and 4) ≈ 17 kcal/mol for individual solvated TRP amino acids and

graphene, and ≈ 19 kcal/mol for phosphorene (L-TRP-C only). The binding energies are: 1) 90−100

kcal/mol for L-PHE-C, 2) 20 − 30 kcal/mol for L-PHE-C, 3) ≈ 6 kcal/mol between L-PHE-C and

graphene, and 4) ≈ 13 kcal/mol for solvated L-PHE-C amino acids and graphene. Variations in

the intra-crystal interactions in the L-PHE-C are due to different orientations of the crystal (parallel

versus orthogonal to the aromatic zipper). Since the intra-crystal coupling energies within L-TRP-C,

A-TRP-C, or L-PHE-C are much larger than between the crystals and the substrates, those crystals

should remain stable when adsorbed on the nanosurfaces.

Solvated (free) metabolites

Partial dissolution of amino acids from the molecular crystals was observed in all systems, as in

the absence of substrates [1,2]. Molecules that dissolved were usually on the edges or corners of the

crystals, where the interactions with other metabolites in the crystal were 10− 60 kcal/mol weaker

than in the bulk crystal. Solvated PHE amino acids exhibited slightly weaker binding to the nanosur-

faces because they have less dispersion sites in the phenyl group than in the broader indole group

found in TRP amino acids. The interactions of solvated amino acids with nanosurfaces were stronger
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than interactions of crystalline amino acids with nanosurfaces (TRP/PHECH-carbon nanosurfaces or

TRPCH-P nanosurfaces), although not strong enough to overcome intra-crystal interactions. Solvated

metabolites on the cylindrical surfaces of CNTs exhibited the weakest coupling. As the diameter of

the CNT increased, the metabolite-CNT interactions became stronger and approached values closer

to graphene interactions.

Conclusion

We have shown that hybrid superstructures can be formed when biomolecular crystals are ad-

sorbed on planar and cylindrical inorganic nanomaterials or when the crystals are intercalated be-

tween them. Due to large intra-crystal and relatively small inter-crystal coupling energies, the

crystals remain stable. Racemic crystals tend to adsorb in a flat manner on planar nanosurfaces

and wrap in a straight manner around CNTs. However, enantiopure crystals can naturally twist on

the nanosurfaces, deform them in a helical way, and form helices on CNTs. These induced deforma-

tions of inorganic nanomaterials can induce their optical activity, unusual electronic and magnetic

properties.
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4.5 Nanosheets and Metallo-Hydrogel Formed by 2-nm
Metal-Organic Cages based on electrostatic interaction

Adapted from Ref. [9] (ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12 DOI:10.1021/acsami.0c16366)

with permissions from ACS Publishing Groups.

Introduction

Nanosheets with large surface area but only atomic or molecular thickness have many promising

applications [267]. These molecular-based bottom-up nanosheets have structural diversity, but their

growth mechanism is still actively debated [268–271]. It is critical to identify the driving forces

of the supramolecular structure formation with the goal to manipulate the sol-gel transitions to

understand such gelation processes. Supramolecular gel from MOCs has been reported based on

dynamic coordination bonds, [272] charge assisted H-bonds [273] or host-guest interactions [274]

with organic [272, 274–276] or mixed solvents [276–280]. Nanoscale charged molecules (macroions,

including MOCs) can attract each other via counterion-mediated attraction. Simulation results also

confirm that the formation of 2D nanosheets is a common option. These MOCs spontaneously bend

and form hollow, spherical, single layered blackberry type structures [281]. Gelation usually does not

occur because these supramolecular structures do not possess large excluded volumes. Therefore, to

seek for electrostatic interaction-based hydrogels, a viable approach is to choose macroions which

can attract each other but restrain their assembly to open structures with the help of additional

forces [282].

Metal-ligand coordination-driven self-assembly can construct supramolecular structures with con-

trol over designing 2D and 3D architectures [283–294], such as metal-organic cycles (metallacycles)

and metal-organic cages (metallacages, MOCs). Supramolecular gels based on MOCs have diverse

building structures, such as rod-like structures [279], fibrous structures [274, 275, 278, 280], and
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nanoparticles [277] at critical gelation concentration (CGC). CGCs can range from 5 mg/mL [272]

to >100 mg/mL [275]. Here, we investigate their structure.

Experimental results

Through the self-assembly of TPE-based ligands 1a or 1b, the dicarboxylate ligand 2a or 2b,

and cis-Pt(PEt3)2 3, THE MOCs 4a, 4b and 4c, respectively, were prepared according to previously

reported methods.[23]

Figure 59: Self-assembly of the MOCs with NO−
3 as counterions.

Interestingly, the addition of NaNO3 into concentrated aqueous solutions of 4a (≥ 15.0 mg/mL)

leads to hydrogel formation. When 8 molar equivalents of NaNO3 were added into 20.0 mg/mL 4a

solution, the solution turned into gel within seconds. This transparent gel has the same yellow color

as the solution. Heating the gel at 90◦C leads to a transparent and viscous solution and gel phase can

be recovered after bringing the solution back to room temperature. This reversible sol-gel transition
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suggests that the gel formed from 4a in water is a physical gel based on non-covalent interactions.

Because no strong NMR signal can be obtained from the cages in D2O [295], the gel was dried and

redissolved in CD3CN, which leads to very similar 1H-NMR spectra, further confirming that the

cages are stable during the process and the gelation is not based on a chemical reaction. With 8

equivalents of NaNO3, CGC was ≈ 15 mg/mL: below the CGC, further adding sufficient NaNO3 did

not lead to gelation, but only make 4a aggregate and eventually precipitate; above the CGC, 4a

solution turned into hydrogel quickly.

In this hydrogel system, there are only 4a, NaNO3 and water but no high molecular weight

gelators such as polymers. Small molecules have been reported to construct polymeric structures and

form gels through non-covalent interactions, such as metal-ligand coordination, hydrogen bonding

or hydrophobic interaction.[16] However, none of them seems to be the primary driving force in this

study because: (1) there is no chemical reaction and thus no dynamic coordination sites are available;

(2) 4a are neither ordinary hydrogen bonding donors nor acceptors; (3) 1D fiber structures are not

observed, which should be the primary structures if hydrophobic interactions are the major driving

forces for gelation because 4a contains two hydrophobic 1a on the opposite faces. In addition,

electrostatic interaction often does not favor gelation because the electrostatic repulsion stabilizes

the single molecules and the electrostatic attraction will promote aggregation.

MD simulations: methods and results

We used NAMD2.12 [37] package to perform MD simulations and Particle-mesh Ewald (PME)

method [57] to evaluate the long-range Coulomb interactions. We used time steps ranging 0.8 fs -

2.0 fs, evaluated long-range interaction lists every 1 (van der Waals) and 2 (Coulombic) time steps.

We used a switching function with on/off distances 10/12 Å for non-bonded interactions, the NPT
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Figure 60: (a) Nanosheets and blackberry structure formed by polyoxometalate macroions. (b)
Proposed self-assemble process from 4a in aqueous solution with the addition of NaNO3. Counterion-
mediated attraction promotes the formation of nanosheet from 4a and stabilized by unique cage
conformation, charge distribution and σ − π interaction. (Counterions are omitted for clear.)

ensemble at a constant temperature of 310 K, constant pressure of 1 atm, and a Langevin constant

of γLang = 1.00 ps−1.

All systems had 6 cages in a box of 14.2 × 14.2 × 14.2 nm3 = 2863 nm3 with 48 NO−
3 counter

ions to balance the charges of these cages plus 60 NaNO3 ion pairs so that there would be 10 times

equivalence of those ion pairs in the solution. We modelled water molecules as TIP3P[6]. We imposed

an improper angle of 180◦ and a force constant of 90 kcal/mol rad2 on NO−
3 ions. We obtained all

other parameters for the NO−
3 ions from literature[7].

We determined all bonds, angles, and non-aromatic dihedrals parameters for corner ligands, edges

and faces through MP2/6 − 31G ∗ //MP2/6 − 31G∗ level of theory, using Gaussian [74]. We used

VMD force field toolkit [59, 75] for parameter fitting from quantum mechanical calculations. We
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obtained aromatic dihedral parameters from CHARMM36 generalized force field [39, 40]. During

the quantum calculations, we modelled corner ligands, edges and faces as isolated molecules. Due

to the large size of the faces, we broke the face molecules down to the smaller molecules: 1) a

double aromatic system that would bond to a platinum atom and 2) the derivative of ethene, with

four aromatic groups bonded directly to it. We obtained dispersion parameters from analogous

atoms in CHARM36 force field [39, 40, 296]. We determined partial charges through the CHELPG

algorithm [76] in implicit water solvent.

After we determined the force field parameters, we assembled the cages from the 16 (monodentate

ligands) or eight (bidentate) corner ligands, four edges and two faces. We modelled the platinum -

nitrogen bonds as 2.10 Å long with a force constant of 300 kcal/mol Å2; platinum - oxygen bonds

as 2.10 Å apart with a force constant of 300 kcal/mol Å2; platinum - phosphorous bonds as 2.45 Å

apart with a force constant of 300 kcal/mol Å2.

First we minimized the systems for 5000 steps; then we heated the system for 2000 steps with

an increment of 1 K every 5 steps, while keeping platinum atoms and atoms bonded to the platinum

atoms constrained for both processes. During minimization and heating we had angles, which in-

volved the platinum atom as the central atom constrained to enforce the square planar symmetry.

After heating, we released all atoms and angles involving platinum atoms (i.e. we set those force

constants equal to 0). We restrained any atom separated by at most two bonds from the platinum

atom, as well as an aromatic carbon (on the one of the edges) on the opposite diagonal, analogous to

keeping a table stable, in order to prevent the cages from collapsing. We enforced this restraint by

setting the root-mean-square deviation to be less than 0.1 Å and the force constant 4000 kcal/mol,

using the collective variables (colvar) module in NAMD. During the production runs, we recorded
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snapshots of the trajectory every 10 ps, where the number of steps between each snapshot is inversely

proportional to the timestep.

Atomic density isosurfaces were calculated in VMD volmap [59] function. We constructed vol-

umeteric maps of atomic densities with a resolution of 0.5 Å, with all atoms having equal weight at

each snapshot. We averaged the all maps for the entire trajectory. We selected one specific cage,

recalculated the trajectory with the cage held at constant position through the RMSD align func-

tion [59], and calculated two volumeteric maps: 1) of all other cages and 2) NO−
3 ions. Isosurface

values were chosen such that they could give a visible proximity of atomic density around the central

cage.

To better understand the self-assembly of the above molecular cages, we have performed atomistic

molecular (MD) dynamics simulations of separate 4a, 4b and 4c cages (six in each system) in

solutions with 10 equivalents of NaNO3 and neutralized by additional NO−
3 counterions. Figure 61

shows the top and side views of the final supramolecular configurations for 4a, 4b and 4c as well as

atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages and NO−
3 ions around a specific cage. 4a (Figure 61

a-c) forms a 2D unimolecular network, through σ − π noncovalent bonds from its corner to the

edge of neighboring cages. Since 4a has two aromatic groups on the edges, it can easily form a

”double σ− π noncovalent bond”, which strengthens this interaction. The atomic density isosurface

of neighboring cages shows that the neighboring cages bind primarily through the edge aromatic

groups and corner ligands, but not the face aromatic groups. This steric arrangement facilitates a

”lock and key” binding that propagates into a 2D network because propagation through the faces

does not occur.

There is only one aromatic group on each edge in 4b, so the ”double σ− π noncovalent bond” is

not structurally very likely. Therefore, the alkyl groups of the ligands at the corners interact weaker
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with the edges and some of those ligands interact with the faces of a neighboring cage (Figure 61 g).

As a result, the supramolecular cluster of 4b is less ordered than the supramolecular cluster of 4a

(Figure 61 e and f). After the supramolecular structure forms, it undergoes internal conformational

changes. A 3D disordered supramolecular structure of 4b forms because the cages can bind through

the faces as well as the ligands, unlike the cages of 4a.

The formation of ”double σ−π noncovalent bonds” is structurally possible in 4c, giving different

supramolecular structures than 4a or 4b (Figure 61 i and j). Rather than forming a 2D network

or a highly disordered 3D cluster, 4c cages form 1D chains. This is because the σ − π interaction

occurs through the faces rather than through the edges (Figure 61 i). In 4c, the functional groups

on faces and edges, which bind to the Pt center, are reversed from those of 4a, i.e. the carboxyl

groups are on the faces and the pyridine groups are on the edges. The 4c cages bind through the

faces rather than through the edges. This causes a 1D chain growth rather than the formation of a

broader 2D network observed in 4a. It seems that the corner ligands in 3 have a preference to form

σ − π interactions with aromatic groups adjacent to carboxyl acids rather than pyridine groups.

The carboxyl groups in 1b, 2a, and 2b tend to withdraw electrons from the neighboring aromatic

groups, whereas the pyridine groups in 1a and 2c add electrons within the adjacent aromatic groups.

The σ − π interactions would more likely occur with aromatic groups that have lower electron

densities, i.e. those adjacent to carboxyl groups. Therefore, 4a has an electronic and steric structure

that fits the formation of a 2D network, which is not possible in 4b, due to steric effects. 4c has a

different electronic structure in the faces and sides, leading to different supramolecular structures.

More cages with different corners, yet the same edges and faces as 4a and 4b, have been simulated

and discussed in SI.
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Figure 61: (a,b) Top and side views of supramolecular structure of 4a and neighboring NO−
3 ions

after 205 ns long simulations. c) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages around one cage with
4a structure. d) Atomic density isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one cage with 4a structure. (e,f)
Top and side views of a supramolecular structure of 4b and neighboring NO−

3 ions after 259 ns. g)
Atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages around one cage with 4b structure. h) Atomic density
isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one cage with 4b structure. (i,j) Top and side views of supramolecular
structure of 4c and neighboring NO−

3 ions after 340 ns. k) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring
cages around one cage with 4c structure. l) Atomic density isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one cage
with 4c structure. Scale bar in inset c represents 1 nm for insets a-c, e-g, and i-k. Scale bar in inset
l represents 1 Å for insets d, h, and l.

Counterion-mediate attraction among the cages is important for the self-assembly processes, since

each cage has a net charge of +8e. In all radial distribution functions of the N atom in the NO−
3 with

respect to the Pt atom, the most intense peaks occurred at r ≈ 3.5Å. Integration of the peak yields 1,

which means that there is a high probability an NO−
3 ion located close to the charged Pt atom, which

screens the charge of the Pt atom. NO−
3 ions were all outside the cages and close to the Pt atoms,

according to our atomic density isosurfaces (Figure 61 d, h and l). This enables bridging between the
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highly charged cages. In addition, the NO−
3 ions had a tendency to be closer to the faces, rather than

the sides regardless of the electronic structure of the faces. This indicates that steric factors influence

the position of counterions more than electronic structure of the cages. The counterion-mediated

attraction among cages was indicated by the Pt-Pt distance, determined to be 7.8 Å by XRD, and

Pt-NO−
3 distance, 3.5 Å obtained by simulation. During the self-assembly process, cages come close

to each other due to counterion-mediated attraction, forming 2D nanosheets, stabilized by σ − π

interaction and the large excluded volume leads to gelation with assistance of hydrophobic/partially

π − π interactions.

We modelled the same cages as 4a and 4b with different corner ligands, whose definitions and

nomenclature are shown in Figure 62. We modelled the same face and two edges, yet there are three

types of new corner ligands: 1) with a phosphorus atom bonded to three phenyl groups (named

PPh3), 2) a bidentate dipyridine group (named diNPh), and 3) a bidentate ethylenediamine group,

thus giving a total of 6 new types of cages.

When the corner ligands are PPh3, there is a strong assembly of cages through the aromatic

stacking of the ligands, as shown in Figure 63 a,b,d,e. The composition of edges are unimportant

because binding occurs mainly through the ligands. The corner ligands are multivalent with each

ligand having three phenyl groups. The multivalency between the two binding ligands can increase

the binding strengths between two cages. We observed the effects enhanced binding of multivalent

nanoparticles to protein in a previous study [8]. The cages coalesce mostly along the edges as shown

in Figure 63 c,g, thus they have a supramolecular structure similar to that of 4a in main text. The

two PPh3 cages are the only systems where the NO−
3 ions are further away the 3.75 Å from the

Pt center due to the highly bulky nature of the ligands (Figure 63 d,h). In PPh3 4a, the NO−
3

coalesce in a plane that bisects the cages through the faces (Figure 63d). This is possible because
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Figure 62: Faces, edges and corners for 4a and 4b with different corner ligands.
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the edges are longer, with two aromatic groups, thus enabling the NO−
3 ions to diffuse between the

bulky ligands. In PPh3 4b, the edges only have one aromatic group. Therefore, the NO−
3 ions are

found only in the center of the cage, due to steric hindrance from the bulky ligands.

When corner ligands are diNPh, there is an extremely weak noncovalent bond between the cages.

The ligands are more constrained because they are bidentate. In addition there are fewer aromatic

groups in the diNPh corner ligands than in the PPh3 corner ligands. This can cause a drop in mul-

tivalency. We see both assembly and disassembly in the both networks throughout the simulations,

though diNPh 4b, which had only one aromatic group on the edge, is more prone to disassembly.

Binding occurs between the pyridine-like ligand and the pyridine group on the faces, as shown in Fig-

ure 63 k,o. Coalescence between aromatic groups with similar electronic structure. Therefore, there

is the cages bind between the pydrine groups. Disordered 3D structures form as the supramolecular

structures of both cages with diNPh corner ligands, rather than 2D networks, as shown in Figure 63

i,j,m,n.

Finally when the ligands are ethylenediamine, the weakest binding between cages occurs from

all other cages with different corner ligands. Assembly and disassembly of supramolecular clusters

occurs in both systems throughout the simulations, though disassembly was more prevalent in 4b,

which had one aromatic group on the edges, rather than 4a, which had two aromatic groups on the

edges. Binding occurs mainly through σ − π interactions from alkyl hydrogen, bonded to carbon

atoms on the ligands, with pyridine aromatic groups on the faces (Figure 63 q-s, u-w). Binding

is weaker with ethylenediamine corner ligands than the corner ligands in 3 (refer to main text)

because ethylenediamine is a single bidentate ligand, which has more constrained motion and a lack

of multivalency. In addition, the ethylenediamine corner ligand fewer alkyl atoms to bind.
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Figure 63: (a,b) Top and side views of supramolecular structure of PPh3 4a and neighboring NO−
3

ions after 202 ns. c) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages around one PPh3 4a. d) Atomic
density isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one PPh3 4a. (e,f) Top and side views of supramolecular
structure of PPh3 4b and neighboring NO−

3 ions after 194 ns. g) Atomic density isosurface of
neighboring cages around one PPh3 4b. h) Atomic density isosurface of NO−

3 cages around one PPh3
4b. (i,j) Top and side views of supramolecular structure of diNPh 4a and neighboring NO−

3 ions after
257 ns. k) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages around one diNPh 4a. l) Atomic density
isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one diNPh 4a. (m,n) Top and side views of supramolecular structure
of diNPh 4b and neighboring NO−

3 ions after 257 ns. o) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring
cages around one diNPh 4b. p) Atomic density isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one cage diNPh 4b.
(q,r) Top and side views of supramolecular structure of ethylenediamine 4a and neighboring NO−

3

ions after 204 ns. s) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages around one ethylenediamine
4a. t) Atomic density isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one ethylenediamine 4a. (u,v) Top and side
views of supramolecular structure of ethylenediamine 4b and neighboring NO−

3 ions after 408 ns.
(Two separate clusters are shown). (w) Atomic density isosurface of neighboring cages around one
ethylenediamine 4b. x) Atomic density isosurface of NO−

3 ions around one ethylenediamine 4a.
Scale bar in inset u represents 1 nm for insets a-c, e-g, i-k, m-o, q-s, and u-w. Scale bar in inset x
represents 1 Å for insets d, h, l, p, t, and x.
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Next we evaluated the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of cages, normalized with respect

to the number of atoms in each cage as shown in Figure 64. Peaks of g(r) are the most intense

for values of r <5 Å, due to the higher internal structure of the cages. In addition there are also

neighboring cages binding, which have atoms in the same vicinity. Weakly bonded cages, such as

those with bidentate ligands have higher intensities of g(r), than those of strongly bonded cages for

values r >5 Å. Since weakly bonded cages can diffuse away from each other more easily, they have

higher intensities at higher values of r. When cages have one aromatic group on the edges, their

bonding is weaker. Therefore at higher values of r the values of g(r) is higher for the 4b than their

4a counter parts. The only exception are the PPh3 systems, where the binding occurs primarily

between ligands of different cages and the g(r) of these systems practically overlap.

We calculated RDFs of neighboring cages around a specific cage, normalized with respect to the

number of atoms in each cage, in order to understand interactions between different cages better,

as shown in Figure 65. All RDFs, except for 4a and the PPh3 systems, show similar patterns of

being bimodal, having either two distinct peaks or one distinct peak and a shoulder with a distinct

minimum at r >40 Å. This is due to the disordered arrangement in the clusters as shown in Figure 63.

4a and the PPh3 systems show strikingly different patterns, where they have broad two plateaus

in the RDF at values r = 5 to 15 Å and r = 20 Å to 35 Å, yet no distinct peaks or valleys. The

unimolecular layer of 2-D network, formed by 4a or PPh3 systems, causes smaller values at lower

values of r, yet consistent values of RDF at higher values of r, unlike a 3-D disordered structure. 4c

is also somewhat broad due to its ability to make a 1-D chain.

Finally in order to understand screening effects of cages we calculated RDFs of the nitrogen atom

in the NO−
3 ion (named as NNO3) with respect to the platinum atom (named as Pt) as shown in

Figure 66. In all cages, with the exception of PPh3 4b, there is an intense peak at r ≈ 3.50 − 3.75
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Figure 64: Radial distribution functions of cage atoms with other cage atoms, with intensities nor-
malized with respect to number of atoms in each cage. Inset shows the same functions, whose
normalized values are below 0.75.

Å. The Pt atom is modelled as having a charge of +2e, yet each edge has a charge of −2 e. Each

cage has a net charge of +8 e, yet when examining one Pt center the net charge should be +1 e.

The presence of the NO−
3 ion screens the Pt atom. In the region of 5 Å < r <27.5 Å, there are

distinct peaks and valleys. This is a reflection of the highly ordered cages, where other NO−
3 ions

are bonded strongly. There are higher intensities for the weakly bonded cages, which have bidentate

ligands. Ions can bind more strongly to a Pt site when solvated. In addition, the weakly bonded

cages (4b) have higher intensity g(r) than their more strongly bonded counter parts (4a). In a

supramolecular cluster, these ions could be coupled to other cages or NO−
3 ions. PPh3 4b has a

different ion distribution as shown in Figure 63 h and was discussed earlier.
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Figure 65: Radial distribution functions neighboring cage atoms around a central cage, with inten-
sities normalized with respect to number of atoms in each cage.

Conclusion

In summary, we report a physical hydrogel formation process from a 2-nm sized cuboid-like

metal-organic cage at low cage concentrations based on counterion-mediated attraction. With the

addition of extra salts, the cages will first form large 2-D nanosheets in aqueous solution based

on counterion-mediated attraction and stabilized by unique cage conformation, charge density as

well as sigma-pi interaction, which is confirmed by the simulation results; the resulting hydrophobic

sheets behave similarly to graphene oxide and form porous network, where the hydrophobic sheets

were stacked due to hydrophobic/π − π interactions. The hydrogel present typical weak physical

gel properties and can undergo temperature-controlled sol-gel transitions. This work elaborates the
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Figure 66: Radial distribution functions of NNO3 atoms with respect to Pt atoms. Inset shows the
same functions, whose values are below 50.

gelation process from low molecular weight gelators with electrostatic interaction dominated, which

distinguishes itself from traditional gel systems, for instance, fiber entanglements.
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4.6 In Situ Liquid-Cell TEM Observation of Multiphase Classical
and Nonclassical Nucleation of Calcium Oxalate

Adapted from Ref. [297] (submitted)

Introduction

Calcium oxalate (CaC2O4 · H2O, or CaOx) is an important crystal for plants and fungi that

may be involved in environmental CO2 capture [298–300]. Oxalate is a downstream metabolite of

CO2. Oxalate sequesters calcium within sub-cellular vacuoles to regulate calcium and stores excess

CO2 in plants [298–300]. In nature, CaOx the most common mineral form of CaOx is monohydrate

(COM). The other mineral forms of CaOx, in decreasing abundance and thermodynamic stability,

are dihydrate (COD), trihydrate (COT), or amorphous (ACO) (extremely rare), [301]. COM is the

most common CaOx phase in kidney stones, while COD is less common, and COT is exceedingly

rare [302, 303]. Plants primarily contain COM and COD [304]. ACO is highly unstable and quickly

crystallizes environmentally, but it has been prepared in the laboratory setting [305–307]. Previous

studies have characterized the structure, morphology, and chemical content of CaOx minerals in

plants [304], humans [308], and in vitro chemical studies [309–311]. Transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) studies of CaOx have primarily focused on ex situ interactions of CaOx with biologicall

systems [312–314], or as a characterization technique for benchtop experiments [315,316]. No studies

have documented real-time CaOx nucleation.

Previously, in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to study the real-time growth of

CaOx from seed crystals [317–322]. AFM is limited to the analysis of material surfaces, and cannot

determine the crystal structure and local chemical changes during nucleation and growth. Graphene

liquid cell (GLC) encapsulation of a liquid sample has been used for in situ imaging of colloid

nanocrystals, ferritin, or bacteria [323–326]. We use GLC within a TEM to observe real-time CaOx
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nucleation and mineral growth. In these experiments, a supersaturated liquid solution of calcium

and oxalate (C2O4H2O
2−) ions was encapsulated in GLC, allowing observation of nucleation and

growth of CaOx [324,326–330]. In a similar way, the effect of citrate on the mineralization of CaOx

was also studied in GLC. Select-area electron diffraction (SAED) was used to characterize the crystal

structure of particles formed in the GLC.

Experimental results

GLCs containing both CaOx and citrate (Figure 67) display markedly different CaOx crystal

nucleation for most of the particles observed to nucleate. In Figure 67A a particle first appears at

approximately 20 nm in diameter with very low contrast throughout 0 to 1.3 seconds. From 1.3

through 3 seconds the particle contrast increases while remaining the same diameter (Figure 67A-

H). The particle then dissolves from 3 seconds to 17.3 seconds (Figure 67H-J). Several underlying

phenomena may explain these observations. First, the particle may grow in the z direction only,

without apparent growth in the image plane in Figure 67. This changes the contrast due to in-

creased thickness. Second, the particle may be rotating. This rotation may cause changes in the

diffraction contrast of the particle if the particle is crystalline. Thirdly, the particle may be dissolving

and reforming at the same location. This may occur due to high local concentrations of ions. The

contour plot of the growth phase (0 to 3 seconds) resembles previous observations of CaCO3 growth

from dense liquid droplets [331]. Here, high ionic concentrations may not be visible in Figure 67.

Regardless of the underlying mechanism of particle appearance and disappearance, here citrate lim-
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Figure 67: Repeated CaOx formation and dissolution in the presence of citrate. The
particle forms with a diameter of approximately 20 nm, and increases in contrast throughout A.
At 3 seconds, the particle develops 90◦ corners. This particle fluctuates in diameter, contrast, and
corner sharpness before dissolving. In the upper row of B, MD simulations shows aggregation of
calcium and oxalate ions during nucleation. In contrast, the lower row of B MD simulations show
that calcium:citrate interactions prevent nucleation of CaOx. The upper panel of C displays the
local water molecule concentration in the MD simulations in the absence of citrate. The lower panel
of C, displays the local water molecule concentration in the presence of citrate. A representative
aggregation of CaOx formed without citrate illustrates the presence of water molecules (blue) around
a CaOx particle in the upper inset of C. Oxalate anions are indicated in green, and calcium cations
in orange. In the lower panel of C, in the presence of citrate CaOx has a much higher water molecule
to calcium ratio along the Y axis, suggesting an increase in the hydration state. Further, there is
reduced aggregation along the X axis in the presence of citrate (lower panel) as compared to the
upper panel without citrate C. In the inset in the lower panel of C, smaller CaOx clusters formed in
the presence of citrate illustrate a higher local water molecule to calcium ratio as compared to the
upper panel. Citrate anions are indicated in red. The scale bar in A is 20 nm, 5 nm in B, and 1 nm
in C. All TEM images were collected at the same magnification in the same area.
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its the formation of CaOx to approximately 20 nm in diameter. It is unclear if the particles are

crystalline, semi-crystalline or amorphous due to the limited resolution of the figure.

Formation of CaOx dihydrate in the presence of citrate

Citrate may increase the solubility of CaOx. Previous works have reported this possibility at

different concentrations of CaOx and citrate. The increase in the solubility of CaOx was only

reported to be ≈ 0.4 mM of CaOx in previous works [332]. Here, much higher concentrations of

CaOx were used, which may alter the effect of citrate [332]. The GLC confinement may alter the

local ion concentrations, which permits the particle dynamics observed in Figure 67A-J [332–334].

The nucleation of CaOx or calcium citrate at higher ionic concentrations must also be considered. At

sufficiently high ion concentrations the chelating effect of citrate may be overcome and precipitation

of CaOx observed as previously documented [332].

In addition to the inhibitory effect of citrate, discussed above, MD simulations also determined the

correlation between the ratio of water molecules and calcium ions present in each cluster and the size

of that cluster (determined by the number of calcium ions in the respective cluster) (Figure 67L-M).

In both the absence and presence of citrate the above ratio reached a limiting value with increasing

cluster sizes (Figure 67L-M). Without citrate, this limiting value is around 5, whereas with citrate

it increases to 12.5 (Figure 67L-M). In the presence of citrate, we can expect that the finger-like

clusters eventually collapse and capture more waters than do the round compact clusters formed in

the absence of citrate. This suggests that the presence of citrate may increase the hydration state

of the CaOx formed (Figure 67M), in agreement with experimental observations (COD formation

observed in the presence of citrate).
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In addition to the dissolution of CaOx previously observed at equilibrium in Figure 67, other

GLCs containing CaOx and citrate showed formation of irregular nanoparticles. However, SAED

of CaOx particles formed in the presence of citrate shows the presence of polycrystalline COD

overlapped with graphene peaks [335–337]. The individual, distinct spots identify the (100) and

(210) planes of graphene [335,336]. The side by side dots in the SAED pattern indicate the presence

of two layers of graphene [336]. This shows that the GLC consists of a lower single layer of graphene

under the sample, while another single layer of graphene covers the sample to encapsulate it. Circles

rather than individual diffraction spots indicate the presence of many crystals which make up the

overall polycrystalline structure and identify the formation of COD rather than COM [335–337].

The presence of COD shows an increase in the hydration state from COM, consistent with MD

simulations (Figure 67L-M).

The formation of COD in the presence of citrate observed in GLC was also supported by ex situ

experiments. SEM imaging showed CaOx morphologies representative of COD, while XRD confirmed

the crystal structure of COD [337]. EDS chemical analysis identified the oxygen signal increase from

the expected 5 : 1 O:Ca in COM synthesized in the absence of citrate. In the presence of citrate,

there was a 6 : 1 O:Ca ratio indicative of the formation of COD. EELS showed slightly lower values as

compared to EDS, which is likely due to electron beam sample damage. EELS did however confirm

the increased oxygen signal. EDS mapping showed no significant background oxygen signal in the

ex situ samples.

MD simulations: methods and results

MD simulations were performed with NAMD2.12 [37]. Water molecules were described using

TIP3P model [338]. Monoatomic ions were modeled by their Lennard-Jones parameters and integral

charges [339]). Parameters for citrate and oxalate ions were determined using MP2/6 − 31G ∗
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//MP2/6 − 31G∗ level of theory, in implicit water solvent through Gaussian program [74], using

VMD force field toolkit [75]. In all simulations, the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method [57] was

used for evaluation of long-range Coulomb interactions. Long-range interactions were evaluated

every 1 (van der Waals) and 2 (Coulombic) time steps. The simulations were performed in the NPT

ensemble at a constant temperature of 310 K, constant pressure (varied for different simulations)

and a Langevin constant of γLang = 1.00 ps−1. The pure CaOx simulations had the same number of

water, calcium, oxalate ions, such that [CaOx] = 0.125 M at 1 atm. There were a total of 254 oxalate

ions in all simulations. Simulations with citrate ions had the same number of citrate and oxalate ions.

Spectator ions were also added into the system in order to replicate experimental conditions. The

systems (citrate present or absent) differed by applied pressures of 1 and 100 atm. MD simulations

at 100 atm were included to control for the possible increase in pressure due to GLC encapsulation

(SI note S3). The 100 atm pressure was selected since it is an order of magnitude greater than

pressure predicted by previous studies [340]. The systems were minimized for 5, 000 steps and then

pre-equilibrated for 2 ns, with a time step set to 2.0 fs. During minimization and pre-equilibration,

one carbon atom on each oxalate and citrate (if applicable) molecule was harmonically constrained

in order to allow these molecules to rotate, but not diffuse. There were no constraints during the

simulations, which ran for 100 ns and with a time step of 1.0 fs.

During the evaluation of number of water molecules within clusters, we assume that a cluster

has at least 1 calcium ion and one oxalate or citrate molecule, which have at least one their atoms

within 2.5 Å of that calcium ion. Clusters were determined by selecting a calcium or oxalate ion

and finding the neighboring calcium, oxalate, or citrate ions within 2.5 Å. This process is repeated

until the whole cluster is determined. Iterations ended when no new neighbors were found. After the

cluster size was determined, we determined the number of water molecules that were within 2.5 Å
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of any calcium, oxalate, or citrate molecule in the final cluster. In order to eliminate effects related

to a finite simulation box, we determined whether any molecule in the final cluster was within 4.5

Å of the boundary of simulation box. If there was a cluster close to the boundary of the box, we

displaced the entire cluster and neighboring water molecules and repeated the calculations. The sizes

of clusters were determined by the number of calcium ions in those clusters. Evaluations of cluster

sizes were determined for every 1.00 ns, due to memory limitations. The computational power of

modern computers limited the volume of the MD simulations to several nanometers.

Nucleation of CaOx from a supersaturated solution without and with 0.1M citrate were modelled

by MD simulations (Figure 67K). While the magnification of figure exceeds many previous works

on low-contrast carbon-based particles, liquid TEM is limited in its resolution due to the thickness

of the sample. MD simulations are however limited to small volumes due to the current limitations

of modern computers. Thus, the MD approach provides insight beyond what can be observed in

liquid TEM rather than direction comparisons. In the MD simulations, in the absence of citrate,

CaOx aggregated to form amorphous clusters. These clusters then continued increasing in size and

combining with other clusters. (Figure 67K). However, when citrate was present, the calcium ions

interacted with the citrate and formed small and unstable complexes (Figure 67K). The alternative

calcium:citrate interactions prevented stable precipitation of CaOx, similar to the CaOx and citrate

solution in Figure 67. This effect occurs because the tridentate citrate anion, with three carboxylic

acids groups capable of accepting calcium cations, exhibits stronger Ca:O bonds than the bidentate

oxalate [332,341] The MD simulations were also performed at higher pressure to control for possible

changes in pressure due to GLC encapsulation.

The alternative calcium:citrate interactions thus reduce the free calcium present which prevents

stable formation of CaOx (Figure 67K). However, calcium citrate does not precipitate since the
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overall structure of calcium citrate is less stable than CaOx [332]. Thus, throughout Figure 67, an

equilibrium between the calcium:citrate and calcium:oxalate exists, which prevents stable precipita-

tion of CaOx. Excess calcium ions in the solution temporarily overcome the formation of soluble

calcium:citrate complexes, which form CaOx nanoparticles (Figure 67A-H. However, the interactions

of calcium with citrate dissolves the CaOx particles, which leads to the cyclic formation and disso-

lution of unstable CaOx experimentally observed in Figure 67H-J and modelled in Figure 67K. This

supports the third possible explanation for the phenomena observed in Figure 67A-J, wherein a high

ionic concentration forms, condenses into a 20 nm in diameter particle, before dissolving due to the

presence citrate.

Conclusion

The presence of citrate alters the solubility, hydration state, crystal structure, and morphology

of the CaOx crystals during the nucleation process. Citrate-induced changes in the formation of

CaOx were previously predicted to occur by interaction with amorphous precursors [315], polynuclear

complexes [315], or by step-pinning of crystal facets as in the C-V model [342]. Ruiz-Agudo et al. [315]

showed that CaOx was inhibited by citrate due to citrate coating growing amorphous particles to

prevent further aggregation. Here, it is difficult to find evidence for such coating. Instead, it was

observed that the dihydrate form of CaOx can become more stable due to integration of water

molecules in the CaOx aggregates. These differences may arise due to variations in the reagent

concentrations, background electrolytes, or addition of additives reported in many studies.



CHAPTER 5

NANOFLUIDICS

(Previously published as Ghodsi, S. M., Sharifi-Asl, S. S., Rehak, P., Král, P., Megaridis, C.

M., Shahbazian-Yassar, R., Shokuhfar T. Assessment of Pressure and Density of Confined Water

in Graphene Liquid Cells. Advanced Material Interfaces 1901727 (2020); Pendse, A., Cetindag, S.,

Rehak, P., Gao, H., Behura, S., Wang, T., Berry, V., Král, P, Shan, J., Kim, S. High Efficiency

Osmotic Energy Harvesting in Charged Membranes Formed Aligned Boron-Nitride Nanopores. Ad-

vanced Fnctonal Matrials 2009586 (2021).)

In this chapter, we investigate at two different studies of nanofluidics. In the first study we

examine the pressure of water droplets encased between in a graphene liquid cell. In the second study

we look at power generation through osmotic energy harvesting by allowing the reverse dialysis flow

of KCl through a charge boron-nitride nanotube.

195
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5.1 Assessment of Pressure and Density of Confined Water in Graphene Liquid Cells

Adapted from Ref. [10] (Adv. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 7 DOI:10.1002/admi.201901727)

with permissions from John Wiley and Sons Publishing groups.

Introduction

Nanometer-thick films of liquids encased in Van der Waals (vdW) materials may deviate from

the behavior of bulk confined matter [325, 343–347]. This deviation of behavior can provide a novel

platform to study fundamental thermodynamic studies on liquid solutions in confined environments

[348]. In closely-confined systems, vdW forces are inversely proportional to the size of confinement.

Thus, they act more strongly with decreasing thickness of the encased liquid film [346]. The energy

cost of bending a 2D membrane over the confined sample should be studied, because the vdW forces

and bending strain energies impose substantial pressure on the entrapped liquid. For example, water

trapped between hydrophobic graphene membranes appears as ice at room temperature [349] and

was confirmed by molecular simulations [350–354]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been used to

directly measure the pressure of confined water, where pressures as high as 1 GPa were reported [340].

The advent of graphene liquid cell (GLC) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has enabled the

study of water and liquid solutions with unprecedented spatial and analytical resolutions [355–357].

While previous studies confirmed the existence of high pressure in liquid solutions under graphene

confinement [348], the magnitude of the pressure of these confined films is still under investiga-

tion. Previous studies have utilized nontransmission probes, including AFM, Raman, and Fourier-

transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, to examine the liquid samples confined between vdW ma-

terials and atomically-smooth substrates like hBN and MoS2 [340, 348], but have not reported on

the thermodynamic state of liquids confined solely between vdW material interlayers. The relatively
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small size of graphene liquid pockets in GLC compared to the spatial resolution and probe size of

conventional analytical methods constrains the application of common nontransmission spectroscopy

tools in studying such confined samples. Our experimental results indicate a 12% elevation in the

density of graphene-entrapped water where pressures as high as 400 MPa are reached at room tem-

peratures. Furthermore, our energy conservation analysis and simulations of GLCs considering the

effect of vdW forces, Laplace pressure, and strain energy is in agreement with the experimental

results.

Experimental results

Rise of water density with pressure escalation inside GLCs

While the pressure of water in either liquid-flow holder or GLC cannot be derived directly from

low-loss EELS, electron spectroscopy can estimate the relative density of water in GLC as discussed

earlier. Using the equation of state (EOS) for water at room temperature, we derived the pressure

exerted on water due to graphene encapsulation by taking into account the change of water density.

Assuming that the density of water in the liquid-flow holder is close to that of water at ambient

conditions (0.99 g cm−3 at 25◦ C and 1 bar), [358,359], the density of water in this particular GLC

is 1.12± 0.10 g cm−3.

The possibility of such high pressures under graphene encapsulation agrees with some previously

reported studies [340, 350, 360]. For instance, the AFM measurements and ab initio calculations on

argon enclosures formed between layers of graphene and atomically-smooth Ir (100) wafer revealed

internal pressure of Ar of the order of 5 GPa [361]. However, not all previous reports agree with

the existence of such high pressure inside graphene enclosures. Khestanova et al. [340] reported

pressures of the order of 10 MPa using the AFM-exerted force measurements on enclosures formed
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between graphene and Si-SiOx wafers. There have also been attempts to explain the pressure inside

graphene-confined water using the Laplace pressure correlation, ∆P = 2γ
R where ∆P is the pressure

gradient across the graphene membrane, γ the interfacial energy of graphene-water and R is the

radius of the graphene blisters [362]. Replacing γ = 90 mJ m−2 [363] and R = 10 nm, the internal

pressure of GLCs could reach 18 MPa. The disagreement between our results and some other

reports on the pressure of graphene enclosures is due to the fundamental differences between these

systems [340,362]. In the GLC system, the hard supporting substrate is replaced by graphene layers

to encase the sample. Moreover, the entrapped phase in a GLC is a liquid (mostly water), while in

reported AFM measurements the specimen is a dilute inert gas. The GLC samples are also a few

orders of magnitude thicker than gas cells, which signifies the role of graphene elasticity in the total

pressure. Thus, the Laplace correlation underestimates the actual pressure of GLC samples as it

does not take elasticity effects into account.

Energy analysis of graphene-encapsulated water

Although extreme pressures inside enclosures of nanometer-thick graphene layers appear to be

eccentric, such values have been physically and mathematically justified. Khetonesa et al. [340] have

analyzed the energy components playing a role in the pressure buildup in graphene enclosures on a

solid substrate. The shape and the pressure of graphene bubbles on a solid substrate were stabilized

in equilibrium conditions formed between graphene layers, the solid substrate, and the enclosure

content. Thus, the energy inside each graphene enclosure was modeled by three main components:

1) graphene-graphene and graphene-liquid interactions, 2) graphene elasticity, and 3) internal energy

of the content. Herein, applying the same approach, we have modeled each GLC with respect to its

geometry and energy components. Assuming isothermal conditions, the pressure buildup inside each

GLC was modeled as the product of energy spent in the GLC fabrication procedure. In our model,
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GLCs are formed upon squeezing nanodroplets of water between graphene sheets. The magnitude

of GLCs’ internal pressure is a function of its size and stems from four main energy components:

1) the adhesion energy between graphene layers (EvdW ), 2) the adhesion energy between graphene

and water (ELaplace), 3) the elasticity energy of graphene substrate (Eel), and 4) the internal energy

of water (El). EvdW is the energy spent to peel adjacent graphene layers and keep them apart.

Second comes the interfacial energy between graphene sheet and water (ELaplace), which contributes

to the final pressure of the sample. Our calculations show that the contribution of vdW interactions

between water and graphene substrate (disjoining pressure) is negligible in final pressure buildup

inside GLCs with thicknesses above 1 nm [364, 365]. The Eel component is the energy spent to

bend graphene sheets around water nanodroplets and keep them askew. Lastly, El is the elevation

of water nanodroplet internal energy upon encapsulation between graphene sheets. Assuming the

initial energy state of water and graphene sheets at zero, the final energy of the system could be

written as Equation 5.1:

Etot = EvdW + ELaplace + Eel + El(V ) (5.1)

The vdW energy stems from close contact of graphene sheets and only acts on the footprint of

the GLC, which could be estimated as γGGSfoot , where γGG is the graphene adhesion energy (120

mJ m−2) and Sfoot is the GLC footprint. The Laplace energy component is the result of nanoscale

interaction of water and graphene which applies on the surface of the graphene exposed to water

γGWSt, where γGW is the adhesion energy of water-graphene and St is the total area of graphene

exposed to water inside the GLC. The elasticity component of energy is derived based on first order

Hooke’s law 1
2lY Sfoot∆l

2 where Y is graphene’s young modulus (50 − 100 MPa) [366–368] and ∆l
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is graphene’s strain upon GLC fabrication. The internal energy of water rises as it gets squeezed

between graphene sheets.

MD simulations: methods and results

The MD simulations were performed with the NAMD2.13 package [37], using a CHARMM27 force

field [56] for graphene. The TIP3P model [338] was used for water molecules. The simulations were

described by a Langevin dynamics in a NVT ensemble for systems with GLC and T = 310 K, where

V varied according to number of water molecules, and NPT ensemble for bulk water system, with

P = 1, 100, 300 atm and T = 310 K. A Particle Mesh Ewald [57] summation was used to calculate

long-range Coulombic interactions, with a grid spacing of 1.0. Short-range dispersion interactions

used a switching algorithm, with an on-off distance of 10/12 Å. Pairlists were recorded for atoms

13.5 Å apart, updated every 20 steps; 1− 4 interactions were not scaled.

Bulk water simulations had 133, 050 water molecules. GLC systems have only two graphene

sheets, modeled as structure of neutral carbon atoms, with no terminal hydrogen atoms. Constraints

for preparation, minimization, pre-equilibration, and production runs of the system were only applied

to atoms within 5 Å from the edges, restrained harmonically in the z direction only. GLC systems

were prepared by selecting carbon atoms which were within 10 nm from the center and pulling them

apart in the z direction. Each GLC had different-sized cavities. Ellipsoid shaped solvation boxes

were placed in the cavities between the graphene sheets. The periodic boundary condition was set up

such that, in the xy directions, the graphene surfaces in the principal box were 1 nm away from the

box. In the z-direction, the graphene surfaces were separated by 50% above the dimensions of the

ellipsoidal water droplet, to minimize interactions. Both types of systems were minimized for 5000

steps and pre-equilibrated for 0.100 ns. Bulk water systems had 2 ns of production runs, whereas

GLC systems had 10 ns of production runs. Coordinates were recorded every 10 ps.
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The water densities in different systems were determined from a calculation of the radial depen-

dence of the number of water molecules within concentric spheres. We took concentric spheres of a

different diameter, r (starting at r = 5Å), and increments of 1 − 5 Å, until the maximum height of

graphene was reached for the entire simulation. We calculated the mass of all water atoms within the

sphere. At each value of r, we determined the average density and its standard deviation, integrated

with respect to time. From the standard deviations, we determined the uncertainty at the 99.5%

confidence level. We estimated the value of the density, using the density values at intermediate

values of r, which were consistent with each other and had low uncertainty. When r was too small,

the uncertainty was large; when r was too large, the density could be underestimated, because the

volume could include regions outside the GLC, which was vacuum.

In order to describe microscopic conditions in GLCs of different sizes, we modeled these systems by

atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. In earlier studies, we have shown that water nanodroplets

can fold graphene into different superstructures to form GLCs [248]. Here, we ran molecular dynamic

simulations on two type of GLCs with: 1) square graphene sheets (60 × 60 nm2) and 2) circular

graphene sheets with a radius of 30 nm. Each type of GLC was simulated with different numbers of

water molecules, ranging from 2.5× 104 to 3.2× 105 molecules. We calculated the densities of each

system in order to determine its pressure. In all GLC systems shown in Figure 69 and Figure 70,

we determined the radial profile of water density. In order to assess the density vs. pressure in

bulk water and benchmark these densities with our GLC calculations, we did the same type of

calculations in bulk water (without the GLC) at pressures of 0.101325, 10.325, and 30.3975 MPa,

shown in Figure 71. From these dependencies on the known applied pressures, we have determined

density vs pressure for water in an arbitrary environment, (∂ρ∂pT
≈ 5.9 × 10−4 g MPa−1 cm−3 , as
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shown in Figure 68c (inset). This benchmarking allows us to determine the pressures inside GLCs

from the water densities within them.

Figure 68: a) Top, and b) side views of a GLC with square graphene containing 3.2 × 105 water
molecules. Scale bar denotes 10 nm. c) Water pressure in GLCs with square and circular graphene
sheets vs. number of entrapped water molecules. The red and blue lines are fitted pressure curves for
the number of water molecules enclosed in each circular and square GLC. The green line represents
the Laplace pressure inside free water droplets containing the same number of water molecules as
the GLCs. The inset is a scatter graph of densities of bulk water with respect to pressure.

Figure 68c shows the calculated pressures based on the densities of water in GLCs as a function

of the number of entrapped water molecules. The deviation of density (∆ρ) from the ambient density

(1 g cm−3) and the pressure of water droplet in the GLCs are inversely proportional to the number of

water molecules confined inside each GLC. The densities and shapes of the cavities of GLCs formed

with either square or circular graphene with the same number of entrapped water molecules are very

similar (Figure 69 and Figure 70). The significantly lower pressure of water in Figure 68c for the

square GLC with 0.6× 105 water molecules is an outlier and could be the result of high simulation

uncertainty when calculating the radial profile of water density in that GLC (Figure 69c). In order

to determine the contribution of Laplace pressure in the pressure build-up in the GLC-encapsulated

water, the Laplace pressures of free water droplets containing the same number of water molecules in
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Figure 69: Images and radial profiles of GLC systems with square graphene. Number of molecules
(indicated at left) increase down the column and left to right. Error bars represent a 99.5% confidence
interval. Scale bar in d represents 10 nm.
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Figure 70: Images and radial profiles of GLC systems with circular graphene. Number of molecules
(indicated at left) increase down the column and left to right. Error bars represent a 99.5% confidence
interval. Scale bar in e represents 10 nm.
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each GLC were calculated (Figure 68c). The calculated Laplace pressure in the free water droplets

constitute ≈ 25− 33% of the final pressure in each GLC, while graphene-graphene vdW interactions

and the graphene elasticity component make up the rest.

Figure 71: Radial profile of density for bulk water: a) p = 0.101325 MPa; b) p = 10.1325 MPa; and
c) p = 30.3975 MPa. Error bars represent 99.5% confidence interval.
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Conclusions

In summary, the density and pressure of water entrapped between sheets of graphene were mea-

sured using low-loss EELS, and validated by energy conservation models and molecular dynamics

simulations. The density of water in the GLC was derived using the free electron model and was

correlated to the pressure of water in the GLC system. The density of water in the GLC sample with

basal length of 200 nm reached 1.12±0.10 g cm−3 indicating that the internal pressure of GLC was up

to 400± 50 MPa. To evaluate our experimental results, an energy conservation method was applied

on water within GLCs. The total pressure buildup in water upon GLC fabrication was determined

from three main components of pressure: Laplace, vdW, and elasticity effects. It was concluded

that graphene elasticity and interlayer vdW interactions have the most significant contribution on

the pressure buildup inside relatively large graphene enclosures. Finally, our atomistic molecular

dynamic simulations revealed the density and pressure of graphene-enclosed water with respect to

the number of encased water molecules in GLCs featuring square or circular geometries. The present

work offers new insight on the thermodynamic state of water under graphene encasement, and opens

new opportunities for examination of liquid specimens under confinement using advanced TEM and

EELS techniques.
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5.2 High Efficiency Osmotic Energy Harvesting from Vertically
Aligned Boron-Nitride-Nanopore Membrane

Adapted from Ref. [369] (submitted)

Introduction

Two membrane-based approaches, namely pressure-retarded osmosis [370] and reverse electro-

dialysis (RED) [371] have been employed to recover the Gibbs free energy from salinity gradients.

Their low power density (approximately 1 − 3 W/m2 from seawater), low efficiencies, and high

membrane cost [372] have caused interest to shift towards the use of nano-fluidic RED (NF-RED)

systems for efficient power generation using novel electrokinetic phenomena [373, 374]. A recent

study on the electric current generation induced in highly charged boron nitride nanotube (BNNT)

has highlighted the great potential for the NF-RED due to its enormous surface charge density, as

high as 1C/m2 [375]. This highly charged BN surface is expected to cause a locally high salt ion

concentration that in turn generates an osmotic pressure gradient at the channel wall in the same

direction as the salinity gradient [376]. A single BNNT used in an NF-RED device showed giant

electrokinetic energy conversion, as high as 1.2 nA that is two orders of magnitude greater than the

pressure-driven streaming current in the same BNNT pore, 15 pA [375]. Extrapolating this result to

a macroscopic BNNT membrane with a nanotube density of ≈ 1010 nanotubes/cm2 would result in a

power density of ≈ 4 kW/m2 that is three orders of magnitude higher than the performance of pro-

totype pressure-retarded-osmosis power plants. Despite these merits, no such macroscopic vertically

aligned BNNT membranes have ever been fabricated and their fundamental ion transport properties

through the charged nanopores are unknown.

We discuss the fabrication of a macroscopic boron-nitride-nanopore (VA-BNNP) membrane com-

prising of high-density vertically aligned pores with a density of 108 nanopores/cm2 and demonstrate
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its high-efficiency electrokinetic energy conversion. We investigate the effect of the solution pH

(surface-charge) on the osmotic current and the power density in the VA-BNNP membranes. A

device maximum power density of ≈ 100 W/m2 and energy conversion efficiency of 12% has been

obtained with the BNNP membrane in this study that is higher than the other reverse electrodialysis

systems based on ion exchange membranes or the nanofluidic channel devices [372,377–379].

Experimental results

Electric current through the BNNP membrane was measured at different KCl concentration

gradients ranging from 0.001 − 1 M to 0.001 − 0.01 M at pH = 7.5, 9.5, and 11, as illustrated in

Figure 72a. It is important to note that no electric double layer (EDL) overlap occurs inside the

membrane pores with ≈ 30 nm inner diameter for the electrolyte concentrations of high concentration

side (1M and 0.3 nm of Debye length) and low concentration side (1 mM and ≈ 9.6 nm of Debye

length). The current corresponding to the zero-applied external bias was extracted by measuring the

I-V response of the membrane in the concentration gradient system. The pure osmotic current (Ios ),

was then obtained by subtracting the redox potential at the electrode-solution interface determined

by the Nernst equation. We validated the measurement of redox potential by using track-etched

polycarbonate (TEPC) membranes of 100 nm diameter size. Figure 72b shows that the osmotic

current values of three BNNP membranes with different areas all increase as the solution pH increases,

which clearly supports the osmotic current generation mechanism in other charged nanopore systems

(e.g. BNNT, MoS2 ). As pH increases, Iosm values increase sharply because OH- ions can be

chemisorbed on the BN surface due to water dissociation on a h-BN surface (BN3 +H2O ⇀↽ BN3 −

OH− +H+) [375]. As mentioned above, the increased surface charge consequently leads to stronger

electrostatic interactions between the membrane fixed charges and the mobile ions. In order to

investigate further the effect of pH on surface charges of the BNNP membrane, zeta potential of the
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Figure 72: Osmotic current and power generation.a, Schematic of RED experimental set up
and diffusio-osmosis flux (VDO) and osmotic current (IDO). b, Osmotic current generation for three
different BNNP membranes at pH= 7.5, 9.5, and 11 with CH/CL = 1, 000. Error bars represent
standard deviation of four different measurements. c, Maximum power generation of the BNNP
membrane at different pH and KCl concentration gradient. d, Efficiency of BNNP membrane at
different KCl concentration gradient and its comparison with similar channel size of ion-selective
track-etched polycarbonate (TEPC) membrane (30−nm pore diameter) and bare AAO membrane
(20−nm pore diameter). e, Comparison of transference number with 30−nm TEPC and 20−nm
AAO membrane at pH= 11. f, Calculated diffusio-osmosis velocity. Cinfty values were calculated
using COMSOL Multiphysics software at pH = 11. g, Linear scaling of the diffusio-osmosis velocity
for efficiency and power density of membranes at pH = 11 and CH/CL = 1, 000 at pH = 11.
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surface of BNNP was measured using the streaming potential technique under varying pH conditions.

The zeta potential, ζ, increases with increases in pH, suggesting the accumulation of more negative

charges on the BN surface. It has been reported that the surface charge density estimated from

pressure-driven flow (e.g. streaming zeta potential method) is much smaller than the estimated charge

density calculated from diffusion-based conductance measurements [375]. Thus, to obtain an accurate

value for the surface charge density in BNNP, we measured the ion current, I, generated through

the BNNP membrane under an electric potential drop, ∆V, and deduced the electric conductance,

G = I
∆V , as a function of salt concentration. For the given membrane, these curves show saturation

of the conductance at low salt concentration, which is a signature of a surface conductance and

charge. An increase in the surface charge is seen as the solution pH is increased, with a high value

of ≈ 110 mC/m2 at pH 11. This value is higher than other materials (e.g. silica [380], AAO [381],

TiO2 [382]).

MD simulations: methods and results

The ionic solution flow is simulated by a boron nitride nanotube (BNNT) functionalized on its

inner walls by charged hydroxyl groups at 108 mC/m2, 76.7 mC/m2 , and 32.3 mC/m2 concentrations

(Figure 74). The diameter and length of BNNT are about 5.8 nm and 15 nm, respectively. The

BNNT is connected to two chambers with potassium chloride (KCL) solution at 1 mol/L (left) and

0.001 mol/L (right) KCl concentrations, respectively. A fixed graphene slabs is located at the end

of each solution chamber with a vacuum layer in order to cut off the connection between the two

chambers, meantime the vacuum layer can keep ions and water freely exchange between the two

chambers.

The MD simulations were performed with NAMD [37] , using a modified CHARMM force field.

Water molecules (TIP3P model [338], ions, hydrogen group and graphene sheet were described by
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the CHARMM general force field [39, 40]. The Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters for B and N atoms

were evaluated form literature [383, 384], using MP2/6 − 31G∗ level of theory to determine partial

charges of functionalized BNNTs. The systems were simulated at a temperature of 300 K with a

Langevin dynamics, a damping constant of 0.1 ps−1 and a time step of 2 fs in an NVT ensemble, with

periodic boundary conditions imposed in all three directions. The partial mesh Ewald summation

(PME) [57] was used to describe a long-rang Columbic coupling. The switching distance for non-

bonded interactions was set to 8 Å, and the cut-off was set to 10 Å. Figure 74-Figure 76 shows the

average radial ion concentration profiles calculated at different positions along the functionalized

BNNT after ≈ 30 ns of simulations. The ions distributions were averaged over 3 nm long regions

selected at the BNNT entrance (high concentrated solution), center and exit (low concentrated

solution).

In order to gain better insights on how the interfacially driven salt-concentration difference builds

an osmotic pressure gradient inside the tube to drive diffusio-osmosis, we have performed molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations. In our MD studies, we built BNNPs of 5.8 nm diameter and 15 nm

length whose inner walls were functionalized with charged hydroxyl groups at one of three surface

charge densities: 0.0323 C/m2 (pH= 7.5), 0.0767 C/m2 (pH= 9.5), and 0.108 C/m2 (pH= 11).

We computed ionic solution concentration profiles through a BNNP connecting two chambers with

potassium chloride (KCL) solution at 1 M and 0.27 M KCl concentrations, as shown in Figure 73a.

Here, we use 0.27 M for the low concentration side of the BNNP instead of the 0.001 M of the

experimental case because the diameter in the MD simulations is only 5.8 nm rather than the 30 nm

of the experiment. This increased molarity ensures that the EDL does not overlap, as consistent with

the experiment. Figure 73b and c reveal the radial ion concentrations of K+ and Cl− at pH= 7 and

pH= 11, respectively. The radial water and ion concentrations at all considered pH conditions are also
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Figure 73: Ion transport studies. a, Molecular dynamics simulation model system. K+ and Cl−

ion radial concentration profile near pore entrance at charge densities of b, 32.3 mC/m2 and c, 108
mC/m2 . Insets indicate ion concentration profile near exit (low concentration side). d, K+ ion
concentration gradient (left axis) along z direction and osmotic pressure gradient (right axis) along
the z direction at charge densities of 108 mC/m2 . Blue-colored regions indicate inside BNNP.

shown in Figure 74, Figure 75, and Figure 76. At the lower surface charge density of 0.0323 C/m2 at

pH= 7, K+ and Cl− concentrations are similar in entire BNNP and the salt concentration difference

in EDL between the pore entrance and exit is approximately only 0.03 g/cm3 (the longitudinal K+

concentration profile in Figure 73b). As the surface charge increases (Figure 75 and Figure 76), the

K+ cations highly adsorb on the BNNP walls and the ion concentration in the EDL become larger

than the lower surface charge density (Figure 74). In particular, as shown in Figure 73c and d (right

axis of K+ ion concentration), at the highest surface charge concentration (0.108 C/m2), K+ ions are

highly concentrated on the BN surface and the axial ion concentration difference in the EDL reaches
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Figure 74: Radial distributions of ions at different longitudinal positions of a functional-
ized BNNP at 32.3 mC/m2. Average K+ , Cl− and water concentration profiles along the radial
direction at the nanotube a, entrance, b, center, and c, exit, calculated for inner surface charge
densities of 32.3 mC/m2 . K+ and Cl− concentration in high resolution are shown in d, entrance, e,
center, and f, exit.
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Figure 75: Radial distributions of ions at different longitudinal positions of a functional-
ized BNNP at 76.7 mC/m2. Average K+ , Cl− and water concentration profiles along the radial
direction at the nanotube a, entrance, b, center, and c, exit, calculated for inner surface charge
densities of 76.7 mC/m2 . K+ and Cl− concentration in high resolution are shown in d, entrance, e,
center, and f, exit.
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Figure 76: Radial distributions of ions at different longitudinal positions of a functional-
ized BNNP at 108 mC/m2. Average K+ , Cl− and water concentration profiles along the radial
direction at the nanotube a, entrance, b, center, and c, exit, calculated for inner surface charge
densities of 108 mC/m2. K+ and Cl− concentration in high resolution are shown in d, entrance, e,
center, and f, exit.
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0.12 g/cm3 , compared to the small (0.03 g/cm3) concentration difference present at pH= 7 (0.0323

C/m2). It has been reported that monovalent and divalent ions can be condensed on the surface of

electrode [385], and such high ion-concentration differences across the ends of BNNPs can result in

large osmotic pressure gradient within the diffuse layer, resulting in significant diffusio-osmotic flux

and osmotic current [375, 386]. Indeed, as shown in Figure 73d (right axis), the osmotic pressure

difference in the EDL of 15-nm length BNNP at pH= 11 (108 mC/m2) is approximately 75 bars

(based on Van’t Hoff equation). Thus, the high ion concentration and osmotic pressure gradient in

the BNNP causes cationic charges within the diffuse layer to be dragged by diffusio-osmotic flow, thus

resulting in high transference number and osmotic currents. The radial ion distribution results also

reveal that at the high surface density of OH− groups, K+ is highly concentrated at the nanotube

wall, while both K+ and Cl− ions are present in a similar amount in the tube core (Figure 74,

Figure 75, and Figure 76).

Conclusion

We compare the performance of the BNNP membrane with other single stage NF-RED systems.

The maximum power density of the BNNP membrane, ≈ 105 W/m2 , is much higher than that of

silica nanochannel and nanofluidic crystal RED devices. Compared to single BNNT pore and single

MoS2 pore RED devices, the BNNP membrane shows lower power density, however, it is important

to note that their power densities in the table are calculated based on power density per unit pore

surface and extrapolate its nm-scale area to meter-scale. Thus, actual generated power from the

single pore system ranges only few pW per unit, while BNNP membrane with high pore density

have powers five orders of magnitude higher than single-pore-based RED system. Moreover, the

BNNP fabrication method is scalable to large areas, and the areal power density of the single stage

BNNP device is already 165 mW/m2 which is an order of magnitude higher than the 27 mW/m2
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of the electric-eel-inspired hydrogel system [387]. The areal power density of the BNNP membrane

could be further enhanced by increasing BN pore density from the current ≈ 108 pores/cm2 to

≈ 1011 pores/cm2 , which can be accomplished by optimizing the thickness of the BN layer, as well

as electrolyte solution condition and electrochemical process for AAO membrane fabrication [388].

However, it is very challenging to increase pore density of other single pore systems up to certain level

to achieve practical power per device. Among all other RED systems, only the BNNP membranes

can surpass the tradeoff curve with its macroscopic size, high efficiency, and power density. Thus, our

high-efficiency BNNP membranes show a strong prospect for the application for large-scale energy

harvesting as well as for powering small-scale devices.

In summary, we demonstrate rationally designed nanostructured vertically aligned boron-nitride-

nanopore membranes (VA-BNNP) which can efficiently harness osmotic power from salinity gradi-

ents. A thin h-BN layer was uniformly deposited within the pores of anodized alumina substrates by

low-pressure chemical vapor deposition to produce the first-ever macroscopic VA-BNNP membrane

with high nanopore density, up to ≈ 108 pores/cm2. The results of scanning confocal Raman spec-

troscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) showed the high quality of the h-BN layers in

the AAO pores. We investigated the power generation of the macroscopic VA-BNNP membranes at

different pH and salinity concentrations. The power generation per unit pore area increased as the

salt concentration and pH increased. The highest power density of the membrane was up to ≈ 100

W/m2 which is two orders of magnitude higher than that of other macro-scale, salinity-gradient-

driven, power-generation systems reported so far. In addition, we also elucidate the fundamental ion

transport mechanism in BN nanopore using analyses and molecular dynamic simulations to show

the impact of surface-charge-associated diffusion-osmotic transport in the pores. These findings in-
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dicate the great potential of large-area VA-BNNP membranes as next-generation nanostructured

membranes for renewable energy harvesting.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis includes research on projects describing processes occurring on the nanoscale. First

we looked as at supramolecular self-assembly processes. We started with single amino acids and

nucleobases forming nanoscale. Then we graduated to polypeptides. In these systems with ap-

plications to biology we saw structure stability and interactions with other molecules. Then we

transferred our applications to material science, where we saw self-assembly mechanisms and sta-

bility of non-biological supramolecular assemblies. We even observed interactions of supramolecular

structures with biomolecules. We then looked at nanofluidics, where we tested well-known macro

size phenomenon to see if they occur at the nanoscale.

Section 3.1 - Formation of Apoptosis-Inducing Amyloid Fibrils by Tryptophan: The

crystal of pure left handed enantiomer TRP bent along the aromatic zipper. This bending could be

the precursor of the nucleation site of the crystal, thus we observe preferential fibrillar growth of this

crystal.

Section 3.2 - Chirality-induced self-assembly of aromatic amino acids into supramolecu-

lar materials: The racemic mixture of TRP molecules in the crystal did not bend in any preferential

direction, thus the precursor of the nucleation crystal does not have any directional growth and the

crystal is then 2D. The pure PHE enantiomer grows in 1D because it is energetically favorable for

the PHE amino acids to coalesce such that the crystal grows elongating the aromatic zipper.

Section 3.3 - Differential inhibition of metabolite amyloid formation by generic fibrillation-

modifying polyphenols: We saw inhibition of formation of metabolite fibril suprastructure with

219
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polyphenols TA and EGCG. TA and EGCG can binding equally strongly to the same metabolite

in the same phase (solvated or crystalline). TA is a bigger molecule with more functional groups.

Therefore, it can bind to more solvated metabolites, thus is a more effective inhibitor of fibril forma-

tion before crystallization has occurred. TA and EGCG can bind to the same number of crystalline

metabolites, yet the collaborators used 10-fold higher concentration of EGCG, thus saw more inhi-

bition with EGCG.

Section 3.4 - Metabolite amyloid-like fibrils interact with model membranes: The polar

head groups of phospholipids interact with the metabolite crystal such that electrostatic interactions

are optimized. TRP has an apolar head group. Therefore, the zwitterions in TRP crystal interact

directly with the lipid bilayer membrane. TYR has a polar head group that interacts directly with

the lipid bilayer. ADN is quadrupolar. Therefore, it needs the highest dispersion interactions to

compensate for weak electrostatic interactions. The plane of ADN molecules in the crystal are

parallel to the plane of the lipid bilayer. Our enthalpies of binding per contact area match closely

with experimental results when comparing the same metabolite to different phospholipid membranes.

Section 3.5 - Transition of Metastable Cross-α Crystals into Cross-β Fibrils by β-Turn

Flipping: The α helical structure (healthy state) represents a metastable state, whereas the cross-β

linker (disease state) is the true global minimum. As temperature increases the peptide folds into

the cross-beta linker due to entropic effects, when peptides are solvated or dimerized. Trimers and

higher order oligomers are not so temperature dependent. Trimers and higher oligomers as well as

crystalline peptides have a tendency to have the cross−β linker conformation. Cross-β linker is more

presence at higher temperatures or in the presence of other peptides.

Section 3.6 - Anisotropic assembly of Metal Nanostructures onto an Asymmetric Peptide-

Based Nanofibers: The unit cell of the crystal of SHR-FF in the cross-β conformation has a strong
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net dipole moment. Therefore, propagation of this crystal causes the crystal to have a strong dipole

moment. The AUNP has a strong charge due to the coating of citrate ligands. The attraction

of AUNP and SHR-FF crystal is a monopole-dipole interaction. The AUNP, which is negatively

charged will diffuse to the highest positive end of the SHR-FF crystal.

Section 3.7 - Electrical Conductivity, Selective Adhesion, and Biocompatibility in Bacteria-

Inspired Peptide-Metal Self-Supporting Nanocomposites: In another polypeptide, there is

an antiparallel beta sheet formation upon its self-assembly. This configuration remains intact even in

the presence of a AUNP. There are at least two layers of antiparallel beta sheet to prevent twisting.

Section 4.1 - Co-Crystallization of Proteins and NP-Polymer Conjugates: Both the PEG

and the AUNP can bind to the lysozyme proteins. Each PEG link has the same enthalpy of binding,

yet the longer chains can have more links bind to the proteins, thus increasing the net enthalpy of

binding. In addition there is less entropy loss of co-crystallization with the longer PEG. The oxygen

atoms bind to the positively charged groups of the lysozyme proteins. The AUNR also aligns itself

in the center of the unit cell for maximum exposure to the positive dipole region of the crystal, i.e.

parallel to the c axis.

Section 4.2 - Controlled Self-Assembly of Photofunctional Supramolecular Nanotubes:

PEG links on the PP2b molecules can form localized apolar environments, which protect the apolar

core from a polar environment when necessary. When we have 100% water a solvent, we need long

PEG chains (44 link long). The PP2b molecules form a huge cluster, where the PEG chains protect

the inner core of the molecules from the aqueous environment. This cluster is the precursor to

the hexagonal nanotube. When there is 80 : 20 v:v of water:THF, the solvent is relatively polar.

Therefore, the PEG chains still are need to protect the apolar cores. This causes fast oligomerization,

where the oligomers are rigid, thus fibrils form rather than nanotubes. Finally when 60 : 40 v:v of
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water:THF, the solvent is relatively apolar. Therefore the PEG chains are not needed to protect the

PP2b cores. We have slow oligomerization, yet they are flexible, thus nanotubes form.

Section 4.3 - Atomically precise organomimetic cluster nanomolecules assembled via

perfluoroaryl-thiol S N Ar chemistry: As the number of PEG links increase the average size

of the atomically precise NP increases with a relation rgyr ∝
√
nlinks as expected with Fick’s law of

diffusion. Longer links have a higher skew to larger values of rgyr because these larger chains are

flexible and can extend and then fold back. We see higher skews when the NPs are in PBS solution

because the motion of PEG chains can couple with the motion of ions.

Section 4.4 - Hybridization of Biomolecular Crystals and Inorganic Nanomaterials:

Biomolecular crystal and planar nanosurfaces become more rigid when they came into contact with

each other. There is a strong coupling between biomolecular crystals and nanosurfaces that keep

them attracted. The crystal does not dissolve because the intra-crystal interactions are significantly

stronger than inter-crystal interactions with the nanosurfaces. When we have enantiopure crystals,

the crystal can wrap around a CNT in leaps after some delay. This is due to the predisposition for

enantiopure crystals to have helical bending in solvated environments. Relative sizes and position of

the CNT and crystal determines how much this crystal will wrap around the CNT. When we have

racemic mixture of metabolites in the biomolecular crystal, then the crystal wraps around the CNT

continuously and immediately, due to their predisposition not to bend in solvated environments.

Section 4.5 - Nanosheets and Metallo-Hydrogel Formed by 2-nm Metal-Organic Cages

based on electrostatic interaction: Electronic structure and steric effects determine how the

cages bind with each other, which ultimately determine whether gelation occurs or precipitation. We

need σ−π bonds from the alkyl group in the ligand with the aromatic group in the neighboring cages.

There seems to be preferential binding when the aromatic group is covalently bonded to an electron
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withdrawing group (such as the carboxyl group) rather than an electron donating group (such as

a pyridine group). We need two such aromatic groups next to each other to form a unimolecular

network, which then leads to gelation.

Section 4.6 - In Situ Liquid-Cell TEM Observation of Multiphase Classical and Non-

classical Nucleation of Calcium Oxalate: When there are no citrate inhibitors present, Calcium

oxalate clusters form and grow without limit. Once they reach a certain size, consisting of ≈ 10 Ca2+

ions in the cluster the ratio of water:Ca2+ reaches a limiting value ≈ 5. When we have the citrate

inhibitors present, the clusters are limited in size and are more are more finger-like. Once these

cluster reach a certain size ratio of water:Ca2+ reaches a limiting value ≈ 12.5. The cluster we see in

the absence of citrate inhibitors is the precursor of the COM crystals, whereas the finger-like clusters

formed in the presence of citrate inhibitor is the precursor of COD crystals.

Section 5.1 - Assessment of Pressure and Density of Confined Water in Graphene Liq-

uid Cells: Pressure builds up mostly due to attraction of the graphene slabs through dispersion

interactions between the graphene layer. The Laplace pressure accounts only ≈ 33% of the pressure

in the water droplet. As the number of water molecules in the droplet increases the pressure decays

faster than N
− 1

3
water.

Section 5.2 - High Efficiency Osmotic Energy Harvesting from Vertically Aligned Boron-

Nitride-Nanopore Membrane: The charged BNNP has enhanced power generation through

filtration of osmotic diffusion. The positively charge cations builds up on the walls. When we

increase the pH of the solution there is a larger flow of positive ions flowing into the tube.

We used all atomistic simulations to model self-assembly processes (with applications to biology

and material science) and explored nanofluidics. We confirmed macroscale phenomenon originating
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at the molecular level through these simulations. We enhanced our understanding of these processes

by elucidating the mechanisms at the molecular level and in many cases even helped the experi-

mental understand the results of their experiments. Sometimes we suggested experiments for our

collaborators to do based on our observations at the molecular level.
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binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
and authorized assigns.  

In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail. 

WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions. 

This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process. 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party. 

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.

The Creative Commons Attribution License

The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-

Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below) 

Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)

Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations

Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.

Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html

Other Terms and Conditions: 

v1.10 Last updated September 2015

Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html
mailto:customercare@copyright.com
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Terms and Conditions 

The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright. 

You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sub licensable (on a stand-
alone basis), non-transferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license, and any
CONTENT (PDF or image file) purchased as part of your order, is for a one-time
use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the license.
The first instance of republication or reuse granted by this license must be completed
within two years of the date of the grant of this license (although copies prepared
before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in the
license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to the
author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also duplicate the
copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the Wiley
Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the text is a
previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley Material. Any
third party content is expressly excluded from this permission. 

With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and no
derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner.For STM Signatory Publishers
clearing permission under the terms of the STM Permissions Guidelines only, the
terms of the license are extended to include subsequent editions and for editions
in other languages, provided such editions are for the work as a whole in situ and
does not involve the separate exploitation of the permitted figures or extracts,
You may not alter, remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or
other notices displayed by the Wiley Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan,
lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a stand-alone
basis, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person. 

The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times
remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of
and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the
continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or
to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have
no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right,
license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other branding
("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree that you
shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto 

NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS
OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY

http://www.stm-assoc.org/copyright-legal-affairs/permissions/permissions-guidelines/
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QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,
INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU.  

WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of
this Agreement by you. 

You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND WHETHER
OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN.  

Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby.  

The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party.  

This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent. 

Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC. 

These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
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and authorized assigns.  

In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail. 

WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions. 

This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process. 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party. 

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.

The Creative Commons Attribution License

The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-

Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below) 

Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)

Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.

Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html

Other Terms and Conditions: 

v1.10 Last updated September 2015

Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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